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and our daughters, Bailey and Rachel, 
living examples of steadfast love. 
lV 
In that day, declares the Lord, you will call me "my husband"; 
you will no longer call me "my master." 
Hosea 
My song is love. 
Chris Martin 
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Section One: The Problcrn 
My project will provide a survey of traditional atonement metaphors, with a par-
ticular emphasis upon contrasting penal substitution with a covenantal relational under-
standing of the atonement, and will then posit that a covenantal relational approach is 
ideal for resonance with a postmodem audience. 
I will seek to determine whether any single biblical metaphor or cluster of meta-
phors provides an interpretive matrix for all discussion of the atonement in a way that is 
both biblically faithful and conceptually accessible to a postmodem world. I contend that 
atonement discussions in typical evangelical contexts may be both biblically insufficient 
and culturally inadequate and that alternatives exist which address both issues. I believe it 
possible to engage with atonement theology in a metaphoric landscape that resonates with 
the postmodem experience of life and scripture as the reader encounters it. This engage-
ment will enable the reader to be better able to access the transformative power of the 
atonement in his or her life. 
In beginning to unpack the problem, one begins by asking whether or not the Bi-
ble presents a unified metaphoric or thematic front in terms of making sense of the 
atonement. Is it appropriate to ask for one unifying metaphor? Or, as Scot McKnight, 
along with others, suggests, are we better off comparing the Bible to a bag of golf clubs 
with various metaphors constitutmg different clubs to be used as the ministry situation 
demands? 1 Some would suggest that their metaphor is the only way to discuss the atone-
1 Scot McKnight, A Community of Atonement (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
2007) xiii. 
1 
ment and that any discussion that fails to center itself on their framework is no discussion 
of the atonement at all? Is this so? Why do some believe it to be the case? 
Some, like Stephan Finlan, have come to see the atonement as an outdated con-
cept altogether, an archaic relic of Christianity's violent, superstitious past that we can 
now evolve beyond. 3 To them, language and imagery of blood, sacrifice, wrath, propitia-
tion/expiation, or substitution are anathema to postmodem views of the world and God 
and must be jettisoned. 
My interest in this problem has a pragmatic grounding as well as a theological 
one. Having spent over 20 years on the staff of Young Life, an evangelical outreach min-
istry to adolescents that has grounded itself primarily in propositional presentations of 
penal substitutionary atonement, I have developed concerns about the efficacy of this ap-
proach._While we have demonstrated an ability to communicate this approach winsomely 
and have brought literally thousands of adolescents to response, I have seen two disturb-
ing trends developing with young people. 
The first is that, whereas in past years it was mostly a matter of getting kids to 
recognize their need for Jesus within the framework of penal substitution, increasingly 
the fundamental logic of penal substitution seems not only no longer self evident to 
young people but often offensive. Second, I have also seen an increasing tendency for 
this method to "wear off." While initial responses might suggest the value of this ap-
2 Christianity Today's May 2006 issue dedicated to the atonement had "Nothing 
but the Blood" as it's cover byline and the articles and editorials throughout serve as an 
example of the widespread move within some circles of evangelicalism to view Penal 
Substitution as the only appropriate and biblically faithful way to speak of the atonement. 
3 Stephen Finlan, Problems with Atonement (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 
2005) 
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proach, a significant tendency for young people to later walk away from Christian faith 
all together raises questions. 
My anecdotal conversations with young people I have worked with suggests that 
they often come to see the God of penal substitution as cold and capricious (choosing to 
love a few but damning most and being willing to save the guilty at the expense of the 
life of the innocent) and strangely irrelevant to their actual lives (salvation as so config-
ured seems like a fictional or abstract construct that doesn't really change much of how 
they experience their lives in the world). This is not a new sentiment, however. In 1949, 
Dorothy Sayers put it pithily in a sardonic theology quiz: 
Q: What is meant by the atonement? 
A: God wanted to damn everybody, but his vindictive sadism was sated 
by the crucifixion of His own Son, who was quite innocent, and, therefore, 
a particularly attractive victim. He now only damns people who don't fol-
low Christ or who never heard ofHim.4 
I am sure that no proponents of penal substitution would welcome this characteri-
zation as accurate. At the same time, this does seem to be how the penal orientation is 
often perceived. My project, therefore, seeks to determine why this is so. Is the problem 
with this generation of young people or that they have "closed their hearts" to the Gos-
pel? Does it arise from a failure of evangelical evangelists to adequately understand they 
way postmodems experience the world and to adjust their presentations of the Gospel 
accordingly? To borrow from Leonard Sweet's imagery, are we failing to present an old 
message in a new medium or with a new method?5 Perhaps the problem lies in our pres-
4 Dorothy Sayers, Creed or Chaos? (New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace, 1949), 33. 
5 Leonard Sweet, ed. The Church in the Emerging Culture. (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2003). I have encountered this idea of Dr. Sweet's from Sweet himself and 
3 
entations. Could it be that penal substitution is not the most accurate or helpful way to 
describe the work of the cross after all? Perhaps various factors are at play. That is what 
this project will seek to explore. 
This exploration will go in three directions. I will look at the biblical texts with an 
eye toward determining how the Bible actually describes the work and ministry of Jesus. 
How does Jesus save? I will also consider the postmodem landscape on two fronts. The 
first involves modem and postmodem understandings of the self Who does Jesus save 
and from what? Finally, I will explore how to communicate effectively to a world that 
increasingly distrusts or is disinterested in linear propositional presentations. How do we 
talk in a way that can be understood and received? Is it valid to speak of truth in non-
propositional ways? 
numerous others. I cannot recall, however, where I first interacted with the idea. This is 
where he first published it. 
4 
Section Two: Other Proposed Solutions 
There is no want for suggestions as to how to engage 21st century culture in the 
West with the atonement. What is more difficult is finding any sort of agreement amongst 
the proliferation of options. The range extends from those who essentially seem to pro-
pose that we just need to say what we've been saying for several hundred years, only 
more loudly,6 to those like Stephen Finlan, for whom the atonement has become an out-
dated relic of an earlier, less ethically and theologically evolved time. In between are 
those who suggest that the atonement remains crucial but should be understood in terms 
other than those of penal substitution, from Aulen's Christus Victor, Abelard's theory of 
Christ as Moral Exemplar, or Girard's theory of Mimetic Violence, to name a few. 7 This 
section will explore some of those options and probe their adequacy for the dual tasks of 
remaining faithful to scripture's understanding of the cross while engaging meaningfully 
with postmodem culture and providing adequate foundation for spiritual formation. 
Penal Substitution 
In beginning with penal substitution, and spending substantially more time cri-
tiquing it than critiquing other models, I do not intend to set it up as the great bane of 
atonement theology. It is but one approach among many and has had significant positive 
6 For a growing number of Evangelicals in the West, penal substitutionary atone-
ment has become a position to be defended with cmsade-like fervor. The speaking minis-
try of Seattle based Pastor Mark Driscoll and the writing of theologians like John Piper, 
Pierced for our Transgressions: Rediscovering the Glory of Penal Substitution (Wheaton, 
IL: Crossway Books, 2007) or the controversy in England surrounding Steve Chalke and 
his book written along with Alan Mann, The Lost Message of Jesus (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2004), serve as examples. 
7 Peter Schmiechen, in his book Saving Power (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
2005) identifies ten distinct atonement theories. While there is some overlap between 
them, this speaks to the multi-faceted nature of atonement theology. 
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effect in some ways over the last few centuries. I do so because, for many, particularly in 
the evangelical West, penal substitution has virtually become synonymous with the 
atonement itself. This can be seen in the vehemence of its defense by theologians and 
preachers, but also in its prevalence in street-level ministry. If one were to ask the vast 
majority of evangelicals, "What is the heart of the Gospel?" I suspect that most would 
posit some form of penal substitution. For many, it seems there is never a thought that the 
meaning of the cross could be found in any other construct, so closely has penal substitu-
tion become synonymous with Gospel for many evangelicals. 
Others, like John Stott, for example, who do grant that varied metaphors round 
out our understanding of the atonement, still insist that penal substitution be the anchor or 
chief metaphor. 8 In this case, penal substitution is not one metaphor among many or one 
metaphor that helps inform some other, larger metaphoric construct. Rather, it is the lens 
through which all other biblical metaphors are seen. This makes substitution a transac-
tional issue rather than seeing it within the covenantal framework found in scripture. A 
relationship is what was lost in the Fall, not, primarily, right standing in a legal sense. 
way: 
Penal substitution is defined by one of its champions, Thomas Schreiner, in this 
The Father, because of his love for human beings, sent his Son (who offered him-
self willingly and gladly) to satisfy God's justice, so that Christ took the place of 
8 I. Howard Marshall's, Aspects of the Atonement (Tyrone, GA: Paternoster, 
2007), John Stott's classic, The Cross of Christ (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 
1986), and Leon Morris', The Atonement (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 1983) 
would serve as examples. All three insist that while other metaphors have biblical merit, 
they all seek to inform penal substitution and penal substitution is the lens through which 
all other metaphors draw their meaning. 
6 
sinners. The punishment and penalty we deserved was laid on Jesus Christ instead 
of us, so that in the cross both God's holiness and love are manifested.9 
Recognizing strengths. While this point can be overplayed by its adherents, it 
must be recognized that penal substitution faces headlong the scandalous elements of the 
atonement. It does not make light of sin; it powerfully argues against any sense that hu-
manity is adequate to deal with sin on its own. There is no Pelagianism to be found here. 
This is highly admirable. 
It also does not shy away from biblical passages and ideas that modern sensibili-
ties might find offensive-passages with ideas like wrath, sacrifice, substitution or judg-
ment. Where some Christian theology seeks to explain these ideas away or eviscerate 
them of any real meaning and, therefore, any real offense, penal substitution makes them 
the centerpieces of the doctrine that encapsulates the saving work of God through Christ 
and for humanity. Whether it does so in an accurate way will be discussed later, but its 
insistence in fidelity to scripture and to the God of scripture is a sure strength. 
In now turning to what I see as weaknesses in penal substitution, I want to empha-
size I am not trying to dismiss either the sincerity of its proponents or the multitudes of 
Christians who have come to faith through presentations of the Gospel centered on penal 
substitution. Penal substitution is vivid, has proven to illicit significant response, takes 
issues of God's righteousness and humanity's sin seriously and certainly, on the face, has 
roots in biblical language, particularly Paul's. 
Mistaking the word for the thing. Much of our current view of penal substitution 
arose in an age dominated by the logical empiricism of Immanuel Kant and others: that 
9Thomas R. Schreiner, "Penal Substitution" in The Nature of the Atonement: Four 
Views, James Beilby and Paul R. Eddy (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic: 2006) 67. 
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which "cannot be translated from metaphorical into 'literal' language cannot be held to 
be true." 10 Colin Gunton helpfully illustrates this when he points out that whereas Des-
cartes stated "I have described the Earth and the whole visible universe as if it were a 
machine," 11 it is but a short step to then believe that "the world is a machine." Basically, 
we take the metaphor meant to describe the thing and it becomes the thing itself in our 
minds. When we do this in theology, Peter Rollins argues that we are taking what was 
intended to be an icon, using "words, images or experiences as aids [emphasis mine] in 
contemplation of that which cannot be reduced to words, images or experiences,"12 and 
turned it into an idol, an exact representation of the thing itself. A semiotician would say 
that we are confusing the signifier (the metaphor) for the signified (atonement). 13 It is dif-
ficult to determine whether this results from epistemological confusion or arrogance, but 
the result is the same. 
While the danger of doing this lurks constantly at the door of all of our theologi-
cal and ideological pronouncements and is by no means unique to proponents of penal 
substitution, I would argue that they often fall prey to it. They too often succumb to the 
danger of taking language and metaphors that are intended to point toward, point beyond, 
or partially illumine and take them to be the thing itself, to be what literally happens or 
transpires on the cross. For example, Joel Green, who writes strongly in support of the 
1° Colin Gun ton, The Actuality of the Atonement (London, UK: T &T Clark, 1988), 
30. 
II Ibid. 30. 
12 Peter Rollins, How (Not) to Speak of God (London, UK: Paraclete Press, 2006), 
38. 
13 Arthur Asa Berger, Signs in Contemporary Culture (Salem, WI: Sheffield Pub-
lishing, 1999), 11. 
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atonement, but in opposition to penal substitution as it is generally presented, relates, 
"My own experience is that, without exception, questions raised against the theory of pe-
nal substitution invite the response, 'So, you don't believe in the atonement?'"14 
Less universal than often presumed. It is often posited by its proponents and per-
ceived by lay Christians that penal substitution's roots lie in Paul and that it has grown 
unquestioned through the history of the church. In reality, penal substitution has not, until 
recently, held such a hegemonic sway over Christian theology. As Colin Gunton (among 
others) helpfully points out, while elements of penal categories are clearly present in 
Paul, he hardly sees this as his only available option. David J. Williams has isolated no 
fewer than 85 distinct metaphors in Paul's writing, many of which are applied to Christ. 15 
As Scot Me Knight points out, often the determining factor in Paul's selection of a meta-
ph or seems to be less an overarching idea than the particular metaphor's functionality in 
the moment. 16 
Paul did not limit himself to penal imagery when discussing the atonement. Like-
wise, penal substitution as presently held is a relative latecomer to church history. While 
penal language was present in the earliest church atonement formulations, it did not 
dominate. With roots in Anselm's theory of the atonement as "satisfaction" of God dating 
back to the 11th century, penal substitution as we know it did not come to flower until, 
depending upon one's perspective, either the early Protestant Reformers, including Cal-
14 Joel B. Green, "Kaleidescope Approach" in The Nature of the Atonement: Four 
Views, 115. 
15 David J. Williams, Paul's Metaphors: Their Context and Character (Peabody 
MA: Hendrickson Pubishers, 2003 ). 
16 Scot McKnight, 52. 
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vin, or 19th century American theologians, of whom Princeton's Charles Hodge would be 
the chief representative. The uncertainty of its origin in its present form arises because, 
while Calvin and the early reformers used some of the same language of penal substitu-
tion, it is debatable that they used these terms in the same way as the more recent theolo-
gians. 17 Regardless of its origins, penal substitution became the dominant theory in 
Western Protestantism in the 19th and 20th centuries. 18 In the Eastern church, while penal 
language appears occasionally, the emphasis is much more on identification vis-a-vis Ire-
neaus with the incarnation understood to be the key to atonement as the cross. 19 
Mark Baker and Joel Green, among others, argue that it is not surprising that pe-
nal substitution came to the fore in the late Enlightenment period. They state, "Hodge ex-
plains the penal substitutionary model in a way that makes it appear self-evident that God 
must act according to late-nineteenth-century American notions of justice."20 This, cou-
pled with the Enlightenment's emphasis upon the autonomous self, makes penal substitu-
tiona seemingly perfectly appropriate theory for a Western Enlightenment context. That 
self-evident nature, however, has caused its adherents then to read penal substitution back 
17 Peter Schmeichen, 37-45. Schmiechen stresses that, for Calvin, Christ's death is 
not an act of retributive justice and that salvation is achieved through the obedience of 
Chirst, both in life and death. This is in contrast to saying that salvation is being achieved 
through blood required retributively in penal substitution. 
18 It should be noted that this not the case in all Protestant streams. Anabaptists, 
for example, have typically not been adherents of penal substitution have tended more 
toward Christus Victor or Moral Exemplar theories of the atonement. 
19 John D. Zizioulas, Being as Communion (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Semi-
nary Press, 1985). This book has served as my introduction to Eastern theology and Stan-
ley Grenz considered it to be a definitive Eastern response to Barth and Raimer in the last 
half of the 20th Century. 
20 Joel B. Green and Mark D. Baker, Recovering the Scandal of the Cross (Down-
ers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 2000), 147. 
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into, as it were, all of Church history and into the biblical texts themselves. We shall later 
discuss the appropriateness of this reading. 
Reading out of focus, from two directions. One of the touchstones of penal sub-
stitution is that God's justice is immutable. This is so much the case that while it main-
tains that God perfectly holds love and justice in tension,21 penal substitution "eliminates 
the tension by affirming justice as the only significant and functional divine attribute."22 
It has been argued that, for Hodge, love was accidental to the nature of God; justice was 
not.23 In other words, "God can save sinners by sending his Son; but he doesn't have to 
do so,"24 since this might imply some limitation on God's sovereignty. This fits nicely 
with the British/ American conception of blind justice, a justice almost apart from God 
that seems to make requirements upon God in a binding way. Yet why should God's na-
ture of justice be any more binding that God's nature of love? This reading of biblical 
texts with a modem Enlightenment sense of abstract and absolute justice affects how pe-
nal substitution reads virtually all of the biblical texts related to the atonement. 
Just as, I believe, penal substitution reads back into the texts, particularly those of 
Paul, a modem conception of justice that is not necessarily present in the texts, it makes a 
21 This is a problematic assertion in its own right. Can anything in God's nature be 
"in tension" with another part of God's nature? Would it be more appropriate to say that 
justice flows from God's loving nature (as I will assert in my thesis) or that in God's tran-
scendence love and justice are not at odds or in need of being held in tension but only ap-
pear to be so due to our finite minds? 
22 Schmeichen, 110. 
23 Gary Deddo, "Issues in Contemporary Evangelical Theology" Lecture (Colo-
rado Springs, CO: Fuller Theological Seminary, Colorado Extension, October 19, 2007). 
Deddo was contrasting the theology of Hodge with that of T.F. Torrance. 
24Jiirgen Moltmonn, The Trinity and the Kingdom (San Francisco, CA: Harper & 
Row, 1981), 115. 
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similar error in reading forward to Paul from the Old Testament. The key issue here is the 
nature of sacrifice in the life of Israel and its relationship with God. 
Defenders of penal substitution generally stress that sacrifice in the Old Testa-
ment did not have the capricious feed the angry god nature of other ancient pagan relig-
ions. They are correct. That said, it is hard to see how their presentation of sacrifice and 
the nature of God in the Old Testament supports their point. I will here quote Thomas 
Schreiner at some length: 
Those who sin face the retributive judgment of God .... The theme of judgment 
permeates the Old Testament. ... Scripture regularly teaches that God is personally 
angry at sinners .... 25 [And later] Reflect on the violence of the activity (OT sacri-
fice): the blood, the entrails, and the goriness of it all. The death of the animals 
shows that the penalty for sin is death. When we are told that the sacrifices are a 
soothing aroma, this image indicates that they satisfy God's wrath, that they ap-
pease his anger. 26 
At the root of these quotations, and the sentiments that they reflect, is the convic-
tion that, for Israel, it was the death of the sacrifice that turned away wrath, God's wrath. 
This is a God "who is angry and alienated by human sin, (and) requires something to ap-
pease divine anger before showing favor to the sinner. "27 The sacrificed animal becomes 
the object of God's wrath and only the shedding of blood can turn away anger. The vio-
lence of the sacrifice is seen as retributive: a just punishment for the wrong committed. 
25 Schreiner, 78, 79. 
26 Schreiner, 83. 
27 Bernhard Anderson, Contours of Old Testament Theology (Minneapolis, MN: 
Fortress Press, 1999), 120. 
12 
A few issues with this position immediately present themselves. Ironically, a 
prominent proponent of penal substitution, Leon Morris, pithily illustrates one of the 
chief. In speaking of the Old Testament Law, and with it the sacrificial system, he states: 
Law and Grace are mutually exclusive as ways of salvation. The conclusion is 
plain. The Law had its place in the purposes of God, but that place was not the 
bringing of salvation. God has made that abundantly clear in his dealings with 
Abraham that the only way is the way of Grace. Nothing can alter that, certainly 
not the Law. The Law was 430 years too late [emphasis mine}. 28 
Statements like this, coupled with both statements in scripture of God's desire for 
mercy and acknowledgement of God over sacrifice29 and the numerous instances in both 
the Old and New Testaments where forgiveness is granted to individuals in the absence 
of sacrifice, call in question the "non-negotiable" nature of "blood for life"30 required in 
penal substitution. It is striking in Morris' case that this profoundly astute observation, 
that Abraham and his descendents were put in and remained in relationship with God for 
430 years before the sacrificial system came into being, does not then show itself more 
significantly in his presentation of penal substitution. 
Additionally, Leviticus 5:11 indicates that, in the case of the poorest of the poor, a 
blood sacrifice is not required at all; a grain sacrifice will suffice since that is all that can 
be afforded. Colin Gunton, citing J.S. Whale, helpfully (and ironically) notes, "(This) is 
28 Leon Morris, The Atonement, (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 1983), 
36. 
29 Hosea 6:6 and Micah 6:8 serve as examples. 
30 The statement, "the life is in the blood" refers to blood being adequate payment 
for guilt (retributive justice) or if it is an offering or oblation. Larry Shelton provides an 
extensive argument for the latter understanding in Chapter 5 of Cross and Covenant. This 
will be taken up in the next section. 
13 
very important in demonstrating that sacrifice does not carry with it any connotations of 
vengeance or punishment: 'You cannot punish a cupful of barley. '"31 
How then is retributive violence at play here? And, is retributive justice even pos-
sible? Schmiechen argues that retributive violence is illusory. 
In what sense can imprisonment or even capital punishment restore health 
or lost life? If this then, is the case in human justice, in what sense can retribution 
be applied to the issue of atonement? If the punishment cannot equal the offense 
that leaves us with the idea that the punishment per se is somehow satisfying 
to God.32 
This is consistent with Bernhard Anderson's assertion that, in Leviticus, the sacrificial 
system serves to: 
Express God's readiness to establish good relations. They are ritual ways of ex-
pressing belief in God's power to overcome the sin that distances people from 
God so that they may live in communion or fellowship with God. Accordingly, in 
the Priestly (Levitical) view the sacrificial system is a means of grace that God 
has provided. 33 
This question, "Is the sacrificial primarily a means to 'appease' or 'propitiate' the 
angry God, or is it a graceful provision of a God who has already put Israel into relation-
ship from Abraham onward?" seems of utmost importance for the validity or lack of va-
lidity of penal substitution. While most penal adherents might well say "both/and" it 
seems as if they fundamentally support more of the former and not the latter. Starting 
with an assumption that sacrifice is primarily about appeasing God's wrath, it is therefore 
easy to see how the death of Jesus and the New Testament writers' discussion of it is 
clearly seen in similar terms. 
31 Gunton, 120. 
32 Schmiechen, 39. 
33 Anderson, 118, 
14 
In this document, I will demonstrate how others propose means in which cove-
nantal relationality is the driving interpretation of the Old Testament while still taking sin 
and God's justice seriously. I will also argue that a potentially paradigmatic metaphor for 
the atonement is in fact embedded in the Old Testament: the story of Hosea and his wife 
Gomer. 
God constrained. In an attempt to refute the accusation that penal substitution 
presents a vengeful, angry God, it is often argued that God's justice or God's holiness 
constrain or require God to demand death or punishment. While careful attention is given 
to declaring that this justice and holiness is God's and that they are part of who God is, 
positing that God is controlled by justice seems to create a sense in whichjustice takes on 
a character that is either separate from God. It seems to make claims upon God or at least 
functions as a characteristic of God that controls or rules over other attributes of God. 
Proponents are quick to argue that this is not the case. John Stott states, "We must cer-
tainly remain dissatisfied whenever the atonement is presented as a necessary satisfaction 
either of God's 'law' or of God's 'honour' in so far as these are objectified as existing in 
some way apart from him. "34 
states: 
Trouble in the person of God. Larry Shelton, referencing Henry Spaulding, 
the satisfaction and penal theories of the atonement, which are virtually ubiqui-
tous in evangelical circles, have reflected a deficient Trinitarianism in assuming 
that that the 'real problem in the atonement is with God .... Inevitably this pits Je-
sus against the Father. ' 35 
34 John R. W. Stott, The Cross of Christ, 120. 
35 Larry Shelton, Cross and Covenant (Tyrone, GA: Paternoster Press, 2006), 22. 
15 
This succinctly articulates what I believe is the single most insurmountable defi-
ciency of penal substitution. It seems, unavoidably, to put the action of one member of 
the Trinity against the other. As was expressed in the initial summary of the theory, ad-
herents are anxious to say this is not so: "The Father, because of his love for human be-
ings, sent his Son (who offered himself willingly and gladly) to satisfy God's justice, so 
that Christ took the place of sinners."36 Or John Stott replies to the charge by stating: 
Such crude interpretations of the cross still emerge in some of our evangelical il-
lustrations, as when we describe Christ as coming to rescue us from the judgment 
of God, or when we portray him as the whipping boy37 who is punished instead of 
the real culprit. The whole notion of a compassionate Christ inducing a reluctant 
God to take action on our behalf founders on the fact of God's love.38 
Others reply to the charge by cataloging at length all of the examples of how, in 
scripture, God the Father displays himself to be loving.39 I believe this clouds the issue. 
To say, "Look at all the ways God is loving," does not take away the fact that your model 
primarily describes God as wrathful. To illustrate, it is as if I were confronted with the 
accusation, "You beat your wife," and I respond by saying, "That's ridiculous. Let me tell 
you all of the loving things I have said to her over the last year." It very well may be true 
that I have said all those things, but that in no way addresses the truth or falsity of the 
charge that I have been abusive to my wife. Likewise, to answer that penal substitution 
36 Schreiner, 67. 
37 Is it possible to read this sentence without Mel Gibson's 'The Passion of the 
Christ' coming to mind? I don't ask that to attack Gibson. I sincerely believe his desire 
was to produce a devotional homage to Christ. Still, the idea that "the more blood the 
more beautiful is our salvation" abounds. 
38 Stott, 150. 
39 I. Howard Marshall, 52-65. 
16 
posits a fundamentally angry God whose hand must be stayed by Jesus by listing verses 
elsewhere that argue for God's love, if anything, serves to make the point of the opposi-
tion: that penal substitution, in this regard, is not consistent to the nature of God. 
While Stott and others admit that "crude representations" of penal substitution do 
suggest a God-Son dynamic that is at least sub-Trinitarian, I believe the questions must 
be asked, "If a significant number, and perhaps a majority of a model's proponents, pre-
sent it in an inappropriate, if not dangerous, way, might there be some intrinsic flaw in 
the model? If only professional theologians (and I'm not sure I'd be willing to concede 
this point) can get it right, is this truly the best model available?" 
A Trinitarian alternative in view of the cross is offered by Miroslav Volf and Jtir-
gen Moltmann. I will deal with their positions more later, but quote them here at length as 
a counterpoint to penal substitution's view of the Trinity. 
For the very nature of the triune God is reflected in the cross of Christ. Inversely, 
the cross of Christ is etched in the heart of the triune God; Christ's passion is 
God's passion .... When the Trinity turns toward the world, the Son and the Spirit 
become, in Irenaeus's beautiful image, the two arms of God by which humanity 
was made and taken into God's embrace .... When God sets out to embrace the 
enemy, the result is the cross.40 
Echoing the Christ Hymn of Phil. 2, Moltmann says: 
When the crucified Jesus is called the 'image of the invisible God', the meaning is 
that this is God, and God is like this. God is not greater than he is in this humilia-
tion. God is not more glorious than he is in this self-surrender. God is not more 
powerful than he is in this helplessness .... The nucleus of everything that Christi-
anity says about 'God' is to be found in this Christ event. The Christ event on the 
cross is a God event.41 
40 Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace. (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
1996), 127, 128-9. 
41 Jtirgen Moltmonn, The Crucified God. (New York, NY: Harper & Row, 1974), 
205. 
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I will later argue that this view, with its view of all of the Trinity participating in the 
event of the cross, deals with the Trinitarian difficulties intrinsic in penal substitution. 
Getting the cart before the horse. All of these issue cumulatively point to what I 
believe is the fundamental problem with penal substitution. It takes that which is primar-
ily a relational issue-humanity's broken relationship with God, with one another, and 
with creation, and the cost required to restore relationship--and shifts it all into the world 
of legal abstraction, particularly retributive justice. "It structures the relationship between 
God and humankind in terms of an ahistorical, abstract legal formula. ,,42 Without a doubt, 
legal terms and concepts are at play in scripture, particularly in Paul. I would assert, how-
ever, that these metaphors serve to illumine or inform the larger, dominant metaphor at 
play, covenant relationships.43 
I. Howard Marshall feels that it is most appropriate to think of God's wrath and 
the atonement in terms of retributive justice: 
.. .If a person causes somebody to suffer, then they should be made to suffer pro-
portionately to cancel out the original evil deed .... In some sense, the crime has 
not been 'paid for' until the criminal has suffered something comparable to the 
suffering they have caused. This is most clearly so in the case of murder where 
murderers are subjected to loss of their own life or deprived of liberty for a so-
called life sentence; the thought is that a life must be paid for a life. Until the pen-
alty has been paid, the guilty party remains guilty.44 
Marshall admits that this kind of retributive justice "does not do any good to the 
victim or others affected by the crime. The victim's relatives may cry out for vengeance, 
42 Dennis Weaver, Atonement and Violence, ed. John Sanders (Nashville, TN: Ab-
ingdon Press, 2006), 6. 
43 This argument here follows closely that of Shelton's Cross and Covenant, 
Colin Gunton's The Actuality of Atonement and T.F. Torrance's The Mediation of Christ 
(Colorado Springs, CO: Helmers & Howard, 1992). 
44 Marshall, 27. 
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but it is hard to see how making the offender suffer actually does any good to the persons 
who have suffered."45 However, he still feels retributive justice is warranted as a motiva-
tion for God in the atonement.46 Personally, I am at a loss as to how to explain, both ei-
ther in a human legal sense or in a cosmic spiritual sense, how "until the penalty has been 
paid, the guilty party remains guilty" can have applicability in taking the life of the of-
fender. How is it that the now executed murderer is actually free from guilt? If the mur-
derer is now free from guilt, in the eyes of the law, of what good is it? They are now 
dead! 
Retributive justice is built around the idea that somehow a proportional penalty 
can be paid for wrong done. "Punishment should equal the crime." While this may be 
possible in petty crimes, is it possible in larger offenses? "In serious acts of violence, 
punishment does not compensate or make actual restitution. In what sense can imprison-
ment or even capital punishment restore health or lost life?"47 One thinks of the angry 
surviving families crying for justice in the execution of the murderer of a loved one. And 
yet, if the execution takes place, do they feel relief? Do they feel restored? Is their loss 
removed? 
One is left to wonder if retributive justice is merely a tragic myth. In essence, 
"you have inflicted pain on me and it will 'satisfy' me to inflict pain in return." Echoes of 
this can be seen in Mel Gibson's popular "Passion of the Christ" and its relentless focus 
45 Ibid., 28. 
46 In referring to Romans 13:4 he asserts that the "magistrate is God's agent to 
carry out vengeance/punishment or retribution on wrongdoers" on p. 14. This argument is 
furthered elsewhere as well. 
47 Schmiechen, 39. 
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upon the physical suffering of Jesus in his scourging and crucifixion. Here, the inference 
seems to be that it is great suffering that achieves atonement, and that somehow, it is pro-
found pain that God requires. This view neglects other key roles suffering can play. Shel-
ton states that this, "Western tendency to view suffering as synonymous with punishment 
distorts the priestly understanding of identification and participation (by Jesus, the great 
high priest) in the human experience.'>'~8 Finally, as Joel Green points out: 
Does the transfer of guilt satisfy the demands of justice? Given the antropathy at 
work in attributing this sort of anger to Yahweh, can we so easily escape the real-
ity that redirecting anger at an innocent party does not (or at least need not) return 
the guilty party to good graces?49 
Fixing a phantom and a limited vision. My final concern with penal substitution 
is that it addresses what is wrong in the self-contained individual. "I have a sin problem. 
Christ died for my sins. I owe a debt I cannot pay." The penal model seems virtually ob-
sessed with dealing with the sin of the individual before God, in a legal sense. 
I struggle with this on two fronts. The first is that it seems to lack the all-
encompassing nature of the atonement expressed in verses like II Corinthians 5: 19, "God 
was in Christ reconciling the world to himself' or Colossians 1: 19,20, "For God was 
pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, and through him to reconcile all things, 
whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on 
the cross. " This universal or cosmic dimension to the saving work of Christ seems 
wholly missing from penal substitution as it is often articulated. This is where models 
like Christus Victor and a covenantal understanding of the atonement offer a helpful cor-
rective. 
48 Shelton, 77. 
49 Green, 112. 
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My second concern is with how penal substitution and, in reality, most all of the 
modem world, conceives of the self In my thesis, I will argue at some length that the 
Modem Enlightenment has created a bounded, interior sense of selfhood, a self "in isola-
tion and abstracted from communal imbeddedness. "50 This self that Martin Buber says, 
because it is incapable of relating communally to others, is the "detached I" which "is 
transformed from substantial fullness (true personhood) to the functional one-
dimensionality of a subject that experiences and uses objects (things AND others as 
things).51 In doing so, two things occur; all others become its to be used and manipulated 
and the self becomes a "golem, an animated clod without a soul."52 The selfhas become 
"masterful, bounded and empty."53 
This bounded, interior self is the self addressed in penal substitution. What is 
wrong is a problem interior to the individual. The cross fixes that problem. The stain of 
guilt is removed. 
In viewing the atonement in this manner, penal substitution returns to the problem 
of replacing a fundamentally relational issue with an interior abstract one, only this time 
from the other direction. How fortunate that God's primary concern in the atonement is 
addressing an interior defect, individual sinfulness, and its interior consequences, stand-
ing guilty and judged before Justice, because that is exactly how the bounded, interior 
50 Stanley J. Grenz, The Social God and the Relational Self( Louisville, KY: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 4. 
51 Martin Buber, I and Thou. (New York, NY: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1971), 
80. 
52 Ibid., 114. 
53Philip Cushman, Constructing the Self, Constructing America. (New York, NY: 
DeCapo Press, 2002), 79. 
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self sees itself. Atonement allows the self to have corrected that which is interiorly wrong 
with the self. God now enables the self to be truly whole, interiorly so. 
I would argue that as God is more concerned with the reconciliation of broken re-
lationship than with the satisfaction of abstract justice, the self is, in actuality, not 
bounded and interior. As Buber famously suggests, selfhood is attained in relationship, in 
I and Thou. If this is correct, and I will argue more on this later, then penal substitution 
does not truly address what is wrong with me, that sin has destroyed my basic person-
hood rendering me incapable of the right relationships (with God, others, creation) 
needed to constitute a self. 
Christus Victor 
First articulated as a formal theory of atonement by Gustav Aulen54 and tracing 
its roots to Ireneus in early church history,55 Christus Victor often stands as the primary 
alternative to penal substitution. Like penal substitution, it clearly posits that God, 
through Christ, performed a saving act that humanity is incapable of performing on its 
own. However, whereas penal substitution focuses upon Christ providing a substitute to 
receive the just punishment from God that human sin deserves, the emphasis in Christus 
Victor is upon Christ rescuing humanity from oppressive powers (configured variously as 
sin, the law, powers and dominions, demonic powers, Satan, or death)56 or, similarly de-
feating these same powers. Whereas penal substitution focuses upon addressing issues 
1931 ). 
54 Gustaf Aulcn, Christus Victor, trans. A.G. Hebert (London, UK: S.P.C.K., 
55 Schmiechen, 125. 
56 Ibid., 124. 
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interior to the self, Christus Victor is concerned with addressing issues exterior to the self 
that hold individuals and all of humanity in thrall. 
Reading the life and work of Jesus through the lens of Israel's Exodus story pro-
vides a conceptual paradigm for Christus Victor. 57 N.T. Wright, for example, says that a 
failure to see Jesus in light of the biblical account of deliverance, beginning in Egypt and 
weaving through all of scripture, renders the work of Jesus unintelligible. God's state-
ment to Moses, "I have indeed seen the misery of my people in Egypt. I have heard them 
crying out because of their slave drivers, and I am concerned about their suffering. So I 
have come down to rescue them ... "58 provides a synopsis of the motivation and suggests 
the coming action of God. The Exodus story here prefigures and frames all of God's sal-
vation work in history and Jesus' work in particular. 
How is this rescue brought about? Various views exist. The recapitulation of 
fallen humanity, ransom paid, Satan deceived, and Evil (Satan) defeated were primary 
theories in the early Church. 59 In recapitulation, Christ participates with us in our suffer-
ing and we participate in his death, resurrection and ascension, hence being re-formed, 
free from the destructive effects of sin. The incarnation of Jesus plays a much larger role 
in recapitulation than in penal substitution. The concepts of participation and identifica-
57 N. T. Wright, The Problem of Jesus (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 
1999). 
58 Exodus, 3:7, Sa. 
59 Shelton, 160. 
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tion are fundamental. In Irenaeus' words, "He became like us that we might become like 
him." 60 
Another approach to rescue is that Christ served as a ransom payment to secure 
our salvation: "You were bought with a price. "61 But to whom is this price paid? Shelton 
sees Origen as the classic early commentator on this point and summarizes his view in 
this way: 
Origen suggested that the ransom cannot be paid to God but to Satan, since he has 
humanity in his power. The ransom payment Satan seeks is the life of Christ. 
Christ gives himself in exchange for the life of humanity; but Satan then finds that 
Christ cannot be contained by death-he breaks free from Satan's control, thus 
vanquishing death and rendering it no longer the master ofhumanity.62 
A vivid and popular example of this theory would be Asian's death and resurrec-
tion in C.S. Lewis' The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. There the sinful deeds of a 
human (the traitor Edmond) have made his life forfeit to the White Witch (Satan). The 
great lion Asian (Jesus) offers to die in his stead, recognizing that the Witch's claim to a 
life is legitimate but knowing of a "deeper magic" than the Witch's which allows a life 
freely offered to triumph over death. 
In this story can be seen a central and, for many, troubling feature of ransom theo-
ries of the atonement, deception. It is similar to Gregory of Nyssa's famous metaphor of 
Jesus' humanity serving as the fish that Satan swallows whole only to discover that the 
hook, Jesus' divinity, has trapped him. While modern sensibilities find such illustrations 
60 Ibid., quoting Irenaeus 162. 
61 I Corinthians 6:20 
62 Shelton, 166. 
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problematic or even "grotesque,"63 Shelton states that Christus Victor and its variations 
"provide rich resources for creative communication of the atonement to a postmodem 
audience sensitized to the reality of spiritual forces."64 
Indeed, in modern/postmodem contexts, Christus Victor has proven to be a very 
attractive paradigm for people who have experienced oppression, whether political, eco-
nomic, racial, or gender related. Beginning with Moltmann, liberation theologians, femi-
nist theologians, and spokespersons for the Civil Rights Movement have found rich soil 
in the categories of Christus Victor.65 "The appeal of liberation theology [Christus Vic-
tor] is to those who live in danger of losing hope because of oppressive forces .... Sins 
need to be forgiven, but people in bondage need to be liberated. "66 While these groups 
are often criticized, with justification, for tending to minimize, if not eliminate, individual 
responsibility for sin, surely they are correct in emphasizing the need for liberation. 
Speaking personally from my experience in youth ministry, when talking with a young 
person whose life has been a relentless cycle of abuse and emotional abandonment, the 
language of personal responsibility for sin and guilt deserving death in penal substitution 
seems at least inadequate if not bordering on abusive in its own right. As psychologists 
and sociologists increasingly paint a picture of the woundedness and emotional aban-
donment that most young people experience, it is not surprising that Christus Victor Ian-
63 Shelton, 161. Shelton here is summarizing others, not expressing his own opin-
ion. While he grants the concern that deception is a characteristic untenable with the na-
ture of God, he is sympathetic to that which these images describe. 
64 Ibid., 172. 
65 Schmiechen, Ch. 4., Shelton. Ch. 9. 
66 Schmiechen, 164. 
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guage might be increasingly popular with those ministering to youth in the affluent sub-
urbs as well as blighted cities.67 
I suspect that a middle way regarding personal responsibility for sin and cosmic 
or structural powers of evil is warranted. If penal substitution is "reduced to the removal 
of (personal) guilt,"68 it is also likely true that Christus Victor can tend to make the oppo-
site mistake: 
If the great strength of liberation theologies is the critique of injustice and a vision 
of freedom, all based on God's preferential option for the oppressed, herein lies 
its vulnerability .... They require more precision in speaking of areas of responsi-
bility and guilt. 69 
Schmiechen here is correct, both in his noting above that "people need to be liberated," 
not just forgiven, but, conversely, that it is also a mistake to swing the pendulum so far 
toward liberation that personal repentance and forgiveness are obscured. Shelton sug-
gests, as we will discuss further, that the possibility exists to fold these two together in a 
helpful synthesis. 70 
Moral Influence 
Generally attributed initially to late 11th -early 121h century theologian Peter 
Abelard, the moral-influence model finds the significance of the cross less in achieving 
the forgiveness of sins and more in providing the motivation, impetus, and model for hu-
67 Chap Clark, a veteran of youth ministry and a child psychologist and professor 
at Fuller Theological Seminary has written a profoundly influential book regarding the 
emotional abandonment of virtually all youth in modem culture, Hurt (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Baker Academic, 2004). 
68 Shelton, 169. 
69 Schmiechen, 165. 
70 Shelton, 172. 
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manity to live a God-centered life. He suggests that the cross can not be "necessary" to 
bring the forgiveness of sins because "if Jesus pronounced forgiveness of people's sins 
before he went to the cross, then if by the same grace God wanted to forgive others, 
would that not be possible?"71 Rather, Jesus' life and death are "a demonstration of God's 
love that moves sinners to repent and love God."72 Shelton argues, "The spirit of obedi-
ence and love in Christ's sufferings, rather than their penalizing nature, form their aton-
ing value. His perfect expression of repentance on behalf of humanity serves to demon-
strate God's love and forgiveness."73 
If one of the concerns with penal substitution is that it "implies little or nothing 
about ethics," positing an "a-ethical atonement image,"74 the moral-influence model suf-
fers from the opposite concern. Here, the primary purpose and result of the death of Jesus 
is to lead us into a virtuous, Christ-imitating life. Like Chrish1s Victor, moral-influence 
theory addresses a weakness in penal substitution, but in many ways, replaces that weak-
ness with a new one. Moral-influence fails to take sin seriously enough. Stott states that, 
"it offers a superficial remedy because it has made a superficial diagnosis."75 It tends to 
suggest that if properly motivated and guided, the human heart has the capability to leave 
a life of sin. This seems clearly to run against both the description of the human heart in 
scripture and the personal experience of any of who have tried on our own effort to ask, 
71 Green and Baker, 137. 
72 Ibid., 137. 
73 Shelton, 207. 
74 Weaver, 9. 
75 Stott, 220. 
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"What would Jesus do?" and to do likewise. As Philippians 2 clearly suggests, we are 
encouraged to take great guidance and inspiration from the life and death of Jesus and the 
moral-influence theory does bring this out in ways that penal substitution does not. Still, 
at the end of the day, it does seem accurate to declare that, on its own, it is both an inade-
quate accounting of scripture and an inadequate description of how we actually are. 
Girard and Mimetic Violence 
Literary critic and cultural anthropologist Rene· Girard has, over the last decades 
of the 201h century, had a profound impact upon understandings of the cross. 76 According 
to Girard, human desires are driven by a sort of jealousy and imitation of that which an-
other has. Cain relative to Abel would be an example of this mimetic rivalry and just as it 
leads Cain to murder Abel, mimetic rivalry leads humanity to ever increasing spirals of 
violence. As James says, "What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don't they come 
from your desires that battle within you? You want something but don't get it. You kill 
and covet, but you cannot have what you want. You quarrel and fight. "77 
As this violence spirals out of control, society seeks to assuage the violence. 
Boersma summarizes Girard: 
The group subconsciously looks for a way out and finds this in a scapegoat. 
Girard views the 'scapegoat mechanism' as the identification of a particular indi-
vidual as the source of unrest, disorder, sickness or other societal ills .... The 
group is transferred into a mob and lets off steam against the victim, who be-
comes a substitute for the mimetic rivals .... Ironically, the scapegoat mechanism 
works. Once the crowd has vented its frustrations, its violent impulses subside, re-
sulting in peace and harmony. 78 
76 Hans Boersma, Violence, Hospitality and the Cross (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Academic, 2004),133. 
77 James 4:1-2a. 
78 Boersma, 13 7. 
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On many levels, Girard has correctly identified a powerful force in society. From 
Cain and Abel to Jewish pogroms to hatred of "gypsies" or racial strife to even the xeno-
phobic behaviors of countries today, this mimetic violence can be seen at play. 
For Girard, this also explains the death of Jesus. Jesus is the ultimate scapegoat. 
In this case he is not just the scapegoat of the Jews of 1st century Palestine, but also the 
scapegoat for all of the mimetic violence of humanity. This is possible because, for 
Girard, God himself allows himself to be the victim of human violence, in so doing "re-
vealing the futility of accomplishing reconciliation through the unjust scapegoating. "79 
William Placher similarly argues, "what is different about the biblical narratives (as op-
posed to other mimetic histories), and above all, the story of Jesus, is that they expose the 
workings of the device and, therefore, disarm it."80 
This ability to disarm is at least partially true. The centurion of Mark 15, viewing 
Jesus' death on the cross and proclaiming, "Surely this was the Son of God," seems to 
suggest it. Additionally, the success of passive- resistance movements led by Gandhi and 
Martin Luther King Jr. seem to have in at least some part been due to the exposure of the 
violence and scapegoating of the dominant culture. One thinks of the scenes of the bridge 
at Selma or white adults yelling obscenities at black elementary-school children flashed 
across the country on TV. In fact, these examples speak to one of the great strengths of 
this view of the atonement. Shelton states that it, "assumes that the atonement calls the 
Christian to recapitulate the sacrificial attitude of Christ through participation in living 
79 Shelton, 212. 
80 William Placher, Narratives of a Vulnerable God (Lousville, KY: Westminster 
John Knox, 1994), 119. 
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out the consequences of the atoning work of Christ in the world."81 It is a view of the 
atonement that really does call Christians to "take up their own crosses." 
As helpful as this mimetic insight is, it is not without significant problems. Ste-
phen Finlan, who is in many ways sympathetic to Girard's reading of scripture, states: 
As an anthropological theory, the fatal flaw in Girard's proposal is the reduction-
ist insistence that all culture and religion are founded on one thing, the scapegoat-
ing mechanism. Even if it can be shown that there is such a mechanism in socie-
ties around the world, that would only prove its existence, not its primacy in so-
cial formation. 82 
As is often the case, it seems inappropriate to reduce things as vast as all human societies 
or all religions to any one idea or principle.83 
Additionally, central to the effectiveness of Girard's treatment of the atonement is 
the belief that to thoroughly expose the futility of human violence through scapegoating 
is enough to end it. Girard sees "salvation as knowledge."84 Is this true? Is it adequate? 
Does knowledge of what I've done, or am doing, truly give me the strength to stop? Hu-
man history since the cross would seem to suggest otherwise. 
Finlan also argues that Girard's analysis focuses so much attention on the role of 
violence in society that it misses all other realities. 
If there is no other basis to human religion than violence and dissembling, then 
humanity is doomed .... If human beings around the world and in their nonbiblical 
religions had not learned anything about justice, honesty, compassion, reciprocity, 
81 Shelton, 212. 
82 Stephen Finlan, Options on Atonement in Christian Thought (Collegeville, MN: 
Liturgical Press, 2007), 106. 
83 Although, as we shall soon see, Finlan makes much the same mistake only sub-
stituting "spiritual evolution" for the scapegoating mechanism. 
84 Boersma,142. 
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compromise, repentance, repair, afterlife, spirituality or perfection of motivation, 
how could the Gentiles ever be attracted to the Gospel?85 
These concerns illustrate that, while it is a provocative theory that may in fact explain 
much of how humans function in societies and likely has much to say to atonement the-
ology, Girard's analysis cannot be seen as adequate in itself. Mark Heim, who builds 
most of his extensive work, Saved from Sacrifice, around Girard's ideas, admits as much. 
I agree that if taken as an exclusive account of Christian theology or even as an 
exhaustive account of the cross, Girard's writing can be faulted for tending to-
ward the impression that all that is needed in Christ's work is a particularly dra-
matic demonstration of a truth we need to learn, as opposed to a divine act by 
whose power we are transformed. 86 
Stephen Fin/an and Incarnation INSTEAD OF atonement. 
I would like to conclude this section with a look at the work of Stephen Finlan as 
an example of someone trying to do theology that takes the divinity of Jesus seriously 
and takes, at least on many levels, the authority of scripture seriously, while rejecting the 
atonement as an essential Christian doctrine. Other examples could be given of persons 
who wish to be called Christians but who reject the atonement altogether,87 but Finlan 
strikes me as different in that he doesn't arrive at his position by dismissing the biblical 
texts out of hand; rather, he radically reinterprets them. 
Two ideas are foundational to Finlan's approach: a familial view of God and 
God's interactions with humanity and a "growth hermeneutic" applied to all of scripture. 
Finlan asks, "If we drop atonement, do we lose all these [divinity of Christ, saving pur-
85 Finlan, 107. 
86 Mark Heim, Savedfi'om Sacrifice. (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2006), 13. 
87 Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer or radical feminist theologians would be examples. 
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pose of the incarnation, God's concern for humanity] essential ideas? If we drop the con-
cept of the violence of God, will we cease to believe in God at all?"88 
He answers, no-if we replace the violent God with the loving father God. Fin-
Ian's answer to the violence of the atonement is, "We must return to the response of Je-
sus, 'Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the king-
dom. '"89 This, for him, is not just a part of the message of Jesus, it "is the heart of the 
simple and stunning message of Jesus. "90 In an extended quotation that speaks to this pri-
ority of a loving parent as well as his evolutionary emphasis, Finlan states, "A good Fa-
ther is not a slave owner, a stem judge, or even a king, but 'the Father himself loves you' 
(John 16:27). God planted us here to grow us. There is a fundamental contradiction be-
tween the atonement metaphor and the family metaphor."91 
As mentioned earlier, Finlan does not want to throw out scripture, or even dismiss 
the validity of church history. How does he hope to avoid this while taking such a dismis-
sive stance toward the atonement? He does this by positing a "hermeneutic of growth, a 
way of understanding progress and regression in religious ideation."92 In a statement not 
lacking a fair bit of condescension, he states, "Perhaps the best option with outmoded 
atonement concepts, is to see them as a phase of childish construction that Jesus endures 
88 Finlan, 127. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid., 128. 
92 Ibid., 126. 
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as he patiently waits for his children to grow up."93 In a way that mirrors the work ofMi-
chael Polanyi,94 Finlan does not see "new theological insight" as invalidating past ideas, 
but, rather, moving through and building upon them. For example, while Einstein's in-
sights regarding physics run counter to Newton's, they would not have been possible 
without climbing upon Newton's philosophical shoulders. Finlan's picture of God is a 
God who has slowly been doling out revelation in ever evolving insights as humanity is 
ready for them. "Who says we are forced to either deify or vilify the past? There is an-
other choice between fundamentalism or Marcionism. We may begin to allow our knowl-
edge of God to grow, 'first the stalk, then the head, then the full grain of the head' (Mark 
4:28)."95 
For Finlan, Christianity should replace its focus upon the atonement with a focus 
upon the doctrine of the Incarnation. Repeatedly returning to the "Hosea Principle,"96 that 
God "desires steadfast love and not sacrifice,"97 he posits the Incarnation as the key con-
cept of Christianity. He reads Ireneaus' famous dictum, "Jesus Christ became what we 
are in order that we might become what he himself is," to be a statement solely about the 
Incarnation. "Not atonement, but restoration andre-enabled participation in divinity are 
93 Ibid.,125. 
94 Michael Polanyi, Personal Knowledge (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago 
Press, 1958). 
95 Finlan, 125. 
96 Stephen Finlan, Problems with Atonement (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 
2005), 112. 
97 Hosea 6:6. 
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the pillars of reconciliation."98 In this sense, Finlan is proposing a position quite similar 
to moral-exemplar views of the atonement, except that here the exemplar lies in God's 
incarnating love, not in Jesus going to the cross. For Finlan, the cross is an accident that 
has mistakenly been infused with meaning through church history. "There are quite a few 
parables and remarks of Jesus that indicate that he did not think it was God's will that he 
should be murdered ... He (Jesus) simply did not preach a sacrificial theology."99 
While one appreciates Finlan's attempts to remain biblically oriented in spite of 
his profound dis-ease with atonement, and while he is correct in stating that the Incarna-
tion has been an underdeveloped doctrine, dwelling in the shadows of atonement theol-
ogy100 it seems he vastly overstates his case. To argue that the atonement is in no way a 
"necessary" doctrine to Christian orthodoxy101 seems to require an enormous amount of 
either dismissing or radically reinterpreting both scripture and 2000 years of Church 
teaching. Finlan's atonement theology is intrinsically tied up with a belief that all atone-
ment theology posits a barbaric God who demands appeasement. 102 I believe this unfairly 
conflates some views of the atonement with all views of the atonement. 
98 Finlan, Problems with Atonement 121. 
99 Ibid., 109. 
100 Ibid., 4. Finlan makes much of this case upon the fact that the early Church 
councils went to great lengths to define the divinity/humanity of Christ, an issue of the 
Incarnation, while giving little attention to ideas of atonement. He feels that the Church 
quickly lost this incarnational emphasis and needs to return to it. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Ibid., 3. 
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Conclusion 
Each of the approaches to the atonement discussed thus far has recommending 
characteristics. Each, in its own ways, draws attention to important ideas about God, the 
human condition, and how the two relate in the person of Jesus. At the same time, each 
has deficiencies that make it untenable as the definitive approach to the atonement. Given 
that, one is faced with two options-either, a "kaleidoscope approach"103 that draws ele-
ments from each, or, perhaps, another more fundamental paradigm that could draw from 
the strengths of each while avoiding their weaknesses. In the following section, I will 
posit that a familial/covenantal/relational orientation to the atonement provides just such 
a framework. 
103 Joel B. Green, "Kaleidoscopic View" in The Nature of the Atonement: Four 
Views. 
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Section 3: My Thesis 
Situational Framing of the Thesis 
During a week at a Young Life camp, the first three nights of the week will often 
feature talks that center upon our hunger for meaning, our sense of being fundamentally 
alone and our awareness of emptiness, and how Jesus interacts in the Gospels with indi-
viduals experiencing issues. These talks often profoundly resonate with students. The will 
express sentiments like, "That's exactly how my life feels all the time." 
The fourth and fifth nights present a significant change in approach and tone. 
Leaving the largely Gospel narrative based orientation of the first three days, the fourth 
night is a prepositionally driven exposition of the doctrines of the fall, sin, and human-
ity's inability to address the issues of sin by our own efforts, often with little or no men-
tion in this talk of Jesus at all. The conversations on this night reflect a vastly different 
response from students. The range here can be profound, from apathy to confusion to 
rage. The apathetic and confused responses seem to come from the same root, "So what? 
This doesn't feel real to me. It doesn't fit how I see the world or live my life." The rage is 
different. These folks get it and are angry-at God and at the adults who brought them. 
"What the hell?! You brought us here and get us excited about how much God loves us 
and how Jesus cares for us and then all that is thrown out the window tonight with a God 
that is angry and is sending us to hell and there's nothing we can do about it. I hate this 
place!" 
The fifth night is the story of the cross of Jesus. "Hey, I know we left you in a 
really hard place last night, but now here's the rest of the story!" This night typically is a 
combination of a narrative telling of the crucifixion and continued propositional theologi-
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cal presentations trying to describe atonement. Responses to this evening are mixed. 
Some kids are profoundly moved and respond significantly. Others are moved but ask, "I 
still don't get it. How does something Jesus did fix all the stuff we talked about last 
night? Why would God ask Jesus to do that? Do I want to be reconciled to a God that 
would do that to Jesus?" 
The sixth night is a further explication of "What does all this mean?'' More often 
than not, the story of the Prodigal Son is told, with a pronounced emphasis upon the sup-
posed repentance of the son and some emphasis upon the loving movement of the father. 
This is the night that things typically come together for students. Often kids will say, 
"Now I get it." 
In Young Life, we tend to view nights four and five as The Gospel Presentation 
and deem everything else to be ancillary and of secondary importance. This seems only 
natural, given the evangelical propensity to see the propositions of penal substitution as 
the heart of the Gospel and to view abstract presentations of these propositions to be the 
most appropriate means to communicate them. After 20+ years of taking kids to camp, I 
have come to wonder why nights four and five, if they are the real crux of things, are so 
confusing and troubling to kids? Why do students respond so powerfully to the issues of 
the first three nights and again to the story of the Prodigal Son, in contrast? Could it be 
that on nights one to three and again on night six we are more accurately and effectively 
communicating the Gospel? Could it be that nights four and five, particularly in the way 
we describe sin and our emphasis here on propositional theology, are almost obstacles to 
effectively sharing the Gospel? Is there a way to maintain the centrality of the cross while 
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being less confusing and troubling to students? I believe a relationally centered view of 
the self and the atonement is that way. 
A plot in context 
In many evangelical circles, a popular evangelistic phrase is, "If you were the 
only person to ever live, Jesus would still have come to die for you." This is obviously a 
powerful statement. My fear, however, is that too often we treat the saving work of Jesus 
as if, functionally, this statement were actually the case. We talk and think about him only 
in terms of his coming and dying for me or for you, but always and only for individuals. 
We also think of him only in terms of his death. In the famous phrase, Jesus truly was the 
man born to die, but we have so focused upon his death that it is as if his life and who he 
was in his person is of little or no consequence. Finally, in framing our evangelism in this 
fashion, we rip Jesus out of any historical context and really do treat him as if his birth, 
life, death, and resurrection 2000 years ago could have happened anywhere and at any 
time as long as it happened for you and for me. In this first sub-point to my thesis, I 
would like to do a bit of re-contextualizing the saving work of Jesus. 
While this re-contextualizing project is not new, perhaps no one has championed 
it more passionately or skillfully in recent years than N. T. Wright. Wright argues that 
Jesus' self-understanding was intrinsically wrapped up in the history of Israel, in his Jew-
ishness. I quote him here at length: 
Jesus believed and acted upon two vital points, without which we will not even 
begin to understand what he was all about. These two points are foundational to 
everything I shall say from now on. First, he believed that the creator God had 
purposed from the beginning to address and deal with the problems within his 
creation through Israel. Israel was not just an 'example' of a nation under God; 
Israel was to be the means through which the world would be saved. 
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Second, Jesus believed ... that this vocation would be accomplished through Is-
rael's history reaching a great moment of climax, in which Israel herself would be 
saved from her enemies and through which the creator God, the covenant God, 
would at last bring his love and justice, his mercy and truth, to bear upon the 
whole world, bring renewal and healing to all creation. 104 
The argument of Wright's work, The Challenge of Jesus, is that Jesus literally 
embodies Israel's role in history relative to God and the world and simultaneously em-
bodies God's movement toward Israel and the world. Larry Shelton echoes this point in 
his discussion of hi/asterion in Romans 3:25 when he argues that rather than "sacrifice of 
atonement," hi/asterion is better rendered mercy seat, or the "location where God is pre-
sent and may be safely approached."105 Jesus is at once the God who dwells in the Holy 
of Holies, the Priest who enters on behalf of the people, the sacrifice that signifies cove-
nant relationship and reconciliation, and the people themselves, in need of and desiring 
"1" . 106 reconc1 mtwn. 
In his brief, but profoundly significant work, The Mediation of Christ, 107 
T. F. Torrance makes a similar point. "They [the Apostolic Fathers] found themselves 
coming to grips with the essential message of the Gospel embodied in Jesus in its relation 
104 N.T. Wright, The Challenge of Jesus (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 
1999), 35. 
105 Shelton, 137. 
106 Colin Gunton argues similarly in The Actuality of Atonement. 
107 I vividly remember the plane flight from Orlando to Chicago in 1999 during 
which I read this book. I remember thinking, "Nothing will ever be the same now." 
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to the age-old message of God that had been worked out in his covenant partnership with 
Israel."108 
How do the Apostolic Fathers reach this understanding? "What are the tools we 
need in order to grasp the content of divine revelation?" 109 In a way reminiscent of Leslie 
Newbegin's appropriation of the scientific philosophy of Michael Polanyi, Torrance 
draws an example from the field of physics. He recounts a conversation he had with the 
maker of highly sensitive, complex instruments for use in a high-energy physics lab. In 
order to make the highly specific instruments called for, the maker had to understand not 
just his field but had to also study and develop personal expertise in the field of high-
energy physics. This was to facilitate "the construction of appropriate tools with which to 
shape knowledge and understanding of what is being investigated."110 This leads him to 
consider the need for "conceptual tools" whose function: 
is particularly pressing when we have to do with something radically new which 
we cannot understand by assimilating it into the framework of what we already 
know, and for which old patterns of thought and speech are not only inadequate 
but can prove quite false. 111 
For Torrance, Israel serves this exact purpose. 
Let us consider God's relation to Israel in just this light. In his desire to reveal 
himself and make himself knowable to mankind, he selected one small race out of 
the whole mass of humanity, and subjected it to intensive interaction and dialogue 
108 T.F. Torrance, The Mediation of Christ (Colorado Springs, CO: Helmers and 
Howard, 1992), 5. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Ibid., 6. 
Ill Ibid. 
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with himself in such a way that he might mould and shape this people in the serv-
ice of his self-revelation. 112 
God's continued interaction with Israel gives them and us a conceptual framework, a 
paradigm to comprehend Jesus. To use Newbigin's illustration, Israel becomes the 
glasses lens through which we can properly "see" Jesus. 113 
For Torrance, this self-revelation is characterized by God's intense desire for rec-
onciliation. The point oflsrael's election was never that they were an intrinsically holy or 
worthy people, "but precisely the reverse."114 God's covenant with Israel was "pure grace 
between God and Israel in its rebellious and estranged existence. Hence, no matter how 
rebellious or sinful Israel was, it could not escape the covenant love and faithfulness of 
God."115 He points to the book of Hosea to stress that even in the face of profound rejec-
tion and infidelity, "the bonds of God's steadfast love [ hesed] retain their hold on Israel 
and lock into a relationship with God which will finally triumph over all estrangement 
and bring about reconciliation and peace."116 
This is not a love that glosses over sin and rebellion. In fact, the covenant God 
forms with Israel has the effect of: 
intensifying the conflict of Israel with God ... The more fully God gave himself to 
his people, the more he forced it to be what it actually was, what we all are, in the 
112 Ibid., 7. 
113 Leslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 1989), 35. 




self-willed isolation of fallen humanity from God. Thus the movement of God's 
reconciling love toward Israel not only revealed Israel's sin but intensified it. 1 17 
Why would this be? For Torrance, the more Israel rebels, the deeper is God's self-
identification with Israel in their resulting suffering. This self-identification with Israel is 
key to the development of the conceptual tools needed to receive Christ. The Incarnation 
is not a new thought to the mind of God. As Bernhard Anderson says, God is the "taber-
nacling presence," 118 God dwelling with Israel in their wanderings. In Hosea 11:9, while 
stating that he will not come in wrath but in mercy, God affirms, "I am the Holy One 
among you," God in your midst. 
All of this leads Torrance student and Fuller Seminary professor Ray Anderson to 
assert that one of the key elements of the Old Testament's inner logic is that "grace pre-
supposes barrenness." Echoing Torrance, he sees the narrative flow of the life oflsrael as 
told in the Old Testament to be a "building into the reflexive muscle memory" of Israel, 
and by extension humanity, an awareness that we are barren and that God responds to our 
barrenness by extending grace and mercy. In this way, Israel's muscle memory or concep-
tual framework is prepared to receive the culmination of grace, Jesus Christ. 1 19 
Space does not allow full exploration of the Old Testament once one turns to the 
text looking for examples of "grace presupposes barrenness." Examples are too numerous 
to discuss all of them. Two pivotal scenes in the self-understanding of Israel will have to 
suffice. 
117 Ibid., 28. 
1 18 Anderson, 1 06. 
1 19 Ray Anderson, "Reconciliation and the Healing of Persons" Lectures, (Pasa-
dena, CA: Fuller Theological Seminary, Spring, 1999). 
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In Genesis 15, Abram and YHWH participate in a covenant-forming ceremony; 
they "cut a covenant." While all the elements seem consistent with similar ancient cus-
toms, there is one striking difference. Whereas typically it is the dominant party that die-
tated the terms of the covenant and attached attending punishments if the covenant were 
broken/ 20 this does not happen here. Rather than God's requiring Abram to pass between 
the slaughtered animals, stating, in McKenzie's words, "As it has been done to these 
animals so it will be done to you if you break this covenant. " 121 It is the burning pot, 
symbolizing God, that passes through. Bernhard Anderson says: 
Notice, however, that in this eerie covenant making rite, during 
which God made a pledge under solemn oath, the patriarch was in 
a passive state, asleep. The covenant was made unilaterally by 
God; Abram was a passive recipient. ... This covenant is character-
ized by the giving of ~romises (by God to Abram), not the imposi-
tion of obligations."12 
430 years later, God gets around to giving his covenant partners the Law. Now, at 
last is the Old Testament God we so fully expect, stern, legalistic, and wrathful. Right? 
No. Taking just one of the Deuteronomic commandments, the injunction to keep the Sab-
bath, makes the point. Why is it that God commands that Israel abstain from work one 
day a week? "Remember that you were slaves in Egypt and that the Lord your God 
brought you out of there with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm." 123 According to 
120 Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace (Louisville, KY: Abingdon, 1996), 
154-5. 
121 Steven L McKenzie, Covenant (St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2000) 17. 
122 Bernhard Anderson, 99. 
123 Deuteronomy 5: 15 
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Bernhard Anderson, "behind the commandment, then, is the demonstration of the prior 
love and grace of God. 124 Essentially the Torah is not a matter of, "Here are my rules. If 
you keep them, I will love you," but, rather, "I have put you in relationship with me, be-
cause I love you. Here is what that relationship looks like." 
Sacrifice, a sign of God's love or God's wrath? 
That sacrifice in the Old Testament is associated with punishment and the as-
suaging of God's anger is often assumed and needs no rehearsal. But is that valid? The 
shedding of blood is assumed to lend sacrifice a retributive quality. It is helpful again to 
reference Gunton's observation of the provision of a cup of grain as a substitute for the 
poor. "The (provision) is important for demonstrating, as Whale points out, that sacrifice 
does not here carry any connotations of vengeance or punishment: 'You cannot punish a 
cup of barley. "'125 Echoing the contextualization of the law within the gracious act of the 
Exodus, Gunton goes on to say, "Ultimately, all sacrifices in the Old Testament depend 
for their context upon the story of God's deliverance of his people from Egypt at the 
Exodus. If there is a centre, it is to be found at the place where Israel began to understand 
the roots of her life in its relation to God."126 
Anderson frames the issue in the difference between propitiation and expiation 
and the debate over which concept dominates OT sacrifices. In propitiation, God is angry 
and alienated from humanity and "requires something to appease divine anger before 
showing favor to the sinner. The hindrance to reconciliation lies with God [emphasis 
124 Bernhard Anderson, 146. 
125 Gunton, 120. 
126 Ibid., 121. 
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mine]. By contrast, in the case of expiation the hindrance to right relationship lies in hu-
man sin and the obstacle is overcome by the God-provided means of grace."127 
For Anderson, sacrifice in the Old Testament comes down clearly on the side of 
expiation over propitiation. Shelton sees both terms having validity. "Ultimately, atone-
ment is achieved, both in the Old and New Testaments, by expiation that leads to propi-
tiation."128 Still, his emphasis clearly is upon expiation as the dominating theme. "God is 
no longer wrathful because his intention was to maintain the covenant fellowship in the 
first place."129 And again, "Indeed, God initiated the procedure for atonement and recon-
ciliation. The action of God is always to restore the covenant."130 
Much of evangelical theology has maintained that the Dcutcronomic sacrificial 
system called for, "life for life, or blood for blood. No forgiveness without blood meant 
no atonement without substitution,"131 in Stott's words. And that the God "who is angry 
and alienated by human sin, requires something to appease divine anger before showing 
favor to the sinner."132 Shelton strenuously argues against these positions. While I am 
unable to give the full range of argument here, his emphasis upon our reading of "the lay-
ing on hands" in the sacrificial cultus is of utmost importance. Shelton argues that the 
127 Anderson., 120. 
128 Shelton, 69. 
129 Ibid., 69. 
130 Ibid., 70. 
131 Stott, 138. 
132 Anderson, 120. 
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"blood for blood' or economy of "a life demanded for sin" has its theological roots133 in 
an inattentive reading of the sacrificial ceremonies themselves. 
While offerings in the pagan cultures surrounding Israel often did serve to "propi-
tiate, appease or bribe to counteract a god's vengeance"134 this was not so in the life of 
Israel. Here, sacrifices "function as gifts to God, a means of expiation, and a means of 
communion with God."135 It can also be argued, I would maintain, that these rituals in 
that they were provided by the stronger of the covenant partners were a gift from God to 
Israel rather than a burden as we in Christianity have tended to view them. Even if God 
did demand equal payment for sin, substitution, life for life, is there any real way in 
which a goat could be viewed as an equal and adequate stand-in for the nation? 
Similarly misplaced is our belief that the sacrificial goat had the sins of the people 
placed upon it, in that way foreshadowing the sins of all humanity's being placed upon 
Christ. Shelton argues that failure to understand the difference in laying on one hand and 
laying on two hands has caused this misconception. In the ceremony surrounding the Day 
of Atonement there were two goats, each of which experienced a laying on of hands. 
Transference, the passing of one's essence or being to another, occurs in the laying on of 
both hands. This is not what happens to the slain goat; it happens to the scapegoat or the 
goat that is driven into the wilderness, away from the people. 136 The goat that is slaugh-
tered and whose blood is splattered around the Holy of Holies receives one hand upon it. 
133 It has cultural roots as well in the European understanding of judicial justice 
and punishment, particularly from Anselm forward. 
134 Shelton, 63. 
135 Ibid. 
136 Ibid., 54. The referent scripture is Leviticus 16. 
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This symbolizes identification with more than transferal to. In language almost identical 
to Torrance, Shelton states that, "the ceremony of sprinkling the blood on the altar and on 
the people consecrates them both and renews the covenant binding-together of God and 
Israel [emphasis mine]."137 
Finally, and on a related point, Shelton stresses the importance of ritual cleansing 
and purity in regard to the priest and the Holy of Holies. In light of this, he argues that it 
seems inconceivable that blood that is not only not purified, but has been ultra-defiled by 
bearing all of the people's sins, would be splattered upon the most Holy physical space in 
the world. With this in mind, viewing the blood as a cleansing agent is more appropriate. 
The blood represents our being cleansed by God. 
Paul Fiddes roots the concept of justification, which has traditionally been rooted 
in the appeasement, propitiation view of sacrifice, in covenantal tones; "this Hebrew set-
ting means that 'justification' while a legal term is at root a matter of relationships. He-
brew law was concerned with the health of the covenant community."138 While this may 
be a minority view within many evangelical circles, it warrants more attention, particu-
larly in light of the previously argued covenant/relational narrative arc of the Old Testa-
ment. 
137 Ibid., 56. 
138 PaulS. Fiddes, Past Event and Present Salvation (Louisville, KY: Westmin-
ster John Knox, 1989), 87. 
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Narrative Precedes Theology. 
Stanley Grenz and John Franke said, "The reading of the biblical text must al-
ways take precedence over our theological constructions."139 Here they directly follow 
the thinking of Stanley Hauerwas when he asserts, "they [doctrines] are not the meaning 
at the heart of the stories. Rather they are tools ... meant to help us tell the story better."140 
He contrasts this with the "standard picture" that " ... assumes that if scripture is to be 
meaningful it must be translated into a more general theological medium."141 
Hauerwas and William Willimon are standing on the shoulders of Alasdair Mac-
Intyre, as many do, when they say: 
How does God deal with human fear, confusion, and paralysis? God tells a story: 
I am none other than the God who 'brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of 
the house of bondage.' Knowing that story makes sense out of the following 
command that Israel 'shall have no other gods before me .. .Idolatry is condemned 
only on the basis of a story we know about God. 142 
In his profoundly influential book, After Virtue, Macintyre stresses that to be human is to 
be 'embedded' in a story. "I can only answer the question, 'What am I to do?' if I can 
139 Stanley J. Grenz, and John R. Franke, Beyond Foundationalism (Louisville, 
KY: Westminster John Knox, 2001), 83. 
140 Stanley Haurwas, The Peaceable Kingdom: A Primer in Christian Ethics 
(Notre Dame, IN: University ofNotre Dame Press, 1983), 26. 
141 Ibid., 55. 
142 Stanley Haurwas and William H. Willimon, Resident Aliens (Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press, 1989), 54. 
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answer the prior question, 'Of what story do I find myself a part?"'143 Newbigin helpfully 
adds, "What is the whole story of which my story is a part?"144 
Arriving at the same place from a different tack is Catherine Mowry LaCugna, 
who states, "Theological statements are possible not because we have some independent 
insight into God ... but because God has revealed and communicated God's self, God's 
personal existence, God's infinite mystery."145 And how has God revealed and communi-
cated God's self? LaCugna, building upon Barth and Rahner, would argue that revelation 
is in action in history rather than in proposition. There is no difference between God-in-
Revelation (God in history) and God-in-Eternity (God in theological construct). 146 Jesus 
is the story of God. 147 
All this is to say that our understanding of the atonement needs to begin in the 
biblical narrative before working its way to the theology of Paul or the theology of the 
Church Fathers. Both Paul and the creeds are of immense worth but, as Hauerwas points 
out, as tools to tell the story better, not as the starting point themselves. Stories are not 
just for children, to be later sloughed aside in favor of theological formulations. If Jesus 
is the revelation of God, then God is revealed in Jesus' actions, in his story. Likewise, the 
219. 
143 Alisdair Macintyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame Press, 1981) 
144 N b. . 99 ew 1gm, . 
145 Catherine Mowry LaCugna, God For Us (San Francisco, CA: Harper Collins, 
1991), 3. 
146 Grenz, The Social God and the Relational Self. 35-37. 
147 Hauerwas, Community of Character. 50. 
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revelation of God in the Old Testament is in God's interactions with a people, the family 
of Abraham and later the people of Israel. 
Not only a storied-God, but a story-telling God. If Barth, Macintyre, Newbigin, 
Hauerwas, and others are correct that approaching scripture as first story and later theol-
ogy is correct and God is primarily revealed to human understanding through God's ac-
tions in history, then it follows that particular attention should be given to the stories God 
tells. Obviously, all of scripture, from this perspective is a story God is telling, but I have 
in mind the specific stories of God. I would argue that two of these, the story of Hosea 
and his relationship with his wife Gomer and Jesus' parable of the Prodigal Son are sto-
ries God tells that have profound atonement implications. 
Hosea 
As is often the case with the Old Testament prophets, their actions have prophetic 
weight along with their words. 148 Certainly this is the case with Hosea and, further, God 
explicitly spells out those implications. "Go, marry a promiscuous woman and have chil-
dren with her, for like an adulterous wife, this land is guilty of unfaithfulness to the 
Lord." 149 And again, "Go, show your love to your wife again, though she is loved by an-
other and is an adulterous. Love her as the Lord loves the Israelites, though they tum to 
other gods ... " 150 In the actions of Hosea toward Gomer, we are seeing a living parallel to 
God's interactions, first with Israel, and in a larger sense with all of humanity through 
Christ. Torrance says: 
148 See Jeremiah or Jonah as further examples. 
149 Hosea 1:2. 
150 Hosea 3:1. 
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The covenant between God and Israel was not a covenant between God and a holy 
people, but precisely the reverse .... Not matter how rebellious or sinful Israel 
was, it could not escape from the covenant love and faithfulness of God. That is 
the aspect of the covenant that is brought out so poignantly in the book of Hosea. 
Even if Israel persists in adulterating its relationship with God, he will not divorce 
Israel, for the bonds of God's steadfast love retain their hold upon Israel and lock 
into a relationship with God which will finally triumph over all estrangement and 
bring about reconciliation and peace. 151 
He is directly tying the story of Hosea/Gomer to Israel's covenant relationship with God 
and, in saying that God's steadfast love "will finally triumph over all estrangement and 
bring about reconciliation and peace," he is clearly pushing forward to Christ. Hosea 
"tastes in his own being Yahweh's bitterness over the people's apostasy,'' 152 according to 
Pentiuc. This is not just Israel's apostasy, for, "we are not overhearing a conversation be-
tween God and ancient Israel, but finding ourselves involved directly,"153 states Kidner. 
To demonstrate how Hosea's story provides metaphoric resonance with atone-
ment theology, I will now highlight key points in the story and how they address issues 
and concerns of atonement theologians: 
Is movement God-initiated as opposed to humanity-initiated? 
Clearly. Hosea, standing in the role of God, marries Gomer. Once the infidelity 
on Gomer's part has begun he sends their children to plead with her, 154 he woos her by 
151 Torrance, 27. 
152 Eugen J. Pentiuc, Long-Suffering Love: A Commentary on Hosea (Brookline, 
MA: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 2002), 25. 
153 Derek Kidner, The Message of Hosea (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1981), 39. 
154 Hosea 2:2. 
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speaking tenderly in the wilderness to her [a picnic with love poems?], 155 he gives her 
gifts, 156 and finally he buys her back from slavery, not to be his slave but again to be his 
wife. 157 She makes no move of reconciliation at all. All action is on Hosea's part. 
Does it take sin seriously? 
In describing the book of Hosea's treatment of Israel's sin, Derek Kidner states, 
"This approach [setting sin in a marital framework] is far from sentimental. It sharpens 
guilt immeasurably [my emphasis] by making it the betrayal of love."158 Similarly, Ray 
Anderson argues, "unless we are involved in a history of trust and commitment, we feel 
no strong sense of betrayal when such a breach occurs ... betrayal rends the fabric of an 
intimate relationship, there is no safe distance from it. 159 While steadfast love, hesed, is 
the abundant theme of the story, judgment, pain, and even wrath at the sin of unfaithful-
ness are clearly present. They just do not dominate or prevail. Love does. 
Does it demonstrate some sense of sin bearing, shame bearing, or cost paying 
by the innocent party on behalf of the guilty? 
This is likely the point where penal substitutionary proponents say, "Nice story, 
but there's no substitution here." In a forensic sense, that is true, but I would argue that 
courtrooms are not the only place where one might take on the guilt or shame of another 
155 v. 14. 
156 v. 15. 
157 Hosea 2:1-3 and 2:16. 
158 Kidner, 45. 
159 RayS. Anderson, The Gospel According to Judas (Colorado Springs, CO: 
Navpress, 1991), 15. 
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to bear it away. Colin Gunton was cited earlier arguing that covenant should be under-
stood more relationally than legally and I believe the same principle applies here. Ray 
Anderson is most helpful here. He defines sin as "a transgression of a relationship with 
God and with others,"160 and then goes on to discuss what is needed for relational recon-
ciliation to occur: "The sin of betrayal is already contextualized by the greater fact of the 
relationship."161 For one party to betray, the other party must be faithful. "The positive 
evidence of the relation continues to exist as an actuality bound up in the personhood of 
the one betrayed."162 The only possibility for reconciliation, then, is in the hands of the 
betrayed. "The possibility of healing broken relationships always issues from the power 
of love to embrace the wrong done to it [my emphasis] for the sake of restoring fellow-
ship and love."163 Embracing the wrong is a deeply painful and yet essential process for 
real reconciliation to occur. Miroslav Vol:fs recent work, The End of Memory, deals pre-
cisely with the pain and potential great good of the wounded to truly remember and own 
the pain done to them in order to truly forgive and forget. 164 
The names of Hosea's children are a reminder of his experience of betrayal and a 
daily source of shame. He purchases her back, at great cost both to his wealth and to his 
160 Ibid., 76. 
161 Ibid., 77. 
162 Ibid. 
163 Ibid., 78. 
164 Miroslav Volf, The End of Memory: Remembering Rightly in a Violent World 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2006). The framing narrative of the book is Vol:fs per-
sonal struggle to forgive a Serbian military officer who engineered Vol:fs surveillance 
and repeated interrogation and accusation in 1984. 
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public standing. His paying of the reclamation price in a mixture of coins and grain indi-
cates that he has had to "scrape together" 165 the needed amount. In publicly buying her 
back, "old wounds would have to be reopened and [the possibility faced] that what had 
happened once might happen yet again."166 It is possible for Hosea to avoid taking on the 
pain caused by Gomer's sin. It is possible for him to not bear the shame of all that has 
happened. He could either disavow her, write the relationship off forever, or he could 
punish her, buy her back to make her pay. He does neither; he buys her in order to love 
her. Of course, he does, because he is loving as God loves. 
Does it effect actual reconciliation as opposed to merely brushing over differ-
ence? 
Anyone who has had a spouse say, "We are just going to pretend like you didn't 
just say that," knows that, in fact, the opposite is about to transpire. Brushing over an of-
fence in no way brings reconciliation. It just avoids dealing with the rupture to relation-
ship. This is not the path Hosea takes. Rather, he faces "the poignant personal demands 
that are involved in mending any close relationship. This was no arm's length settling of 
a legal battle or extracting of apologies. A marriage asks, because it offers, nothing facile 
. ,167 
or transitory. 
Real forgiveness, in fact, requires naming the wrong. It does not turn its back on 
justice. 
165 Kidner, 42. and Pentiuc, 85. 
166 Kidner, 40. 
167 Ibid. 
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Forgiveness is no mere discharge of a victim's angry resentment or mere assuag-
ing of a perpetrator's remorseful anguish .... On the contrary, every act of forgive-
ness enthrones justice, it draws attention to its violation precisely by offering to 
forego its claims .... Much more than the absence of hostility ... peace is commun-
ion between former enemies ... [when] the victim refuses to be defined by the per-
petrator, forgives and makes space in himself for the enemy. 168 
Forgiveness is not the weak substitute for justice. Forgiveness achieves what ret-
ribution cannot. It does so not by the victim being either so afraid or so lacking in self-
esteem to name the wrong done to them. Rather, forgiveness is the victim of wrong 
knowing what could be demanded (revenge or rejection) and offering instead reconcilia-
tion. 
Is there a need for a response? 
A response is needed, though the order of events is of paramount importance. No 
amount of recalcitrance can trigger forgiveness. It must be offered by the one wronged. 
But it must also be received. Arms can be extended in the offer of embrace (to use Volfs 
beautiful image), but the other may tum away, recoil, or stiffen in rejection. For embrace 
to happen, the recipient, in this case, the perpetrator, must open as well to receive em-
brace. 
The Prodigal Son 
William Barclay echoes the observation of R.C. Trench that for centuries the par-
able of the prodigal son has been called "the Gospel within the Gospels" and "the very 
essence of the faith."169 David Wenham states, "There is no more powerful a picture of 
the forgiving love of God or of the motivation behind Jesus' ministry within the Bi-
168 Volf, Exclusion and Embrace. 123-126. 
169 William Barclay, The Parables of Jesus (Louisville, KY: Westminster John 
Knox, 1970), 182. 
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ble."170 In describing the gospel Schmiechen states, "though humanity is justifiably 
guilty, God unilaterally reveals a love that draws humanity back to God. The parable of 
the prodigal son stands as the great witness to such love." 171 John Stott sees the parable 
"implicitly expressing" the doctrine that Jesus "showed his love in bearing our penalty 
and therefore our pain, in order to be able to forgive and restore us."172 N. T. Wright sees 
Jesus using the parable as paradigmatic of his role in bringing about the final return of 
Israel from Exile. 173 
And yet, I have been flatly told by staunch defenders of penal substitution, "It's a 
beautiful story of God's love, but there is no atonement there."174 Opponents of penal 
substitution at times make the same claim. John Stott, in The Cross of Christ, cites Hast-
ings Rashdall and Douglas White as arguing that the prodigal son preaches a gospel of 
"forgiveness without atonement."175 Kenneth Bailey points out that Muslims see the par-
able as Jesus' own refutation of the Christian doctrine of the atonement. According to 
Bailey, Muslims see no incarnation or atonement in the parable, only repentance and 
170 David Wenham, The Parables of Jesus (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1989), 105. 
171 Schmiechen, 291. 
172 Stott, 224. 
173 N. T. Wright, Jesus and the Victory of God (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 
1996), 127. 
174 In conversation with Young Life national leadership in the fall of 2007 regard-
ing the nature of YL' s presentation of the Gospel. 
175 Stott, 222. 
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mercy. "Jesus in this parable is a good Muslim who affirms Muslim theology." 176 How 
can Stott and those who find atonement theology deeply embedded in the parable make 
this claim? Is the parable of the prodigal son the heart of the Gospel or the refutation of 
the Gospel that Muslims are said by Bailey to make it out to be? 
Kenneth Bailey's groundbreaking177 treatment of the parable in the light of over 
40 years of ministry in the Middle East beautifully resolves these questions. The key, he 
argues, is reading this familial story with eyes open to the family dynamics of Middle 
Eastern patriarchal, honor/shame based cultures. While a number of these observations 
are backed by commentators such as Jeremias, 178who sees the parable as Jesus' "apolo-
getic,"179 I have not encountered anyone who pulls them together so cohesively and con-
vincingly and I will therefore draw from him at some length. 
Disowning, "Two sons have I not. " The son, in asking for his share of the inheri-
tance is not just asking for money, he is insulting his father. "Such a request in a village 
society means only one thing. The younger son is impatient for his father's death ... the 
son chose deliberately to wound his father's heart and break all his relationships with the 
family." 180 Bailey's comment that this is transpiring in a "village society" is crucial. The 
176 According to Bailey, Muslims see no incarnation or atonement in the parable 
only repentance and mercy. "Jesus in this parable is a good Muslim who affirms Muslim 
theology." The Cross and the Prodigal, 2"d Ed., (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 
2005), 15. 
177 It is referenced repeatedly by more recent commentaries on Luke 15. 
178 Jachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (New York, NY: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1954), 128-132. 
179 Ibid., 132. 
180 Bailey, 40, 44. 
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wound has not just transpired in the home; it has ramifications in the village. The result 
of this public insult and humiliation would typically be to "disown the son."181 Bailey 
entitles the first act of a short play he has written about the parable, "Two sons have I 
not" in a reflection of the expected cultural response to the son's act. The son should be 
"dead to him." 
I am no longer worthy to be called your son. The son's claim to sonship has been 
forfeited. He is not asking, as he heads for home, to return into the home. He just hopes 
for a more favorable employment situation. He understands that there is nothing he can 
do to reconstitute his relationship to his father. "Father, I have no claim on you whatso-
ever."182 
Kezazah. Bailey describes the communal nature of rejection that would have 
awaited the son: 
Village society is vicious to the man who is down. Wandering beggars endure un-
speakable taunting ... verbal cruelty ... and derisive choruses. The prodigal will 
have to face this band [of youths]. He will be verbally attacked by it, only in his 
case the adults will join the mockery rather than protect him from it. 183 
It is possible for the father to maintain his honor in all of this. In fact, the Kezazah is 
largely a communal preservation of his honor. He will not be the one verbally attacked. 
He is removed. 
181 Ibid., 47. 
182 Helmut Thielecke, The Waiting Father (New York, NY: Harper & Row, 
1959), 27. 
183 Bailey, 55. 
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After Kezazah. Following the communal ceremony, the son would "then be obli-
gated to sit for some time outside the family gate of the family home before being al-
lowed to even see his father. Finally he would be summoned."184 And not summoned for 
a reunion: he would be summoned to grovel, to beg for mercy. It now goes without say-
ing; nowhere in sight is relational reconciliation. Everything in play here is about preserv-
ing honor for the father and heaping shame upon the son. 
A father who violates all the rules. "No one in the village thinks or acts as a sepa-
rate person but as a part of the tightly knit village society. The individual's solidarity with 
that community is unshakable,"185 Bailey notes. One is reminded of Tevye's response to 
his daughter Chava in "Fiddler on the Roof." Though he loves her desperately, he cannot 
bring himself to even acknowledge her existence after she marries a Gentile. Communal 
tradition, solidarity, and honor are stronger than love. But this father "breaks all the 
rules."186 He does not sit aloof in his house; he runs through town to his son. "In the 
Middle East a man his age and position always walks in a slow, dignified fashion. It is 
safe to assume that he has not run anywhere for any purpose for forty years. No villager 
over the age of twenty-five ever runs. 187 
And where is he running? Through the town, in front of the mob who awaits the 
son's return to heap scorn and derision upon him. Certainly, his running serves two func-
184 Ibid., 66. 
185 Ibid. 
186 Ibid., 67. 
187 Ibid. 
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tions. First, he shields his son from the mocking of the mob. Second, he runs the risk of it 
now being turned upon him. 
Outpouring emotion. Miroslav Volf states, "It was the profound and singularly 
fecund story of the prodigal son that originally triggered the idea for a 'theology of ern-
brace. "'188 It is clearly not possible to quote the entirety of Volf' s book here, but his con-
ception of the power of embrace, literally and metaphorically, is profound. It is a move 
that is both a reach out and an opening to. Boldness and vulnerability. The father, in his 
honor, dignity, and purity embraces the dishonored, shamed, dung covered son. 
Giving gifts, reconstituting personhood. The father's robe, a ring, shoes, the fat-
ted calf and a feast-all bestowed upon the son by the father. Bailey maintains "the father 
very carefully reestablishes the boy's broken relationships with each group (in the family 
and the village) in turn."189 Miroslav Volf believes, "With a command to the slaves, the 
father reconstructed [my emphasis] the prodigal's identity."190 The father, in Volf's read-
ing, allows himself to be "un-fathered" (viewed as dead by his son) so that in suffering 
this "death" he can keep the son in his heart, eventually restoring him to life and right re-
lationship.191 "[The father] throws a party that has been called a 're-investiture,' treating 
188 Volf., 156. 
189 Bailey, 71. 
190 Volf, 160. 
191 Ibid. 165. 
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him as one would treat an honored guest, killing the fatted calf, celebrating in grand 
style."192 
Incarnation and atonement in this parable? As noted previously, Bailey's pro-
ject was initially motivated by the fact that Muslims use the parable to undercut the 
Christian doctrines of incarnation and atonement. Is that warranted? I quote here him here 
at length as he makes his point. 
The father in his house clearly represents God. The best understanding of the text 
is to see that when the father leaves the house and takes upon himself a humiliat-
ing posture on the road, he becomes a symbol of God incarnate. He does not wait 
for the prodigal to come to him but rather at great cost to himself goes down and 
out to find and resurrect the one who is lost and dead .... This parable depicts a fa-
ther who leaves the comfort and security of his home and humiliates himself be-
fore the village. The coming down and going out to the son is a parable of the in-
carnation. The costly demonstration of unexpected love in the village street dem-
onstrates a part of the meaning of the cross. 193 [my emphasis] 
Summary of the parables. In both the living parable of Hosea's marriage to 
Gomer and in Jesus' telling of the parable of the prodigal son (better named the parable 
of the loving father194) we have God narrating stories meant to describe his telos or pro-
ject in the world. In both cases, we have actions taken by the innocent to restore relation-
ship with the guilty. Actions are taken at great cost-financially, in terms of setting aside 
justifiable wrath or resentments, and in the incurring of great shame to bring about rela-
tional restoration and reconciliation. There is a clear substitutionary element to both sto-
ries, if not in a forensic sense, certainly in a relational one. In doing so, I follow Bailey's 
192 Craig L. Blomberg, Preaching the Parables (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Aca-
demic, 2004), 39. 
193 Bailey, 67. 
194 Theilecke, 27. 
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orienting of the parable of the prodigal son in a cultural context whose locus is shame 
avoidance and honor preservation, as opposed to legal standing. Coming from his mission 
experience in Japan, also a honor/shame centered culture, C. Norman Kraus similarly re-
jects a primarily legal orientation to the atonement. 195 This rejection also follows those 
who see covenantal relationship as the unifying theme of scripture. Given the framework 
laid out regarding God's covenantal thrust throughout scripture, these two parables seem 
to contain the DNA of God's atoning work. 
I now tum to two last points that further highlight God's relational orientation in 
the atonement. Both points deal with the nature of personhood, God's and ours. 
Persons in relation: God and humans. 
Why have I so adamantly pushed for a relational conception of God's work 
throughout all of scripture and specifically in the atonement? The answer lies in a convic-
tion that God is primarily understood as "Gad-in-relation" and that we as humans, as 
bearers of the imago dei, are relationally constructed selves. 
The Nought. 20111 Century Catholic novelist Walker Percy, in his novels and in his 
essays, writes of a noughted self in the postmodem west. A noughted self is always de-
vouring and never full, always seeking substance and ever insubstantial. "If I can have 
that car, my life will be different, for my nothingness will be informed by the having of it. 
195 I have included a most helpful graph comparing the atonement from a shame 
vs. guilt orientation from Kraus' book, Jesus Christ Our Lord, appendix A. (Scottsdale, 
P A: Herald Press, 1987), 256. 
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But, once it enters the zone of my nought, the car is emptied out and, instead of informing 
me, only participates in my nothingness."196 
This is a self, in this age of seemingly limitless resources and opportunities for 
self-gratification and self-actualization, that discovers, "how very odd it is, when one 
stops to think of it, that the very moment he arrives at the threshold of his new city, with 
all its hard won relief from the sufferings of the past, happens to be the same moment he 
runs out ofmeaning!"197 
In the poet T. S. Eliot's terms, this is the "hollow man." To build upon Percy's 
statements, how is it that in an age where, at least in the industrialized West, there is vir-
tually no limit to the ability to gratify every perceived need and vast amounts of personal 
and cultural energy is devoted to actualization of the self, we as individuals and a society 
feel ourselves to be so insubstantial, so "lost in the cosmos?" 198 Why do we feel, along 
with Percy's postmodem "he," the following to be true? 
He can never forget who he is: that he is a stranger, a castaway, who despite a 
lifetime of striving to be at home on the island is as homeless now as the first day 
he found himself cast up on the beach .... I mean that in his heart of hearts there is 
not a moment of his life when the castaway does not know that life on the island, 
being 'at home' on the island, is a charade. 199 
196 Walker Percy, The Message in the Bottle (New York, NY: Farrar and Straus, 
1975), 287. 
197 Ibid., 112. 
198 Walker Percy, Lost in the Cosmos (New York, NY: Farrar and Strauss, 1989). 
199 Percy, The Message in The Bottle, 189. 
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This is the self that Martin Buber called the "severed 1"200 and is a member, as 
Christian apologist Francis Schaeffer passionately argued in the 1970s, of a "cut flower 
generation." In Schaeffer's analogy, a generation that still bears some outward semblance 
of life, of substantiality, but is cut off from any life-giving source and is already dead. As 
Philip Cushman says in describing the self in 201h century America, "the self became 
fragmented, diffuse and somehow 'unrea1."'201 Middleton and Walsh put it this way, 
"The modem era began with Columbus setting out to sea. He seemed to have at least 
some idea of where he was going. As that epoch ends and a postmodem era begins, we 
again find ourselves at sea. But this time we have no navigational assistance and no direc-
tion. We are alone and adrift."202 How did we get here? 
The myth of autonomy. Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen calls Aristotle the "virtual 
parent of modem psychology" in that "many of the basic assumptions of these fields trace 
their heritage back to Aristotle, whose thinking (revived in the sixteenth century) had so 
much to do with the emergence of modem science generally. "203 Aristotle posited the 
"teleological principle" of personhood: that humans progress in development toward an 
end, a goal, or a telos. Van Leeuwen argues that for Aristotle, this telos is achieved 
200 Martin Buber, I and Thou (New York, NY: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1971), 
115. 
201 Cushman, 66. 
202 Richard J. Middleton, and Brian J.Walsh, Truth is Stranger Than It Used to 
Be. (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1995), 62. 
203 Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen, "Aristotle, The Biblical Drama and the Meaning 
of Personhood" in On Being a Person, Todd H. Speidell ed. (Eugene, OR, Wipf and 
Stock Pubilishers, 2002), 15. 
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through the application of reason to the pursuit of the "Pure Form,"204 the Ideal. While I 
will later argue that a biblical conception of telos as participation in the relationality of 
the Trinity and participation in God's relationally restorative work in creation, the em-
phasis at this point is upon the role of reason as a tool to attain to pure form. The seat of 
personhood is being anchored within the self and within contemplation of an abstraction. 
"The self of the philosopher sought the Universal Good, not the particular, local commu-
nal rules laid down by the local gods. "205 I am a self in my interior relation to a Principle, 
not in my particular, inter-dependent relationships. 
In the Enlightenment, this detached autonomy reawakens from its medieval slum-
ber. Philip Cushman states: 
The removal of God out (emphasis his) of the world, the development of an ob-
jective stance toward the world and toward oneself, the universalization of doubt, 
the extension and elaboration of the concept of interiority, and the valorization of 
rationality were all begun or advanced by Descartes .... (He) found order and truth 
through the interiorized searching of the individualized, logical thinker. 206 
Similarly, John Locke posits a self defined by its "power to disengage from and remake 
itself. It was a self that was pure, independent, disengaged, instrumental conscious-
ness."
207 This is the self of the American Declaration of Independence and the Constitu-
tion. This is the self of "individual liberties and rights," of "self-evident" truths. 
204 Ibid., 16. 
205 Cushman, 360. 
206 Ibid., 374. 
207 Ibid., 378. 
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The Cartesian self, existing because of cogito208 is a bounded self. Self emanates 
from within and evaluates, consumes, rejects, or uses the world that it encounters. In I 
and Thou, Martin Buber calls this a self that interacts with the world only in terms ofl-It. 
I perceive something. I feel something. I imagine something. I want something. I 
sense something. I think something. The life of a human being does not consist 
merely of all this and its like. All this and its like is the basis of the realm It. But 
the realm of You has another basis 209 .... The basic word l-It is made possible only 
by this recognition, by the detachment of the !.210 
Now, however, the detached I is transformed-reduced from substantial fullness 
to the functional one-dimensionality of a subject that experiences and uses ob-
jects.211 
I will later spend a considerable amount oftime looking at Buber's idea ofl-You, 
but his contrasting concept of l-It provides an invaluable tool for understanding the im-
plications of Descarte's detached, self-contained (bounded), individualism. To Buber, 
this conception of the self turns all else into an It an object, a thing which I consider from 
the fortress of autonomy. Obviously, this objectification extends to the selfs interactions 
with other humans and ultimately with God. 
Rather than empowering the self, making it master of the umverse m a 
Nietzschian sense, Buber argues that the supposedly autonomous self is an illusion. The 
"severed I" (severed from I-You relationality) is the I of ego. "The person beholds his 
self; the ego occupies himself with his MY: my manner, my race, my works, my genius. 
208 I think, therefore I am. 
209 Buber, 54. 
210 Ibid., 73. 
211 Ibid., 80. 
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The ego does not participate in any actuality nor does he gain any."212 He refers to the I 
that defines itself in It relations as a "golem, an animated clod without a soul. "213 
In significantly different language but along similar lines, Cushman states that in 
20th Century America familial and communal influences upon identity recede and: 
The individual self came to be seen as the ultimate locus of salvation; the self was 
ever evolving, constantly changing, on a never ending search for self-actualization 
and 'growth'. Even today personal fulfillment is seen as residing primarily within 
(emphasis his) the individual who is supposed to be self-sufficient and self-
satisfied. 214 
Instead of resulting in promised self-sufficiency or self-satisfaction, however, Cushman 
sees something radically different. 
In post-WWII America, the cultural landscape has configured the self. .. into a par-
ticular kind of masterful, bounded self, the empty self [emphasis mine]. By this I 
mean a self that experiences a significant absence of community, tradition, and 
shared meaning- a self that experiences these social absences and their conse-
quences 'interiorly' as a lack of personal conviction and worth; a self that embod-
ies the absences, loneliness, and disappointments of life as a chronic, undifferenti-
ated emotional hunger. It is this undifferentiated hunger that has provided the mo-
tivation for the mindless, wasteful consumerism of the late 20th Century. 215 
In this description, we have returned to the self as described by Walker Percy, 
purchasing a car with the hope that it will "inform my nothingness" only to rather have 
my nothingness swallow up the car and hunger for something new, something more. 
What is understood is that this consumerism extends to inter-personal relations. Assum-
ing I should be self-sufficient and self-satisfied and yet experiencing Cushman's "undif-
212 lbid., 114. 
213 Ibid., 93. 
214 Cushman. 77. 
215 Ibid., 79. 
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ferentiated emotional hunger," I move through encounters with others seeking to satiate 
my hunger by taking from each what I think will fill me and being ever unsatisfied. We 
here again see Ray Anderson's conception of sin as fundamentally relationally centered. 
216 
The autonomous self considers God. Before moving to the description of what I 
believe is a biblical and robust view of personhood drawing upon the work ofBuber, Karl 
Barth, and Miroslav Volf, I would like to briefly consider the implications of the autono-
mous thinking self as it turns its gaze toward God. If the autonomous thinking self is truly 
fully constituted interiorly and if, therefore, all encounters are It encounters, it follows 
that encounters with God will be the same. Perhaps God has something to offer to assist 
in the Lockian project of remaking oneself. Perhaps God can contribute to self-
actualization. Perhaps God can contribute to the alleviation of my "emotional hunger." If 
so, then God is usefid to me. God serves a helpful function in my personal project. 
While few would use such straightforward language, it is not difficult to argue 
that this is the shape that much American Evangelical theology takes on a personal level. 
Christ's death on the cross deals with "my sin problem." God fills the "hole in my heart." 
Even, "I have begun my personal relationship with Jesus." Why did Jesus come? He 
came to make possible my salvation. I am drawn to faith because Jesus meets my emo-
tional needs. 
I am not arguing here that there is no level of truth in these statements. I am, at 
this point, just attempting to highlight the marked self and interiorly focused nature of 
these statements. The point here is to accentuate the way in which biblical concepts and 
216 Scot McKnight similarly discusses sin in terms of "hyperrelationality," in 
Community of Atonement. 
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realities can be shaped so as to be seen through an individualistic, other-objectifying lens 
without our even noticing. I will return to this point at the conclusion of the paper, but 
now tum to the positing of an alternative version of personhood. 
/-You. 
Martin Buber resoundingly rejected any reductionist, materialist orientation in 
terms of personhood. As discussed earlier, Buber starkly contrasts the l-It dyad with that 
ofl-You. A fair bit has already been said about l-It. I now tum to Buber's alternative, I-
You. 
In significant ways, Buber strikes me as being akin to deconstructionists like Der-
rida and Levinas. Buber's extreme rejection of any approach to interactions that turns the 
other into an It, an object seems comparable to a Derridian rejection of language because 
it is oppressive and objectifying. Additionally, his insistency on the primacy of the un-
mediated encounter resonates, particularly with Levinas' idea of visibility.217 
Buber's entire project is built around the ideas: "Relation is reciprocity"218 and 
"all actual life is encounter,"219 or phrased slightly differently, "in the beginning is the 
217 Where Buber would talk about the I being wholly present and open to the You, 
Levinas would use the language of being 'visible" to the other and truly "seeing" that 
other. Where Buber would describe objectifying as It, Levinas would use the language of 
invisibility; either the I being "invisible" by withholding or masking one's true self or by 
making the other "invisible" seeing them as a Jew, a Gay, a Black and therefore recusing 
oneself of obligation to encounter the other as a true other. Corey Beal' s book, Levin as 
and the Wisdom of Love (Waco, TX, Baylor University Press, 2007), is a most helpful 
introduction to Levinas' thought. 
218 Buber. 58. 
219 Ibid., 68. 
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relation."220 These phrases appear again and again throughout the book. To Buber, this 
genuine encounter is not just important; it is imperative to being. 
The concentration and fusion into a whole being can never be accomplished by 
me, can never be accomplished without me. I require a You to become; becoming 
I, I say You. All actual life is encounter. 221 Man becomes an I through a Y ou?22 
It is as if prior to the genuine encounter, the I is also an It, something diminished 
or not yet realized. "The I of the basic word I-You appears [my emphasis] as a person, 
becomes conscious of himself as subjectivity. Egos appear as setting themselves apart 
from other egos. Persons appear by entering into relations with other persons. "223 It was 
earlier mentioned that Aristotle's teleological principle suggested that persons are in the 
process of developing or becoming, moving toward an end. Similarly, modem people in 
the West are no strangers to the idea of striving to become self-actualized or to even grow 
up. I believe Buber is saying something entirely different here. His "becoming an I" bears 
little resemblance to either Aristotle's rational progression toward the Ideal or pop psy-
chology's self-actualization. These all put the locus within the I, Buber places it in the 
encounter. This is what he means in saying that the I becomes "conscious of himself as 
subjectivity." If Descartes argues that, "I Think, therefore I am," Buber counters with "I 
relate, therefore I am." 
I am unwilling to grant the power of constituting personhood merely to other 
humans. What becomes of my I if others refuse to or are unable to interact with me as a 
220 Ibid., 63. 
221 Ibid., 58. 
222 Ibid., 82. 
223 Ibid., 112. 
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You? Am I contingent upon the magnanimous openness to relation of others? Buber hints 
strongly at a Thou, which is beyond the human You, to God. 
1-We. 
Karl Barth uses much of the same ideological landscape and fleshes it out within a 
Trinitarian perspective. 
Even in His divine inner being there is relationship. To be sure, God is One in 
Himself. But he is not alone. There is in Him a co-existence, co-inherence and re-
ciprocity .... He is in Himself the One who loves eternally, the One who is eter-
nally loved, and eternal love; and in this triunity He is the original and source of 
every I and Thou ... 224 
Daniel J. Price notes that Barth refers to this concept as an "analogy of Rela-
tions."225 In this term Barth is agreeing with Buber in calling relationality that which con-
stitutes personhood, and going further. We fundamentally relate because we are created 
in the image of a God whose fundamental nature is relation. In relating to God and to 
others, we are most fully "in God's image." 
Orthodox theologian John D. Zizioulas, in his widely influential book, Being as 
Communion, argues the same point. Rooting his theology in the Cappadocian Fathers, he 
believes that the Cappadocians were the first to root personhood to essential being and 
that this personhood derived its essence from the Triune God. "The mystery of the one 
God in three persons points to a way of being which precludes individualism and sepera-
tion (or self-sufficiency and self-existence) as a criterion of Multiplicity ... To be and to be 
224 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics 111/2 (Edinborough, Scotland: T &T Clark, 
1960), 218. 
225 Daniel Price, "Karl Barth and Object Relations Psychology," in On Being a 
Person, 163. 
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in relation become identical."226 Stanley Grenz observes that Zizioulas connects this to 
the postmodern condition as "he points out that the concept of 'otherness' stands as per-
haps the central existential concern in postmodern society."227 
Grenz continues, "The fact that from all eternity God pitied and received 
man ... rests on the freedom of God in which there is nothing arbitrary or accidental, but in 
which God is true to Himself. ... God repeats in this relationship ad extra a relationship 
proper to Himself in His inner divine essence. "228 Phil. 2: 6-11 illustrates this perichoretic 
relational emphasis, though it is often overlooked. As Jesus "empties himself' and be-
comes a servant, obedient to the point of death on a cross, he is not acting accidentally or 
in a way unique to himself. This act of self-giving love is "proper to Himself [to the 
Trinitarian nature of God] in His inner divine essence," as Barth says. This is not just 
who Jesus is and what Jesus does. This is the inner nature of God. Torrance says, "He 
[God] is in Himself not other than what he is toward us in his loving and revealing and 
saving presence in Christ. "229 As Catherine Mowry LaCugna states it, "God's way of be-
ing in relationship with us is in fact God's personhood," for "God for us is who God is as 
God."230 
226 Zizioulas, 49 & 88. 
227 Stanley J. Grenz, Rediscovering the Triune God. (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress 
Press, 2004), 139. 
228 Ibid., 218. 
229 T.F. Torrance, The Christian Doctrine of God, on Being Three Persons (Edin-
burgh, UK: T &T Clark, 1996), 18. 
230 LaCugna, 304-5. 
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Here Barth, Torrance, and LaCugna offer us something beyond the I-You or even 
the somewhat oblique I-Thou of Buber. We are given, invited into anI-We encounter. 
Invited into the perichoretic love of God. Torrance expresses it like this, "Through a rela-
tion of mutual indwelling between Christ and us, we are enfolded within the infinite di-
mensions of the love of God. "231 
Reaching out, to give and to receive. Alongside Rublev's painting of the Trinity 
at table, Miroslav Volf offers perhaps the most vivid and arresting imagery for under-
standing perichoretic love in Exclusion and Embrace. 
Built into the very structure of embrace is a 'multifinality' that rests on the sys-
tematic underdetermination of outcomes. Though each may open arms toward the 
other, each has the right to refuse the embrace, to close herself off and stay out-
side the exchange of mutual giving and receiving. And once the embrace has 
taken place, nothing can guarantee a particular outcome. Given the structural ele-
ment of gentleness, we can never know in advance how the reshaping of the self 
and the other will take place in embrace.232 
Elsewhere he states, "The embrace is unthinkable without reciprocity; each is 
both holding and being held by the other, both active and passive .... In an embrace a host 
is a guest and a guest is a host. "233 The images of mutual holding and being held, of 
reaching out to and receiving embrace, of "reshaping the self' to fit the other are potent 
and palpable images. In this sense, there is a liminality to personhood, with personhood 
occurring in the liminal space between I and You. This is the embrace where boundary 
231 Torrance, The Mediation of Christ, 64. 
232 Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
1996), 147. 
233 Ibid., 143. 
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and differentiation are transcended. 234 They give a picture of what Buber' s statement, 
"there is no I without You, there is no you without I" actually looks like. If identity, self-
hood, personhood takes place in the encounter, self is the self in giving/receiving em-
brace. 
Resurrection and participation in the life of God. It is reasonable here to ask, 
"But, how?! How are we drawn into the perichoretic life of God?" Through the resurrec-
tion. Colin Gunton points out that "it must be stressed that redemption is not merely a 
removal of disorder but a redirection and a liberation: it is a resurrection."235 N.T. Wright, 
as has been noted, claims that Jesus ties the parable of the prodigal son and Israel's hope 
of triumphant retum from Exile into his personhood and actions and the culmination of 
all is resurrection. "He [Jesus] is making a claim, a claim to be the one in and through 
whom Israel's God is restoring his people .... He believes that [in facing his death], he 
will be vindicated. And the word for that is 'resurrection. "'236 
According to Moltmann, this vindication has the effect of "taking men and 
women, with the whole of creation, into the life-stream of the triune God: that is the 
meaning of creation, reconciliation and glorification. "237 This idea builds upon Ircnacus · 
view of atonement as serving the function of "recapitulation," reconstituting what it is to 
234 Christine D. Pohl, Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a Christian Tradi-
tion (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1999), 56. 
235 Gunton, The Actuality of Atonement, 150. 
236 Wright, Jesus and the Victory of God, 131. 
237 Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom, 178. 
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be human through incarnation, death and resurrection?38 "The resurrected Christ is not 
only the pattern of the resurrected body that believers will share; he is also the spiritual 
vitality who will one day bring about the glorious transformation of the new humanity. " 
[emphasis mine ]239 
Conclusion. The advantages of stories. 
Throughout this project, I have sought to frame everything within the context of 
story. Scripture is the story of God. Jesus is the lived story of God. Hosea and the parable 
of the prodigal son are the told stories of God. Our selves, in their relationally constituted 
natures, are indwelled stories. I believe it to be of the utmost importance that when the 
people of Israel described their God they did not list off a series of theological concepts. 
Rather, they said, God was the "God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob"-God known by the 
stories of what God had done in history, in relationship with people. Leland Ryken ar-
gues, "The Bible is in large part a work of imagination. Its most customary way of ex-
pressing truth is not the sermon or theological outline but the story, the poem and the vi-
sion. "240 
238 Green and Baker, 119-121. 
239 Grenz, 237. 
240 Leland Ryken, "Thinking Christianly About Literature" in The Christian 
Imagination, ed. Leland Ryken (Colorado Springs, CO: Waterbrook Press, 2002), 25. 
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At the beginning of this section, I asked why Young Life talks at the beginning 
and end of the week that centered around stories seemed to have a clarity and emotional 
resonance that is often lacking in the talks that are more theologically driven. As is obvi-
ous at this point, I don't think that is accidental, nor would I say that this is just because 
stories are easy to remember. 
I would argue that, in telling stories of Jesus and relating them to our life experi-
ences (our stories), we are speaking in our native tongue. "Tell me a story. These words 
make up the oldest invitation in the human experience."241 We all tell stories. If one were 
to reduce story to its most basic part, metaphor, we all "live our lives on the basis of in-
ferences we derive via metaphor. Metaphorical thought is unavoidable, ubiquitous and 
mostly unconscious. "242 Sociologist Christian Smith observes, "we are animals that not 
only make and tell narratives but we are told and made by our narratives. "243 Even our 
abstract theological statements are, at the root, metaphors. Perhaps the question is not 
whether or not to tell stories, but whether or not to tell stories well or in ways that come 
alive. 
Earlier I made use of Peter Rollins' differentiation between idols and icons. C. S. 
Lewis describes the same idea thus, "We demand windows. Literature as Logos is a se-
ries of windows, even of doors." 244 This is how Frederick Buechner can title his wonder-
241 Daniel Taylor, "In Praise of Stories" in The Christian Imagination. 407. 
242 George Lakoff, and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago, IL: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1980) 273. 
243 Christian Smith, Moral Believing Animals (New York, NY: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 78. 
244 C.S. Lewis, "We Demand Windows" in The Christian Imagination. 52. 
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ful book with both wit and truthfulness, Telling the Truth: The Gospel as Tragedy, Com-
edy and Fairytale. 245 This is also how Lewis and Tolkien can argue for the mythopoeic 
truth of stories, that some truths can best be communicated in story, not proposition. 
What I believe they all are pointing to here is that story enables us to speak truthfully in 
ways that do not seek to limit truth to our words. "This is a truthful story of the atone-
ment, but it is a door. I could not find words that would pin down the mystery, sum it up 
for you." It is why Colin Gunton argues that the biblical metaphors of sacrifice, priest, 
king, covenant partner, deliverer all converge, overlap and interpenetrate one another in 
the person and work of Jesus. 246 
Eighteen years ago, as part of a directed study I did in seminary, I had a phone 
conversation with pastor and writer Walter Wangerin. In discussing his use of story in 
"doing theology" he said, "In my years as a Lutheran pastor, I would teach two years of 
catechism. The first year, I would gather the children every week and do the same thing. I 
would tell them, 'Now I am going to tell you the truth,' and then I would tell them the 
stories of scripture." Only after that would he do any "teaching of church doctrine." 
Telos. Earlier, I argued two points. The first was that our presentations of the 
atonement too often treat it in almost complete isolation from the larger story of which it 
is a part-God's revealing and saving story in the life of Israel. It can powerfully tell me 
that I am saved, forgiven, but it doesn't tell me much at all about what comes next. "How 
am I to live? What am I to be about?" 
245 Frederick Buechner, Telling the Truth: The Gospel as Tragedy, Comedy and 
Fairytale (San Francisco, CA: Harper San Francisco, 1977). 
246 Gunton, The Actuality of Atonement. 
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I would now argue that this storied and relational approach to the atonement deals 
with both of these concerns. Not only does it tell me about the past story that Jesus is a 
part of, but it is a story with a telos, an end. While granting the importance of individual 
experiences of forgiveness (what most of us mean when we say, "to become a Chris-
tian"), Hauerwas goes on to say, "such experiences cannot in themselves be substitutes 
for learning to find the significance of our lives only in God's ongoing journey with crea-
tion."247 Or, to quote Eugene Peterson, "There is another reason for the appropriateness 
of story as a major means of bringing us God's word. Story doesn't just tell us something 
and leave us there. It invites our participation. "248 
In speaking with students in Young Life, over the last several years, I have begun 
to describe it like this. 
Picture this. Imagine yourself flying into Dallas, TX and looking out of the win-
dow as you descend. As you look down, you see mile after mile of neighborhoods 
with beautiful homes and fenced in backyards, most of which have what? A 
swimming pool. 
Most of us picture becoming a Christian, I think, like purchasing our very own 
"Jesus swimming pool." It's ours. We can get in and out when we want. We can 
invite the neighbors over for a swim, but they've got their own pool. We can 
regulate the temp, the amount of chlorine, how many pool toys we have. Now pic-
ture flying into where I live, Portland, OR. As you descend and look out of the 
right side of the plane, your view is dominated again by water, only this water is 
very different. It's the Columbia River. 
The Columbia started in the mountains of Canada and pours down through Idaho, 
Washington, and Oregon and on to the Pacifica Ocean. It is massive, powerful, 
going somewhere. 
This is what I believe becoming a Christian really is. Not, building a safe, private 
Jesus pool in the backyard, but walking over to the river's edge, taking Jesus' 
247 Stanley Hauerwas, The Peaceable Kingdom (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame 
Press, 1983), 33. 
248 Eugene Peterson, The Jesus Way (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2007), 72. 
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hand, and jumping in. There's no telling where the river will take you, who you 
will meet out there, or if it will always be calm and easy. 
But you can be sure it is going somewhere. It is joining into the vast story of 'God 
reconciling the world' that started with the Fall and will continue to the end of 
time. God is inviting you to join in with His vast story. 
Why THIS story? I have attempted to demonstrate that God, through God's reve-
latory acts and words in scripture, is telling a story of relational reconciliation. While 
other metaphors help inform that story (there certainly are ways in which legal or victori-
ous combat imagery contribute), I believe I have shown that the story of God, and the 
story of Jesus' saving work is a particularly relational narrative. This is displayed in the 
emphasis of covenant relationship throughout scripture. It is evident in the relationality of 
God's person in the Trinity, his perichoresis. Grenz states, "the biblical God longs to rec-
oncile sinful humans, adopting them as children of God, and on the basis of the sexual 
(relational) character of human existence, to draw reconciled humanity together with all 
creation into glorious communion with the divine perichoretic life. "249 
This story of a God desiring and facilitating relational reconciliation also takes sin 
seriously. It is a sickness unto death, but relational death not legal. To this end, God goes 
to the ultimate lengths of shame bearing to the point of death to bind God's self with us in 
our shame and brokenness. In so participating with us in our shame, we are borne with 
Jesus into the possibility of new relationship through the resurrection. 
Finally, it is evidenced in how we experience ourselves in the world. The story 
that most adequately describes who we are is that we were made for relationships, that we 
experience the absence of relationships as a kind of death, and that God reconstitutes our 
personhood through the relationally reconciling work of Jesus on the cross and in the res-
249 Grenz, 312. 
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urrection. As the autonomous self, in its thinking, mastering, consuming, using personas 
turns out to be a lie, the relationally contingent self presents itself as the hope of human-
ity. This is uniquely and ultimately our hope when our contingency is rooted in the One 
(and Three) that can truly restore and enliven our relational selves, through reconciliation 
to that One. 
To a God who is personal and whose revelation is in history and, therefore, a nar-
rative, nothing better communicates the inner logic of the cross better than the narratives 
of Hosea and the parable of the prodigal son. In them we find sober assessments of our 
plight, cut off relationally and therefore, de-personed. We also find our inability to re-
spond to this crisis. Most powerfully, however, is the reality that these stories, as is all of 
scripture, are not ultimately about a cheating spouse, a disrespectful son or a sin ravaged 
humanity. They are stories about a God who acts, a God who moves in steadfast love, or 
hesed, to accomplish reconciliation. Shame is borne by Hosea and the father, and in do-
ing so, they create an icon, or window, into the guilt/shame bearing of Christ on the cross. 
I believe this is a beautiful and exciting time to tell the story of Jesus, of the 
atonement to people in the postmodern West. Walker Percy ends his discourse on the 
postmodern self, Lost in the Cosmos, with the fictional remnants of human civilization 
receiving the long awaited "first contact" with alien civilizations. The message asks, in 
part, "Are you in trouble? If you are in trouble, have you sought help? If you did, did it 
come? If it did, did you accept it?"250 
I believe we have, as we perhaps never have before, reached the end of our rope, 
the end of our trust in the self, and are ready to recognize the help that has come. That 
250 Percy, Lost in the Cosmos. 262. 
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help is named, Emmanuel, God with us. I believe we are at last ready to melt into the 
extended arms of a God who loves like Hosea, like the father. Who cries out to us, "Wel-
come home, I have missed you so!" 
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Section 4: Project Description 
The project will be a short to medium length book for a popular readership. It will 
be a narrative-driven presentation of a relational, covenantal approach to atonement the-
ology. The narrative thrust will take the form of short chapters telling stories from scrip-
ture that build the case and narratives drawn from my life and ministry, media. and cul-
ture at large. 
Theological explication, where present, will take a backseat to narrative. The 
book will be loosely constructed along an arch of Created for Relationality-Loss of Rela-
tion-Relations Restored. The reason for this narrative emphasis is both practical and theo-
retical. Practically, I believe narrative is an easily accessible mode for all audiences and 
younger audiences in particular. Theoretically, as has been argued throughout the body of 
this written statement, I believe narrative to be the primary form through which scripture 
speaks to us and is, therefore, the primary mode to access revelation. This is because I 
view God to primarily be revealed in history, in relationality, therefore, narrative is how 
we know God. 
There will be a certain amount of non-linearity to the project. I intend to interpose 
quotes, lyrics of songs, and images that contribute to the overall arch of the story, but 
may or not be specifically tied to the narrative at that point. The goal is to provide multi-
ple "hooks" for the reader to access the ideas discussed in the book without putting too 
much burden on them the reader to track the argument of the case at every point. 
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Shane Claiborne's recent book, Jesus for Presidenl51, serves as an illustration of 
some of what I have in mind conceptually. The book has a linear text driven component. 
At the same time, the book is interspersed with a multitude of quotes and images, none of 
which appear in the main text, though they are related themes to the chapters in which 
they appear. The effect is that it feels as if one is reading two or more books at the same 
time. One could just read the quotes and look at the images and come away with a pretty 
clear sense of what the book is about. The layering of text, additional quotes and images 
have a synergistic effect which is quite striking. 
In trying to create something of the same feel, I hope to center this layering effect 
around two or three cognitive-emotional realities. The pain of relational loss would be on 
and the joy of reconciliation as another. As mentioned in my main text, Volf' s Exclusion 
and Embrace, has become a very formative book in my mind. My vision would be to 
have the image of "embrace" be one that settles into the reader's mind and heart and 
grows and expands there. In essence, I'd like to boil down the vast storehouse of theology 
of the atonement to a few basic biblical stories and then boil down these still further to 
one distilled image-embrace. 
251 Shane Claiborne and Chris Haw, Jesus For President: Politics for Ordinary 
Radicals (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2008). 
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Section 5: Project Specifications 
Audience: My audience will be two-fold. Older high school and college aged students. 
The age group of folks I work with in Young Life and my teaching at George Fox Uni-
versity. The second audience would be those who work with this age demographic. 
Goals: This project will jointly serve as a tool to minister the story of God's grace to the 
reader in a way that is accessible and impacting. Additionally, it will serve as a model to 
those engaged in ministry of how one could communicate the atonement in non-
traditional ways. 
Standards of publication: I will need to produce an abstract that I could send to potential 
publishers. I will need to procure permission to use the various images and quotes, if they 
are copyrighted. I will need to write at a professional level. 
Action plan for completion: I have already written a number of essays that will make up 
portions of the project. I have also begun gathering quotes and images. I will continue to 
write and gather in a focused way through July and August of this year, 2008, so as to 
present a completed product for evaluation on Sept. 1st, 2008. 
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Appendix A.: Kraus' Comparison of Shame vs. Guilt Approaches to Atonement 
Shame Guilt 
(focus upon the self) (focus upon the act) 
Nature of fault 
Failure to meet self-expectations Failure to meet legal expectations 
Internal Reaction 
Disgrace Remorse 





Ridicule and exclusion Demand for revenge or penalty 
Remedy 
Identification and communication with Propitiation through restitution or penalty 
Interpretations of the Cross 
An instrument of shame An instrument of penalty 
God's ultimate identification with us in our God's ultimate substitute for our sinful 
sinful shame guilt 
Expresses God's love Expresses God's justice252 
252 Kraus, 204. 
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To my wife, Elizabeth, 
and our daughters, Bailey and Rachel, 
living examples of steadfast love. 
Together, you are a place of shalom for me. 
lll 
introduction: where are we going? 
part I: what we were made for 
CONTENTS 
1 ). the great banquet comes to Texas 
2). Sea World and Frederick Buechner 
3). Lars and the Real Girl 
4). naked and not ashamed, for awhile 
5). relational selves 
6). let US make them like US 
7). tabernacle 
8). a strange scene, that is the key to the whole story 
9). a couple of ve1y interesting Hebrew words 
1 0). Jonah: not the story you think you know 
part II: what went wrong and how does that feel? 
11 ). life and death on the playground 
12). the year the pain wouldn't stop 
13). Evanesence 
14). thoughts from others on human isolation 
15). two moments observed 
16). love, with a price tag 
17). the nought 























19). on judgment, wrath and God 
20). two words, chesed and Emmanuel 
21 ). what parents do 
22). are you hungry? 
part Ill: and now for the good stuff, the REALLY good stuff 
23). an exercise in perspective 
24). the center point of human history 
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introduction: where are we going? 
This book has been stewing inside of me for a long time. When I was sixteen 
years old, I sat in a living room in Round Rock, Texas at a Young Life meeting and heard 
a college kid tell the story of Hosea and Gomer and then say, "God loves us like that." I'd 
never heard anything like that and I now know that Hosea was not a story regularly told 
in Young Life. I have no idea why my Young Life leader chose it. Regardless, that image 
has stuck in my head for almost thirty years. 
Other experiences along the way; in ministry, my personal life, my life with my 
family or books that I have read have lodged themselves in my mind as well. Together 
they have formed a sort of stew brewing in the crackpot of my head and my heart. This 
book is an attempt to communicate what has come from all of that. 
Before explaining a bit about how this book will be laid out and what it will try to 
cover, I'd like to share a story. I don't come out too well in this story, but I think it is one 
that helps frame why I want to take the approach I will take in this book and why I hope 
this book might be useful to others. 
against formulizing the Gospel 
We all have moments we are proud of and plenty of moments we are not. In a 
couple decades of youth ministry, I've had a fair number of the former and more than 
enough of the latter. One of my most "I wince every time I think about it" moments has 
also been one of the most paradigm changing. If a paradigm is the mental picture we use 
to make sense of the world around us, the paradigm I had as I sat on the lawn of a Young 
Life camp in the Catskills of New York in 1988 was pretty cut and dried. I had a very 
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clear picture of who was a Christian and who was not, and also a very clear picture of 
how one moved from one and became the other. Joining me on that lawn that afternoon 
was a high-school freshman, John. 
John and his twin sister had come to Young Life in their town of Catonsville, MD 
the previous fall and John and I had hit it off immediately. He was this incredibly nice, 
enthusiastic, and guileless kid. For reasons beyond my fathoming, John thought I hung 
the moon. He never missed any Young Life thing I was at, always wanted me to give him 
a ride home (even if his sister had a ride with someone else), called several times to make 
sure he'd be in my cabin at camp that summer. All week long, John hung on every word I 
said at night in the cabin and wanted to hang out all afternoon at the waterfront and 
around camp. 
The occasion of our conversation on the lawn was more intentional than most. It 
was late in the week and I was having 30-minute conversations with every guy in the 
cabin and asking them how they'd enjoyed the week and attempting to 'close the deal' in 
a conversion sense. We'd all heard a week of talks laying out the Gospel and this was an 
opportunity to answer questions they might have and ask them the all important question, 
"Would you like to give your life to Christ right now?" I was sure John was going to be 
an enthusiastic, "Yes!" 
An hour and a half into our conversation, things weren't going as well as I'd 
planned. The hang up was that John was Lutheran. Not that there is any problem with 
being a Lutheran, it just meant that when I asked him if he wanted to make a commitment 
to Christ he said, "I don't know what you mean, I was raised Lutheran. I've always been 
a Christian." 
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My response was, "Sure. And that's super. But have you ever specifically 
confessed your sins and prayed for God to forgive you and accepted the work Jesus did in 
dying for you on the cross and asked him into your heart?" 
To which he responded, "No, but I believe all of that and I think Jesus has been in 
my heart most all of my life." 
I didn't want to be condescending or insult his family, his church, and his view of 
his past, but I really needed to get through to him that while it was great to go to church 
all his life and all, he really wasn't a Christian yet. I told him that I could spend my whole 
life in a garage and that wouldn't make me a car. I could spend every weekend attending 
weddings and that wouldn't make me married. I used every possible illustration I could 
think of to make the point that no amount of family or personal church involvement was 
adequate if he did not have a specific moment where he prayed "the sinner's prayer." 
Finally, literally with tears welling up in his eyes, John asked me if I thought that 
he'd go to hell if he died right then because he'd not prayed the prayer I'd been 
suggesting for over an hour that he pray. I said, "I'm really sorry to say this, John, but, 
yes, that is what would happen." He said he'd like to stop talking and walked off back to 
the cabin alone. 
Later that evening John stood up along with a hundred or so other kids in camp 
and said that that afternoon he had become a Christian. I'd won. And I felt like crap. 
Now, I want to be clear that no one in Young Life told me that I needed to browbeat John 
like that, nor do I want to suggest that the other kids who stood up did so under the kind 
of pressure that John did. I pressured John on my own. I also want to be clear that I think 
thousands upon thousands of folks do come to faith in very specific moments of 
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conversion, and even that a lot of folks who grow up going to church don't really believe 
any of it or have any experience of the grace of the Gospel. Those were reasons I told 
myself to convince me that I'd done the right thing. 
What I knew in my heart, though, was that those weren't true about John. He had 
heard the Gospel and believed it in his church and in his home growing up. He didn't 
have a conversion moment, but he had faith all the same. He just didn't fit my box, my 
clearly prescribed method of joining the Christian team. He said the prayer I asked him 
to, because he loved me and because I'd literally scared the hell out of him. But, I had a 
sinking feeling that it was I that needed to repent that afternoon, not John. 
I needed to repent of not thinking God could work in John's life in any way other 
than the formula I knew. I needed to repent of disrespecting his family and his church. 
Mostly, I needed to repent of not meeting him on that lawn person-to-person and 
listening to and understanding him and his life. Without recognizing it, I had turned John 
into a cog in my machine of conversion. I'd de-humanized him. I'd turned him into an 
"it" to be manipulated. Because he loved me, he let me, and that just made it all the 
worse. 
Now, I agam want to say that many people have moments of profound 
conversiOn. The apostle Paul, in the book of Acts, would be a pnme example. In a 
moment, on the road to Damascus, he is confronted by a vision of the Risen Jesus and 
goes from being a violent persecutor of followers of Jesus to one of his greatest 
champions. Many people, to this day, can describe similarly vivid experiences of change. 
At the same time, a close read of the Gospels shows that people "respond to 
Jesus" in literally dozens of different ways. Peter followed him for months and years 
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before publicly stating his belief in Jesus as Lord and even then gets a good bit of it pretty 
wrong. The thief on the cross does nothing more than make the request, "Jesus, 
remember me when you come into your Kingdom" and is told that salvation is his. 
All this is to say, we make mistakes when we overly systemize how someone 
comes to faith. Over the last century, several very easy to remember and communicate 
evangelism tools have emerged. The Four Spiritual Laws. The Sinner's Prayer. The 
Romans Road. The organization I work for, Young Life, has a very clear, logical 7-day 
talk progression for leading kids to response at camp. All of them have things that 
recommend them and boast thousands of folks who have found them to be keys to their 
conversions. My suggestion, however, is that when a tool becomes confused with the 
very reality of conversion, a great mistake has been made. That was the mistake I 
tragically made on that lawn with John. Rather than seeing that his experience didn't fit 
my 'tool' and, therefore, listening genuinely to him, I thought my tool was absolutely 
essential. I thought it was conversion itself. 
A good bit of this book is to try to look at the spiritual realities that lie behind 
these formulas and talk about them. In the process, I hope we will find the Gospel both 
less simple and even more beautiful than we've previously thought or imagined. 
what's in a story? 
When I was in graduate school, a professor made this comment about analyzing 
things. "What's the greatest problem with dissecting an animal to get at what's inside? 
You have to kill it first." What was his point? That sometimes when we approach big 
ideas, or big texts (like the Bible), our approach to "understanding" them is to break the 
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ideas down, study them, analyze them, produce books summarizing every facet of them. 
We can learn real stuff that way, but first we have to kill the idea, the text. 
Have you ever watched a movie, read a book, or heard a song that gets in your 
head and haunts you for days afterward? I had a friend who had taken a lot of film classes 
in college. I hated going to movies with him. The second we'd leave a movie, he would 
launch into a detailed analysis of the director's choice of film, the pacing of the scene 
transitions, or the nuances of camera angles. He saw every part of every film. And he 
missed the whole thing! All he could see were the hundreds of parts. He couldn't see the 
story. The story is what has life. The story is what gets in our heads and keeps haunting 
us. 
I grew up in a church that was very plain. We were very suspicious of churches 
that had statues all over the place or lots of huge paintings of Jesus on the walls. We 
didn't worship idols; we worshipped God. And, in our smugness, we missed out on quite 
a lot. For 2000 years, parts of the Christian traditions have valued icons and they are 
much different from the idols we accused them of worshipping. Here's the difference. An 
idol IS the god. I look to it and say, "This is God." An icon is a window to point beyond. 
It is a hint at something that can't be contained in a particular image. No maker of an icon 
would say, "This is God." They would say something like, "This is just to get your mind 
and heart to God. To point the way to something beyond." A good image, metaphor, or 
story serves as an icon, pointing the way or ushering us into a larger truth, a larger world. 
The image or metaphor, no matter how useful it is, should never be confused for the thing 
itself. 
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Sometimes, the bigger the idea or the truth to be considered, the more we need to 
fight the temptation to tum on our scientific, logical, analytic brains and instead sit back 
like a moviegoer in a theater and let the lights go down and the story wash over us. A 
neurologist might be able to tell you what exact brain functions are happening and in 
what order when you "fall in love," but that doesn't get at the real thing. To do that, 
you've got to experience it, live it. Let "love" touch you. All of the scientific explanations 
might help you a bit, but if we think they explain all there is to love, we've turned them 
into idols. We sometimes do that with our theology. "Here is how God works." "This is 
what Jesus accomplished on the cross." I think that kind of talk can be dangerous. If we 
are not careful, if we hold our pronouncements too tightly, we have turned our theology 
into an idol. We begin to feel that our description of the thing, or our understanding of 
what we take to be scripture's meaning is the sum total of the entire thing. It is only 
helpful when it remains an icon, when it points us on, to something bigger, more 
mysterious, and more wonderful than our best ideas and words can describe. Our 
metaphors and categories may be helpful and faithful to scripture, but, given the vastness 
of the ideas they seek to illumine, they will always be incomplete. We need to keep in 
mind that at best they are icons. 
The brilliant 20111 -century British Christian C.S. Lewis wrote two books about 
pain. The first was in his bachelor days and was called the The Problem of Pain. It is a 
brilliant and thorough intellectual consideration of how a Christian could make sense of a 
universe in which pain and a loving God both exist. The second book was A Grief 
Observed. It was written late in his life and is excerpts of his diary from the 12 months 
immediately following the death of his beloved wife, Joy. The two books could not be 
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more different. The Lewis of the latter book has none of the confidence and certainty that 
the Lewis of the first had. Instead, the reader finds a Lewis wrestling with doubt, anger 
and pain in a profoundly human way, much like the rest of us do. Theologians for 
decades have found The Problem of Pain to be a useful text, a helpful intellectual 
exercise. People who have suffered great loss and are desperate for comfort have turned 
again and again to A Grief Observed. 
The difference between the two points to what I'd like to try to explore with this 
book. As a Christian, I believe that absolutely nothing in the world is more important 
than the fact that 2000 or so years ago Jesus Christ was born, lived, died on a cross, and 
rose from the dead. Thousands of thousands of pages of theology have been written 
trying to nail down what all of that meant and I certainly couldn't hope to improve upon 
all of those books. I would like, however, to try to tell those stories, and a few others, in a 
way that might make some sense of what it means to live with and interact with the story 
of Jesus. So, while there might be a theological comment here or there in the pages that 
follow, I hope you mostly encounter stories or images that provide doors or windows that 
point to something bigger and beyond. To that end, none of them are meant to be the final 
word. Some of them may not work for you at all. But my hope is that, by the end, you'll 
somewhere along the way feel drawn into this story, this event, this person who has 
captivated humanity for two millennia, Jesus. 
I have gathered the pieces into four sections that suggest a narrative progression. 
We were created for something wondrously good, something has gone hmTibly wrong, 
God has acted to powerfully to remedy this, and we are now invited to participate in God 
putting things right. Within each section, things are much more loosely organized. For 
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example, in discussing sin, I do not worry about which comes first, our perpetuating sin 
or our experiencing the results of it. I will leave that to you to prioritize if you feel the 
need to do so. Personally, both realities seem to bear in upon my existence daily and I 
leave it at that. I'm not laying out an ordered four-course meal within each section, but 
rather setting some food out on the table for you to pick and choose from or, better yet, 
throwing everything into a pot to let it stew. 
Finally, while some of the essays drive to a concluding point, most of them do 
not. This is also intentional. Going back to the opening image of killing an idea in order 
to dissect it, I want to allow most of the essays and the stories or metaphors contained in 
them to have a life of their own, to work on and in you in their own way. My fear is that 
if I summed up each essay with a couple easy, memorable points, I would be stunting the 
ability of the metaphor or story to have its own voice . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob but not the God of the philosophers and scholars! 
Blaise Paschal, in part of a note to himself, written as a reminder of spiritual epiphany 
and pinned inside the coat of the great mathematician. The note was found after his 
death. 
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part I: what we were made for. 
This first section is intended to paint a few pictures of what God had in mind 
when we were first created. It doesn't take much looking at the world or looking in our 
own hearts to quickly conclude that the world is profoundly screwed up. We'll talk about 
that later. First, though, I think it's important to consider-was there ever a time when 
things weren't like this? Is this all there is? Is this the best we can hope for? 
The biblical idea for this 'something more' is shalom and we 'lllook a bit at what 
that means. Shalom is a wonderfitlly roomy word, a concept with wide arms that can take 
in much more than just Jesus coming to deal with my guilt before God. It can encompass 
Jesus coming to deal with, literally, everything that is wrong and broken in our world. 
It's a word with a great past and, I believe, an even better future. I will return to that idea 
throughout the book. 
In this first section, two themes will predominate. I will discuss what the Bible, 
particularly the early parts of it, has to say about who God is and I will look at who we 
are. What quickly will become clear is that we, in almost every sphere of our lives, 
experience, not the shalom of God that I just mentioned, but its profound absence. 
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1). the great banquet comes to Texas 
Entering high school in Round Rock, TX, in a big school of a couple thousand 
and having just moved to town from out of state, I felt completely anonymous. In halls 
packed with hundreds of other kids, I felt totally alone. I was not a troubled kid. I got 
good grades, did reasonably well in sports, really enjoyed being in the band. My parents 
were together and I knew they loved me. But none of that, particularly in the first months 
there, helped take away this feeling of being completely alone. That fall I had two 
experiences, one that deeply heightened my sense of isolation and another that helped 
wash the pain of it away. 
In a sense, both involved my participation on the cross-country team. Partway 
through the season, due to a couple injuries to better, faster runners, I found myself on the 
varsity. Seventh man on the seven-man varsity. 
Every Friday, (meets were Saturday morning), the team would have a really light 
workout, just a few miles, mostly run around the large high-school campus. The varsity 
always ran together in a group. Because I was the new kid in the group, the other six told 
me they'd fill me in on how it worked. We would be running three laps of the campus, 
including a pass by the school's cafeteria with its 100 yards of glass windows. Being a 
Friday afternoon in Texas, the cafeteria would be busy with cheerleaders making banners 
for that night's football game and the drill team going through their dance routine a few 
last times for the game. Every time by, we would do something to get their attention. 
I was a little nervous, but that was OK. I'd just follow their lead. The first time 
by, we all would dance and sing the school fight song. We did. A few of the girls in the 
cafeteria, the "coolest" girls in the school, looked up, but we were just the emaciated 
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geeky cross-country guys in football-crazed Texas, so we didn't get much attention. The 
next pass, they said since it was my first time on varsity, they'd all put me on their 
shoulders and run by carrying me. They did and it was pretty cool. More folks noticed us 
this time and I felt pretty awesome. I was pretty excited to see what would top it off the 
last time. 
Well, the last pass was quite a bit different. As we got half way in front of the 
glass windows, the other guys all tackled me. And took my clothes off Within seconds, I 
was in front of a window of the most intimidating girls in the school, all of whom were 
paying attention this time, and I was stripped down to nothing but my underwear. Then 
the other guys ran off. I sat there for what seemed like an eternity, trying to hide myself. I 
felt desperately alone and exposed. It was one of the most horrific moments of my 
adolescent life. 
While a great deal more intense than my daily experience, this moment really 
was much like how I felt all the time at that point in my life. I was a skinny, shy and 
awkward kid in the halls of a 2000-student high school. I desperately wanted both to be 
noticed in a meaningful way and to hide at the same time. I was alone and afraid pretty 
much every day. 
The other experience of that fall could not have been more different. The girl 
across the street, who was a year older than me and who I thought was kind of cute, had 
invited me to a Young Life meeting. If 200 kids came, the leader was going to swallow a 
live goldfish or something like that. I didn't know what Young Life was, but it sure beat 
staying home alone, which was how I pretty much spent every evening. 
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I didn't really like the meeting that much. It was loud, hot and I didn't really 
know who to talk to. I wasn't all that sold on ever going back. During the evening, a 
University of Texas student named Gary Fowler came up to me and introduced himself. 
He asked me what kind of stuff I did at school. He seemed kind of awkward. I didn't 
really think twice about it. 
Except that, over the next several weeks, Gary started showing up at all of my 
cross-country meets. These weren't all local. They were sometimes an hour or more away 
from town and were pretty early on Saturday mornings. He'd always stop by our team 
camp, say hello and talk to me for a couple minutes and that would be it. 
After a month of this, I asked him, "So Gary, why do you come to all our meets? 
To watch Eddie Martinez?" (the senior on our team who'd placed third in state the year 
before). 
"No," Gary replied. "I've heard of him and he's pretty awesome, but not really." 
"You must have run in high school, then. You must just really love the sport." 
"Actually, I've never run at all. In high school I did gymnastics." (maybe the only 
sport in Texas less cool for a guy to participate in than mine!). 
"So, what in the world are you doing here?'' 
"Well, Steve. I met you at that Young Life meeting a few weeks back and you 
said you ran cross-country and I figured coming to your meets would be a way to get to 
know you, so I went by the school and got a schedule." 
Over the remainder of my time in Round Rock, I spent hours upon hours with 
Gary. We went out for pizza. He invited me to a Bible study with a bunch of kids from 
my school and many of them became my best friends. Gary gave me rides everywhere. 
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Of the half-dozen college kids that comprised the Young Life leadership team at 
Round Rock High, Gary was probably the least cool. He'd done gymnastics in high 
school, after all. He drove this beat-up tiny car with nothing but an AM radio. When he 
led music at Young Life, he was hopelessly off-key. None of that mattered to me. Gary 
was the one who showed up at my cross-country meets! 
Jesus told a story that, though wildly different m its details, in many ways 
perfectly describes both experiences of that fall. Over and over, Jesus used the image of 
parties or banquets to describe what he was about. He seemed to be profoundly interested 
in celebrating and inviting others to join in, particularly the lonely and outcast. In Luke 
14, Jesus told one of his most poignant banquet stories. I'm going to take some 
imaginative liberties in framing and telling the story, but I hope you'll feel I'm true to the 
heart of the story Jesus told. 
"A certain man was preparing a great banquet and invited many guests," is how 
the story begins. 
timeout for historical context. 
What's this feast, this banquet folks are talking about? From the very beginning, 
the life of Israel had been liberally sprinkled with times of celebration. It has sometimes 
been tempting for Christians to look at the Old Testament and primarily see rules, laws, 
and judgment. That is a great mistake. At Mt. Sinai, just after leaving slavery in Egypt 
and at the same time that God does give the Law to Moses, God also outlined the 
celebratory life of Israel. Throughout the year, the Israelites were to practice various 
celebrations: for harvests, for remembering the Exodus, for thanking God for forgiveness. 
All of these were wann-ups for the real deals, however. 
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Two of the great celebrations of Israel were to be the Sabbath Year and the Year 
of Jubilee, the granddaddy of all celebrations. The Sabbath Year was to be practiced 
every seven years and the Year of Jubilee every fifty. The Sabbath Year was to be a year-
long version of the weekly Sabbath. It was a time to rest, celebrate, and give thanks. 
Farmers were not to plant, but to give the ground a year to rest and rejuvenate itself (a 
practice that every farmer today knows is essential to soil health). In fact, the whole 
nation was to stop from its labor. How would they eat? How would they survive? God 
promised that if they practiced this year of rest, they would be blessed with such 
abundant harvests in the sixth year that they would have more than enough to tide them 
over. 
The Year of Jubilee was to be even better! This year included rest from labor, but 
it also included much more. At this time, if persons found themselves in debt they could 
not pay back, they could sell themselves as slaves. One practice of the Year of Jubilee 
was that people were to have their debts wiped away and they were to go free. 
Additionally, during the course of fifty years, some families would have gotten rich and 
prospered while others would have struggled. In the Midwest today, small family farms 
are getting bought out by large corporate farms or by developers to build subdivisions. 
The same was true back then, except, every fifty years, the original families were to get 
the family land back. It was all right to amass great wealth by buying your neighbor's 
land for forty-nine years, but at fifty, it was time to give it back. People got a new start. 
The book of Leviticus summarizes this year of celebration in this way: 
I will send rain in its season, and the ground will yield its crops 
and the trees their fruit. .. and you will eat the food and have safety 
in your land. I will grant peace in the land and you will lie down 
and not be afraid .... You will be eating last year's harvest when 
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you will have to move it out to make room for the new. I will put 
my dwelling place among you and I will not abhor you. I will walk 
among you and be your God and you will be my people. (Lev. 25 
and 26) 
What a great promise! The tragedy is, however, that most biblical scholars agree 
that Israel never practiced the Year of Jubilee! How could this be? Why would a people 
pass up this great year of blessing? Think about it; what is the key to initiating the whole 
process? Trusting God to take care of them. Not relying on their own wealth and power 
to get them through, but with open hands giving things away to others; trusting that God 
would fill their now-empty hands with blessing. That's hard to do. Would we be any 
different? 
back to the story 
This is the banquet, the feast, the celebration Jesus is talking about. The feast of 
the kingdom of God is the final and ultimate experience of God's blessing for all. Jesus is 
telling them what it's going to look like! 
You can just picture "a certain man was preparing a great banquet." The great 
man (the image still works with a woman) quickly moving through his mansion, talking 
to the cooks ("No, more shrimp, lots more. Double that. And not the cheap stuff, the very 
best"), while also talking on his cell phone to the musicians ("Absolutely. I want a string 
quartet for the patio, somebody on the grand piano in the living room ... "). This is going 
to be the party to end all parties. 
But, in Jesus' story, the initially invited guests are hesitant to come. They don't 
say no, exactly, but they're distracted by other things. As the servants of the master go 
out to tell folks the party is ready, they start making excuses. "I just bought a new team of 
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oxen, I've got to make sure they're all settled," or "Well, I just got married and you know 
how it is; I don't think I can make it." 
The master is frustrated, but undeterred. He tells his employees, "Go out quickly 
into the streets and alleys of the town and bring in the poor, the crippled, the blind, and 
the lame." I absolutely love this part of the story! Try to imagine yourself as one of the 
poor and homeless of the town. Up pulls the master's servants. "Hey, do you want a free 
dinner? I can take you to a great one." 
"Sure. I'm always up for a meal and a ride to it to boot." You pile in the car and 
begin to make your way across town. You near the local Catholic soup kitchen and 
you're sure the car is going to pull over and let you out, but it doesn't slow down and just 
drives on by. 
You're in parts of town you've never seen now. The houses are getting bigger; the 
street lined with trees. As the road winds up the hill, the houses get fewer but more and 
more spectacular. Finally, you see the biggest house you've ever seen. What in the world 
is going on? The driver seems to be heading there. 
You get it. The owner is throwing a party and needs some extra help. You '11 pull 
around back to the service entrance and for a little dishwashing or table-bussing you'll be 
repaid with a meal. Not a bad deal at all. You're up for that. Except the car pulls right up 
front. 
You nervously pile out and stand awkwardly, not knowing what to do next. The 
front door opens and out walks the owner of the house. You vaguely recognize the face; 
you've seen it on TV and in the papers. He rushes up to you. 
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Strangely, he seems to know your name! "It's you! I'm so glad you've come. 
Come right in. I've got a seat with your name on it. You are going to have such a great 
time!" 
I was not homeless or literally huddled in a back alleyway by a dumpster, but as a 
freshman walking anonymously through the halls of a massive high school I felt that 
way. Certainly, huddling in the school parking lot, being stared at and laughed at by the 
beautiful, cool girls of the school, I felt that way. 
And yet, someone found me. In showing up at my meets, driving me to Young 
Life stuff, and introducing me to a world of leaders and high school kids who would 
welcome me and love me in the name of Jesus, Gary was exactly like the master's 
servants in this story. There was a place at the banquet for me. 
There is a place there for all of us! 
what this book is about 
What I'd like to do with the rest of this book is talk about the implications of this 
story. In some very real ways, I think all of us are as alone as I felt that afternoon in the 
parking lot of Round Rock High. We feel adrift from one another; and, we feel alienated 
from God. I am going to talk a bit about that. More importantly, however, I think God 
seeks after all of us. I believe this story told by Jesus a couple thousand years ago hints at 
the greatest truth in all the world. The truth is that we are loved by God, sought after by 
God, invited by God to participate in the Great Banquet of God. I believe the life of 
Jesus, from his birth to the cross and his resurrection, are the keys to that invitation. I'd 
like to spend the rest of the book unpacking those ideas a little bit. 
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2). Sea World and Frederick Buechner 
In his book, The Longingfor Home1, Frederick Buechner tells a story about sitting 
at the dolphin show at Sea World in Orlando, Florida. He describes sitting there with his 
wife and one of his daughters as the show moves to its finale. Music soars, a dozen 
dolphins are doing synchronized flips all around the tank, and brightly colored parakeets 
soar through the scene at just the right moment. All of this occurs against the backdrop of 
a brilliantly blue Florida sky and a deliciously warm, but not hot, spring breeze. What 
makes the story striking is that Buechner reports turning to his wife and daughter and 
realizing that all three are simultaneously laughing and crying. 
Anyone who has read the bookish, introverted, resident of a secluded farm in rural 
Vermont will first be confused by trying to picture him sitting with the throng of tourists 
at Sea World in the first place. After that, why the tears? Buechner describes it as a 
moment of experiencing communion. That, in spite of the fact that it is all staged and will 
be repeated identically a couple hours later for another overpriced ticket-paying audience, 
in that moment everything in the world seemed to be in communion. The sky, the breeze, 
the dolphins, their trainers, the birds, Buechner, his family, God are all at peace in that 
moment-shalom happens at Sea World. 
I read this little story over a decade ago and thought it interesting and then didn't 
think of it again for the intervening decade. And then my wife and I took our two 
daughters, aged 7 and 5, to Disneyworld and Sea World last January. On a brilliantly 
blue, warm but not hot morning, we found ourselves sitting at the dolphin show at Sea 
World. As the show reached its climax, a climax just like Buechner had described, I 
turned to my wife, Elizabeth, and we were both smiling ear to ear and crying! I 
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remembered Buechner's story at that moment, and thought, "That's just too much." But it 
really was this beautiful, stirring scene. 
In a great, easy-to-read book, Simply Christian/ British biblical scholar N.T. 
Wright talks about four echoes of God in the world that cause us to ache for God. One of 
those echoes is the presence of beauty and our hearts' yearning for it. If the world were 
random, there'd be no need for it to be beautiful. There'd certainly be no reason that we, 
as randomly constituted organisms, would have a hunger for beauty. But we do. 
C.S. Lewis, in his autobiography Surprised by Joy, 3 describes the same 
phenomenon in his own pre-Christian life as having moments of piercing joy at the 
beauty of moments (brought on by a symphony, a poem, a work of art) that passed almost 
before he was aware of experiencing them. These moments were the joy that surprised 
him and led him to begin to think, "There's something more. There's something better 
than what I experience in the every day." 
Theologians might describe all of these experiences as a hunger for shalom. If we 
know the word at all, we know it either as a Jewish greeting or as the Jewish word for 
peace. But shalom is much more than that. It is wholeness, rightness, things being just as 
they should be, life in communion (with God, each other, all of creation). This is what we 
were made for. We have rarely, if ever, experienced it. For most of us, the closest we've 
come is a fleeting moment that is gone almost before we are aware of it. But this is what 
life was meant to be. This is what the Garden was like and what Jesus came to restore. 
This is the Great Banquet Jesus kept talking about over and over. This is big. 
How did we lose it? How can we get it back? Well, those are big questions and a 
very big story. 
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3), Lars and the Real Girl 
One of the oddest and most interesting films of 2007 was "Lars and the Real 
Girl," written by Nancy Oliver and directed by Craig Gillespie. Lars is a profoundly 
withdrawn young man, long traumatized by death and dysfunction in his childhood. He 
lives in a rural community, on the same property as his brother and sister-in-law, but 
essentially is unable to interact in any real way with others. Lars is around people, but is 
utterly alone. 
Early in the movie, Lars purchases a life-sized, inflatable female doll, created to 
be a sex toy. He has no intent on using the doll in that way, however. As his brother and 
sister-in-law quickly discover, Lars has the delusion that the doll is actually a real 
woman, Bianca, with whom he has been corresponding and who has come for a visit. 
Bianca is an aspiring missionary and, like Lars, values chastity. Lars asks if Bianca can 
stay in his brother's guest room and proceeds to interact with her as if they are having 
actual conversations. Lars' brother is horrified that Lars has, at last, completely given in 
to insanity, but the local physician suggests that the best way to help Lars is to interact 
with him and Bianca on Lars' terms. 
While the members of Lars' church, town folk, and most of all Lars' brother, are 
initially incredulous, they go along. They all soon discover that Bianca has provided them 
with a door into Lars' life. He begins to form relationships with members of the 
community for the first time as they interact with him and Bianca. Over time, town folk 
suggest that perhaps that Bianca would like to get out on her own and invite her to read to 
children at the hospital (through a tape recorder), model clothes at the local dress shop 
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(she does stand still wonderfully well), and eventually run for the school board (she wins 
election). As all of this happens, as members of the town reach out to Lars by interacting 
with Bianca as if she is real, Lars begins to heal. He begins to be able to form 
relationships with others even when Bianca is not present. 
In a very real sense, God's interaction with humanity is not unlike the people of 
Lars' community interacting with him. God is transcendent. God is Other than us. God is 
beyond our ability to comprehend. Relationships with others were beyond Lars' ability. 
He could not connect. Early in the movie, his brother laments Lars' inability to be normal 
and tries to get him to sit down to even one simple dinner, but to no avail. Lars cannot 
adapt to the ways of normal human interaction. He is in too much pain. He is too broken. 
So the town adapts to Lars. He cannot enter their world, so they enter his. They 
step into the "relationship" he has with Bianca and, in doing so, are able to begin to relate 
to Lars. This is a bit of what the "incarnation" is like. The Gospel of Matthew says Jesus 
was Emmanuel, a word that means "God with us." 
Creation itself is an incarnating act, an act of God's corning to us. Christian 
theology maintains that God existed before all that we know as creation, or the physical 
world carne into being. It also maintains that God was complete in this prior existence. 
By that, it means that God didn't need for there to be an Earth, the galaxies that make up 
the universe, you or me. And yet, God desires to create. And God desires to create beings 
who can know and experience Him. 
Try thinking about it this way. When you speak, or write a poem, or paint a 
picture, you are expressing yourself. You are taking something that is within you, a 
thought, idea or emotion, and putting it out there, communicating it to others. It is an 
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expression of yourself. It is an act that seeks, on some level, to be understood by and 
connected with another. Creation, in a similar way, is God's self-expression, but with an 
important distinction. If God is truly transcendent, unfathomably more than us, God 
could self-express and we would be utterly unable to understand, to comprehend. That 
creation is knowable to our senses, that we can feel anything of love at all speaks to the 
idea that God conforms God's self-expression to fit us. Lars needed the townspeople to 
talk to him through Bianca, and so they did. We need God to "incarnate" in ways that we 
can comprehend, so God does. 
God isn't just the beauty of a sunset, or the kindness of a friend's embrace, or 
even the wisdom of Jesus' teaching, but all of those things are vehicles or conduits 
through which God reveals God's self to us. C. S. Lewis used the following analogy to 
describe the same thing.4 He suggested that we imagine a being who lived in the two-
dimensional world of a post card. That world would seem very real to him and would be 
all that he could conceive. Imagine then that word came to this being that there was a 
three dimensional world, a world that wasn't flat, but that had texture and depth. The only 
way to communicate this would be to somehow find terms and concepts that were 
understandable to a "flatlander." Any two-dimensional description of the three-
dimensional world would always be incomplete. It could never be the real 3D reality, 
expressed in a 2D world, but it would point to it. In a similar way, God is not limited to 
or fully contained in the ways we experience God (be they nature, the Bible, stirrings in 
our heart, or stories of Jesus), but those can all be truthful doorways through which God 
can enter our 2D universe and be known. 
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In quirky and bizarre, yet beautiful ways, the people around Lars enter into his 
world through the inflatable doll, Bianca. God enters our world, what we can experience 




4). naked and not ashamed, for awhile 
Now, debates have raged for centuries as to whether Adam and Eve are historical 
figures who literally talked to a snake and ate a piece of fruit from a specific tree or 
whether they are mythological figures meant to communicate an idea. I am not going to 
wade into that debate. I do think that, whether historical fact or mythological legend, this 
story accurately describes a great deal of what was once wonderfully right with all of us 
and is now gone wrong. Let's slow down and take a closer look. 
One of the really interesting things about the way the first couple chapters of 
Genesis describe life in the Garden comes in the last sentence of the story. "The man and 
his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame. " No embarrassment. No, "Hey, why 
did you look at me like that?" No comparing. No thoughts of, "If only I were more this or 
less that." No thoughts of themselves, really, at all. 
A life lived where there were no barriers to relationship with each other or with 
God. No imperfections to hide. No motives to doubt. No reason to say one thing but 
really mean another. Just humans relating, unfiltered and unhindered, with one another 
and with God. They were not objects of lust or comparison. They were beings in 
relationship. 
We are, of course, strangers to anything remotely like this in our own experiences. 
Can you imagine even a moment when you are not self-conscious? When you are not 
profoundly aware of your physical imperfections? When you are not aware of those extra 
pounds here or that flabby tummy there? Try to walk past a mirror or window with a 
reflection without checking out if everything is ok with your "look." We are constantly 
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aware of ourselves and, the vast majority of the time, that awareness makes us want to 
hide. 
Where does this come from? It comes from the next part of the story. There's one 
thing in the Garden that is forbidden Adam and Eve; eating from the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil. Good and bad. Worthy and unworthy. Comparison. The 
serpent tempts them to eat of this. "If you do, you'll be like God. You'll know." And so 
they eat. And, tragically, the serpent was right. Now they do know. They see their 
nakedness. They see themselves as vulnerable, exposed, something to be compared and 
found wanting. They hide. And so it starts. 
Psychologists say that one of the dreams most common to humans is the dream of 
being in a public place and being naked or clothed only in one's underwear. I know this 
dream. Somehow, I have gotten up in the moming, eaten breakfast, driven to work, and 
walked into class to begin the moming's lecture without noticing that I have not put any 
clothes on! The race is now on. How can I get out of the room and back to my car 
without anyone noticing?! This is my dream life living the reality of Adam and Eve's 
experience. We all live it, to some degree. 
While it is easy to laugh at the absurdity of those dreams, the reality behind them 
is serious indeed. I am aware of myself and, more importantly, I am aware that others 
will look upon me, judge me, size me up and this causes me to want to hide. I don't 
believe that Adam and Eve's desire to clothe themselves and hide is the beginning of the 
Bible's taking some puritanical, prudish view of human sexuality. A read of the Song of 
Songs later on will quickly put that idea to rest. I believe that what is happening here is 
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the beginning of isolation, the loss of relationality, and the beginning of the self as an 
object. 
Prior to now, Adam and Eve were "naked and they were not ashamed." What has 
changed? One of the most confusing things for me in thinking about the ministry of Jesus 
is the way he spent so much time with prostitutes and never seems to have ever lusted 
after them. If I take seriously the idea that Jesus, while being God, was also fully human, 
this is a remarkable thing. How did he do it? A couple years back I was asked by some 
students, as we were discussing the possibility or impossibility of modeling Jesus' level 
of engagement with the world while still maintaining purity, how the fully human Jesus 
was able to so immerse himself in tempting situations without ever sinning. An idea 
occurred to me that may shed some light on how the human side of Jesus is able to do 
this. 
How do doctors and nurses spend all day working with people who have no 
clothes on without lusting after them? How is a hospital nothing like a strip club? I 
believe it is because when a doctor or nurse is in the presence of that naked body, they 
don't see a pair of breasts, or a great set of abs or anything like that. They see a person 
who needs them. They see a person with a problem and they see only that. 
I think this is something like what Jesus' experience was like and something like 
what Adam and Eve lost in the Fall. Jesus didn't see scantily clad and seductively 
postured prostitutes. He saw women who were lonely and lost. He saw women who 
needed to be seen and cared for and loved, not as objects but as persons. I think that is 
how Adam and Eve were before the Fall. They had no shame in their nakedness because 
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they never conceived of themselves or one another in self-conscious ways. They related 
with one another and with God. Period. 
This was to be present with and for another person. It was to be able to see and be 
seen without fear or judgment. To only see the Relation, not the other as object or myself 
as object. To not hide, withhold, or guard from one another. These are things that we can 
scarcely conceive because they are so alien to our existence. This is all we know-
insecurity, fear, hiding, objectifying, and judging. 
We know it in our relationships with each other and we know it in relation to 
God. In walking through the Garden, like friends out on an evening stroll around the 
block, Adam and Eve are experiencing an intimacy with God that is foreign to us. There 
is no distance to be bridged, no mediation required, there's just God and humans, out for 
an evening's walk. If the story of the Fall in Genesis 3 is a myth, it is a profoundly 
insightful one. It is tragic. 
In a strange way, however, it is also hopeful. I think there is hope because this 
story says, "this not the 'natural' order of things. This is not what life was made to be 
like." It speaks, achingly, about what has been lost, but if this is truly not the state we 
have always only ever known, perhaps there is some hope that what is wrong could be 




5), relational selves 
In the 1960s Harry Harlow conducted experiments on baby rhesus monkeys. To 
varying degrees, he deprived infant monkeys of interaction with their mothers, other 
monkeys, or human surrogates. The results were striking and controversial. His 
experiments determined that, even when all other needs were provided, an absence of 
interaction with others profoundly scarred the monkeys, so much so that his experiments 
are often considered to be key to the rise of the animal-rights movement. Basically, 
meeting all of the monkey's needs except interaction with others caused many to accuse 
Harlow of torture and to view him as a monster. 
We humans shouldn't be so shocked. Short of the death penalty or physical 
torture, what is the most severe form of punishment in our penal system? Solitary 
confinement. We punish people by denying them human interaction. It is easier to go 
prolonged periods of time without creature comforts than it is to go without people. 
On a positive note, but making the same point, one of the most effective ways to 
help seriously ill patients in hospitals is to give them a pet. The same principle holds true 
for the elderly. Folks live longer when they have a pet to care for and interact with them. 
Why do you think that is? How is it that a puppy can have more effect than thousands of 
dollars of medical treatment? 
We crave interaction and relationship and when we don't have it we suffer. What 
is it about us that causes us to ache for others? How is it that we can have everything that 
we need for health, but if we are isolated and alone, we will fail to thrive? If even infants 
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display an awareness that they need, they must have relational connections with others, 
what does it tell us about what it means to be a person? 
My hunch is that it tells us that being a person may be very intimately tied up with 
being in relationships. Relationships, friendship, and love may not just be the icing on the 
cake, the things that make my self happy. They may be the very things that make me a 
self in the first place. 
Over the last few centuries, and nowhere more than in America, we have tended 
to glorify the Individual. Who are American heroes? Our heroes are rugged individuals, 
who "go it alone." They are cowboys sitting atop their horses, riding alone into the 
sunset, needing no one, fully self-sustaining and self-contained. 
Perhaps the self-contained individual is a lie. Perhaps, after all, we truly do need 
others to be fully healthy, to fully "be ourselves." I would like to suggest something even 
further. Not only do we need others to fill out, top off, or round out our selves, I would 
like to suggest that we are only truly selves at all when we are in relationships. 
Many pre-modem civilizations seem to support this. In tribal and aboriginal 
cultures, anything that looks like Western individualism is absent. The borders of the self 
are permeable, including the others in the village and all of nature itself within the 
definition of self There, the self is not a closed, walled-off system, but one that is open 
and in a dynamic relationship with others. In this sense, a self does not exist alone, but 
only in relation with others. Throughout modernity in the West, it has been tempting to 
dismiss this view as pantheistic or animistic and superstitious. While it may be, the West 
should not be so quick to dismiss all that is going on here. Animism is clearly not a 
Christian idea. I'm not proposing that we adopt it. I am proposing that the autonomous, 
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self-contained self of the West is also not a Christian idea and that, on that score, these 
cultures very likely come closer to a view of the self that looks like what God created us 
to be. 
We thrive when we are in relationship. We wither and suffer when we are isolated 
and alone. Even language suggests that we are selves only in relationship. The existence 
of language is rooted in our desire, our need to communicate. We speak to be heard. We 
write words to have them read. 
The philosopher Descartes famously grounded selfhood in the mind, saying, "I 
think, therefore, I am." What I am suggesting is an alternative: "I relate, therefore I am." 
In the 201h Century, Jewish philosopher Martin Buber wrote a famous book entitled I and 
Thou. 7 He argued that the interaction of a self with another is the central reality of our 
experience. Tragically, however, we have turned our potentially I-You interactions into l-
It. What he meant was that we treat the Other as an It, a thing. 
How can this be? Think about it for a moment. Have you ever had a coach who 
you felt saw you as "a winner" or "a loser" but not as a person? If you are a woman, have 
you ever interacted with a man who you felt "objectified" you sexually? Have you ever 
met someone and thought, "Oh, he's a black (or a jock, or a liberal)," before you thought 
of him as a person? Have you ever been kind to a teacher, a peer, a family member to get 
something you wanted and that they could give, and not because of who they themselves 
were? The possible examples could go on endlessly. All of this is what Buber would call 
turning the fundamental You into an It. 
It doesn't end there, however. He further argues that in turning You into an It, we 
are "de-selfed" as welL It's as if you took the title, I and Thou, and rooted selfhood in the 
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"and" of that phrase. Perhaps the monkeys that had to have relationships to thrive or the 
patients who get better when they have a pet are just more accurately reflecting a reality 
most of us are able to hide a good bit of a time. We are never whole unless we are 
relationally whole. 
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6). let US make them like US 
Why would it be that we would be made for relationships? Why would it be that 
we are only ourselves when we are in proper relationship with others outside of 
ourselves? Why do we ache for a sense of shalom, a state where all are in communion or 
relationship and all is well? Because we reflect the Other who made us. 
One of the more complex doctrines of Christianity is that somehow God is One 
and also at the same time Three. This is the doctrine of the Trinity. For a good part of my 
life, I viewed the idea of the Trinity as a doctrine, an idea that one needed to believe in, 
maybe try to understand, and then file away in some dust-encased cabinet as one got on 
with real life. Over the last few years, I've come to see it very differently. I think the 
Trinity might be, at the risk of sounding like the 90s TV show, The X -files, the secret to 
everything. 
The doctrine of the Trinity argues that somehow God is One God, but within God 
are three beings who are their own distinct persons, and yet are also seamlessly and 
always relationally connected to one another. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
At times, people have tried to describe this as One God having three functions-
the Father being that part of God that creates and orders all things, the Son being that of 
God which comes to us dies for us, and the Holy Spirit being God as movement, the part 
of God that indwells us and changes us. That's helpful to a degree, but it fails pretty 
significantly. This view of the Trinity doesn't give us any sense of their actually being 
three persons or any sense of the unique relationship between them. We just have one 
God and three different roles. 
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Others have described the Trinity like water. At times it is liquid, at times ice, and 
at other times steam. God is one substance, but three states. Again, however, where's the 
relationship? 
Of course, part of the problem here is the issue of idols and icons we discussed 
earlier on. In trying to come up with human terms or images that fit our human 
understanding of the physical world, we are trying to fit a three-dimensional reality into a 
two-dimensional world. Still, can we get closer? The images I am going to suggest are far 
from perfect, but perhaps each might contribute some piece of what is happening here 
and together they might point to the whole. 
The relational Trinity means that, somehow, there exists within God three distinct 
personalities who are yet thoroughly inter-related and inter-dependent upon one another. 
Also, and this is, I will admit, one of the most mind-bending ideas, while each is its own 
being it also shares the same essence as the other two. In other words, the Father is not 
"more God" than the Son. There's nothing in the Father that is not in the Son or the Holy 
Spirit. The Son would not ever act in a way unlike how the Father and Spirit would act as 
well. In a very real sense, it is the inter-relatedness, the relationality between the Father-
Son-Holy Ghost that is God. 
Perhaps thinking of an atom will help: protons-neutrons-electrons. Each distinct, 
but inter-related. If any of the three were missing, the others could not exist without it. 
Protons must find balance with electrons. This gets at the inter-dependence, but doesn't 
get at the shared essence of the Trinity. Different parts of the atom are inter-dependent 
but fundamentally different from one another. 
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Mothers and children provide helpful images. In the womb, the infant forms and 
grows. It is a being and yet it is fully dependent upon the mother for life. In fact, for quite 
a while the line between mother and child is blurred. The state of the child in the womb 
affects the mother and vice versa. The two are different and one. This is not a perfect 
picture because the mother and in-utero child are clearly not equally dependent, but the 
image helps, perhaps. 
Even after birth, this connection or relationship can continue. Elizabeth nursed 
each of our daughters for the first year of their lives. One of her favorite memories of that 
time would be the nights (which was most nights of the week) when the baby would 
wake up in the night and Elizabeth would sleepily get up, take her to the couch and lie 
with her, both half asleep, while the baby nursed. Elizabeth describes feeling the child's 
heartbeat and breathing, the baby relaxing to the calm heartbeat of her mother, and the 
tiny mouth nursing at its mother's breast. Elizabeth will say there are few, if any, 
moments in her life where she has felt as at one with another being or as closely 
connected relationally. 
Human embrace provides another image. In an embrace, I am holding and being 
held. I am opening myself to another and being received at the same time. I remain a 
distinct being, taking up a distinct space, but, at the same time, I am sharing a space with 
another. 
Or, consider a surgeon's instrument. It is not the surgeon's hand, or mind, or 
nerve endings, but as it enters the patient's body, in a real sense the instrument is an 
extension of the surgeon. Through the instrument, the surgeon acts on the patient and 
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through the instrument she, in tum, experiences and senses the patient. The instrument is 
not her, but is her. All it does is an extension of the hand that holds it.8 
What is impossible to convey in these images, of course, is the equality and unity 
of essence in the Trinity. A mother and daughter may share a great deal, but they are not 
equal beings. The mother is in control in almost every sense. The instrument in the 
surgeon's hand, extension of the surgeon's being though it may be, is, in the end, merely 
an inanimate tool. 
One summer while I was working at a Young Life camp when I was in college, 
several other college kids and I engaged for a couple weeks in "the serving game." We 
had been reading Bible verses about the value of serving others and began to jokingly 
compete at serving one another. "Let me take those dishes back to the kitchen for you." 
That was a nice serve, but might it be a double serve to serve you by allowing you to 
serve me? By letting you carry my burden and so allowing you to gain service points, 
might I be actually amassing points for myself? It was a silly game, obviously, but, in a 
sense, it captures a Trinitarian reality. Part of the nature of the Trinity is this sense of 
three beings constantly deferring to each other, serving each other without ever becoming 
subservient to the others. "I don't ever need to worry about my rights or guard against 
being taken advantage of because I know you will do that for me." 
Another way of looking at it might be like this. I go out and act, and you watch 
me. And you think, "That's exactly what I would have done. The way you responded to 
that was just perfectly in tune with how I would have responded." Except, in the case of 
the Trinity, while the Son might be in the world acting, Father and Holy Spirit are 
present, not watching from a distance. 
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Jesus (any surprise?) provides an even better image. In the Gospel of John, mere 
hours before his death, he seeks to comfort his closest friends. He describes how he and 
God his Father are one and he tells his friends that they can participate in that relationship 
of one-ness as well. He describes this with an image from nature. "I am the vine, you are 
the branches." A vine with the branches growing from the vine and the fruit growing 
from the branches expresses this relationality. All are different and yet all part of the 
same plant. 
I John says that "God is love." This is quite a bit different than saying that "God is 
tall or God is skinny." Love is a verb. To be a verb, one must be one who acts. Love is so 
many things: giving, receiving, caring, relating. Unless God became love when our world 
was created (God now having something or someone to love), God has always related, 
always loved. Again, this is who God is. 
All that is to say this: we are beings that are only truly selves when we relate, 
because that is who God is. Genesis tells us that we are made in the image of God. We 
are the imago dei. It can be tempting to think of this individually, that God looks like me, 
with hair, a face, two arms. This is a mistake. "Let us create God in our image .. .In the 
image of God he created them. Male and female he created them" is how Genesis states 
it. When are we God's image? It is in our social relatedness- to one another and to God. 
This is so because this is who God is. 
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This is a picture of the Trinity sharing a meal together from the Orthodox Church 
iconographer, Andrei Rublev.lt was produced in the 141h Century. 
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7). tabernacle 
It can be tempting to think that God becoming flesh in Jesus is a new idea for God 
that just crops up in the New Testament. To think that, somehow, God had previously left 
us on our own, but now decides to get involved. While there are unique things about how 
God gets involved in the coming of Jesus to be with us, it would be a mistake to see this 
as something new in the mind of God. God has always been a God who, when faced with 
the suffering of humanity, enters in and dwells with. This is God's nature. It is not a 
whim or an accident (something God didn't need to do but just chooses to do) that God 
enters into human suffering. To do so is who God is. 
Theologians call this "event" the Incarnation. Have you ever eaten chili con 
came? If so, you are familiar with the idea of the Incarnation. Chili con carne is "chili 
with meat." The Incarnation is "God with meat." The Incarnation is God with flesh. It is 
God entering in. In the wilderness, God dwelt in a tent. In the New Testament, this 'being 
with you' nature of God takes on the shape of a person. In both cases, this is not a 
strategy God employs; it is an expression of God's nature. God is a God who enters in, 
walks with us in our lives and in our suffering! 
One of the great questions of humanity IS 'Where is God in suffering?' As 
millions of Jews were sent to the ovens of the Holocaust or as a young child is abused 
and murdered or as a beloved mother dies of breast cancer. This is a question not asked 
abstractly. It is often accompanied by intense anguish and pain. The question of God's 
place in human suffering is complex and in some ways larger than the scope of this little 
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book. But, I feel confident in saying that while I don't know all of what God is doing 
when we suffer, I think I know where God is during those times. God is present with us. 
God present at the Concord, MA hospital 
My most vivid experience of this happened in the winter of 1992. I had taken a 
few Young Life guys skiing on President's Day off from school. AI, an avid skier had sat 
out almost the whole afternoon and everyone in the car was teasing him about it driving 
home from Vermont. He said he just wasn't feeling very good. Within two days, AI was 
in the hospital with pneumonia. He was supposed to be there just a few days. I stopped by 
the hospital on Thursday thinking, "If I don't get there today, he'll check out and I'll be 
able to see him at his home." When I anived, AI wasn't in his room. I thought he'd 
checked out but I was quickly told he'd been moved to Intensive Care. A few hours 
earlier, AI had gone into a rare condition called Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome. 
ARDS is sort of a heart attack for one's lungs. They had just shut down. AI was now in a 
coma, kept alive by a ventilator. 
Al's family allowed me to come back into the unit (only family and a very few 
others were there) and that began the longest, most intense week of my life. For the next 
week, I spent about 14-16 hours a day at that hospital. AI had lots of friends and very 
quickly they too began aniving in droves. Most weren't allowed past the hospital lobby; 
however, they came anyway. Dozens at a time would sit and whisper together and pray 
for AI. 
AI' s parents and older sister almost never left the unit. They slept there, ate there. 
Strangely, I stumbled into the role of being one of the couple of people who 
communicated Al's condition and the family's feelings to the high-school students in the 
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lobby of the hospital and at the school he attended. Al's condition was largely signified 
by a monitor that sat to the right of his head. It had a number that registered the amount 
of oxygen in Al's bloodstream. A number in the 80s is healthy; brain damage occurs 
when the number stays for very long in the 50s. AI started the week just below 70 and as 
the week went on that number drifted up and down but mostly down, eventually settling 
around 50. As the week progressed, I would call the school every few hours with an 
update on the current number and it would be posted on the window of the main office. A 
lot of people were very concerned about AI. 
The emotions of that week were remarkably intense. One of the ones I still recall 
most palpably was walking down the long corridor from Al's room to the lobby several 
times a day wondering what in the world to tell the assembled kids there. I wanted to be 
upbeat. I wanted to give them a sense that God heard their prayers and that miracles can 
and do happen. I also wanted to be honest with them that the numbers were slowly 
dipping lower and lower. I did not want to hide from them that things did not look 
hopeful. I had no idea what to say. I just prayed and prayed. I prayed for a miracle or 
some sort of insight as to what to say in the absence of one. 
For most of the week, I heard nothing. On Thursday night, I was again walking, 
again begging God to do something decisive, to provide a miracle. I wanted God to 
provide a voice. I wanted God to somehow make this horrific scene go away. And God 
answered, but, in none of those ways. 
In a sense I have struggled for years to find words for, I sensed God's answer. It 
was just, "I am here." Not, "I am here, and here's what I'm going to do," or "I am here, 
and here is how this will all play out." Just, "I am here. I am present." It was at once one 
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of the most terrifying sensations I have ever had and the most comforting. I still didn't 
know if AI would live or die or what in the world I'd say in 90 seconds when I turned the 
comer into the lobby, but I knew to the depth of my being that God was present in it with 
AI, with his parents, with all the kids in the lobby and with me. 
AI died the next night, while being transported from the Boston suburban hospital 
where he'd been to one of the world's leading hospitals downtown. His funeral was 
attended by hundreds on a brutally cold Massachusetts winter morning and was one of 
the most powerful things I have ever experienced. For the next year, a good-sized group 
of AI' s friends and a couple Young Life leaders had spaghetti dinner every Wednesday 
night with Al's parents, Maureen and big AI, because spaghetti night had been Al's 
favorite night of the week. 
Where was God as the Israelites suffered in the wilderness? Where was God as 
the Jews faced the Holocaust? He was in the heat and sand with them. He was in the gas 
chambers of Auschwitz. 
A/'s story, part two 
A very strange and beautiful thing happened in the aftermath of AI' s death. AI' s 
family were Christians; they were Protestant Congregationalists. A woman who taught 
elementary school with Al's mom, however, was Catholic. There was a Benedictine 
Monastery on the edge of Harvard, MA, the town next to Al's. This woman called the 
monks there and asked them to pray for AI when he went into a coma. They did. And 
they did much more. 
These monks had no connection to Al's family. They were Catholic and Al's 
family was not. They were monks who rarely left the monastery and had very limited 
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interactions with anyone in the community. Still, a handful of them came to the hospital, 
and met Al' s family and prayed for Al there. They also noticed all of the kids in the 
lobby. 
The day after Al died, the abbot at the monastery called Al' s parents and invited 
all of the Young Life kids, and anyone else who would want to come, to join them for 
Evening Prayers (Vespers) and dinner that Sunday. A few dozen teenagers, none of 
whom had ever set foot on the grounds of this monastery and many of whom had never 
set foot in a church, spent that Sunday evening being fed by, sung to, prayed for, and 
embraced by a group of middle-aged and elderly men in black robes. Many of those 
young people, months and years later, described that evening as the most healing thing 
that happened in the aftermath of AI' s death. 
what do you see? 
GODISNOWHERE 
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8). a strange scene, that is the key to the whole story 
Every good story has plot turns, moments where the story takes a new and 
unexpected tum. Perhaps a new character is introduced, or a new circumstance that 
changes everything. God's story of interacting with the humanity, the Bible, is no 
different. Reading the Bible a few thousand years after much of it was written makes all 
of it a bit foreign or strange. In some ways, we're having to piece together or guess at an 
earlier culture every time we read the Bible. The early stories of scripture, in particular, 
seem shrouded in a mysterious time. Some scholars, in fact, talk about the first large 
chunk of Genesis being in humanity's pre-history. That is not to say that these events in 
the Bible are pre-true or just legends. It is more to say that they are from a period when 
cultures were not yet recording their stories as histories. What few other stories exist 
from other cultures or religions that date back to this time are more mythological than 
historical. 
Some of the early stories of the Bible read this way, as well. Again, that's not to 
say they are not historically true, but they read like myths. Talking serpents, "sons of God 
manying daughters of man," a great flood destroying all of the earth except for a select 
few. And, then there is this story. 
Through the first eleven chapters of Genesis, God interacts with humanity, but 
sporadically. After the Fall (Adam and Eve taking the fruit forbidden them, their 
becoming aware of themselves and their nakedness, their hiding from God), God no 
longer relates to specific people on an ongoing basis. He appears from time to time, but 
there is nothing like a relationship going on for chapter after chapter and, very likely, 
century after century. 
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And then, in chapter twelve, God comes to one man, Abram (whose name will 
soon be changed to the name we are more likely to know, Abraham) and gives him 
instructions to pick up from where he's living with his clan and go to a new place that 
will be especially given to him. Additionally, God will make him a great nation (he'll 
have a large and powerful family). God will especially bless Abraham and his 
descendents and they will, in tum, be a blessing to the whole world. He promises to bless 
them and protect them. Abraham is already very old, as is his wife, and they have no 
children, but God promises to give them a son. 
A few things are important to note before gomg any farther. First, 
Abram/ Abraham has not asked for this blessing. There is no evidence that he even had 
any sense of God. God just chooses him. God initiates the contact. Second, aside from 
asking Abraham to leave the land of his ancestors and go where God will take him, God 
asks nothing of Abraham, but God promises to do quite a bit on Abraham's behalf God 
is initiating and God is blessing. Finally, this choosing one person and promising to 
uniquely bless him might seem pretty capricious on God's part. What about everyone 
else? Does God just love a few? This has been a troubling question for people ever since. 
In the Old Testament, does God only love the nation of Israel (Abraham's descendents)? 
In the New Testament and beyond, does God only love Christians? We ask this because 
we have failed to pay attention to the entire blessing given to Abraham. 
"I will bless you and all the people of the earth will be blessed through you. " 
Throughout their history, Israel tended to forget the second half of the promise. They 
were clear on the point that they were God's Chosen People, but not so keen on 
recognizing that the point of their being chosen was to be God's conduit (others blessed 
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through you) through which all of humanity would be blessed. They're not alone, 
however. In many ways, Christianity has done the same thing. There has been a tendency 
to feel that God loves Christians uniquely, not uniquely like Abraham, as God's unique 
instrument of blessing to the world (which Christians are meant to be!), but as God's only 
beloved. 
Back to the story. Abraham and Sarah are really old. Abraham is 100 years old 
and Sarah is 90. Their years of potentially having children are long past. They are very 
aware of this. They come up with plans for how they can help God's promise come true. 
They suggest to God that the blessing could come through Abraham's nephew, Lot. 
Abraham sleeps with one of his slaves and impregnates her (at 100, a semi-miraculous 
event in itself) and suggests that the boy, Ishmael, be the answer to the promise. God 
says, "No." Abraham's effort cannot bring the blessing. Only God's gift can bring it. This 
reality will repeat itself over and over throughout the Bible and is one of the central 
realities of God's story. Humanity cannot help itself and God acts on its behalf as sheer 
gift. The baby eventually comes, Isaac, and his life is God's gift to Abraham and Sarah. 
Before Isaac is born, God intensifies the relationship with Abraham. In Genesis 
15, an event takes place that truly is strange and mysterious and yet is of colossal 
importance. God again comes to Abraham and repeats the promise that Abraham and 
Sarah will have a son. In fact, God instructs Abraham to look to the heavens, for his 
offspring will be more numerous than the stars; he will live in a blessed and prosperous 
land. Abraham asks how he can be sure that this is really going to happen. This is where 
things get weird. 
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God instructs Abraham to kill a cow, a goat, a ram, a dove, and a pigeon and cut 
their bodies in two. He is next to lay their carcasses on the ground with a gap between 
them. Abraham does all of this and then proceeds to fall into a sleep/stupor. In this state, 
he witnesses a smoking firepot and a blazing torch appear before him and then pass 
between the split carcasses. He also hears God's voice, repeating the promised blessing. 
Reading this story thousands of years after it happens, it is natural to be confused 
and perhaps a little repulsed. This is a pretty gruesome, bizarre event. I believe a bit of 
historical context takes away much of the strangeness. In ancient civilizations, 
suzerain/vassal covenants were a common occurrence. Suzerains would be the dominant 
king or tribal lord and a vassal would be the weaker king or lord. The suzerain would set 
the terms of the covenant, or deeply binding contract. He (they invariably were men) 
would dictate what blessings he was willing to give to the weaker vassal and he would 
list what was expected in return. Typically, as is true in most human power relationships, 
the powerful party gave much less than he demanded in return. The vassal was not there 
to negotiate. He was there to accept whatever the suzerain was willing to give and agree 
to whatever demands were made. 
Finally, after the stating of conditions, the vassal, the weaker party, would be 
made to walk between slaughtered animals. This action was highly symbolic. In passing 
between the animals, the vassal was, in effect, saying, "Let it be done to me as it has been 
done to these animals if I fail to keep the covenant." The stronger party set the rules. He 
determined what he was willing to give, what he demanded in return, and what the 
punishment would be if the weaker party failed. 
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That is what is happening here in Genesis 15, with one huge and striking 
exception. Abraham is clearly the weaker party. It is he who should pass between the 
animals. But, he doesn't. He watches the pot and torch pass between them. What is 
happening here? The pot and torch represent God. God is taking on the burden of 
maintaining the covenant. Rather than requiring Abraham to state by his actions, "Let it 
be to me as it is to these animals if the covenant is broken," God is bearing that 
responsibility. 
This is the key to everything that follows in the Bible and in our experience with 
God. God has promised blessing to Abraham, a miraculous gift that will come to a couple 
who can do nothing for themselves but must only depend upon God's gift of life. This 
blessing is for Abraham, but not for him alone. God's gift of grace comes to him so that it 
will then pass on to all of humanity. Finally, as God forms a new relationship with 
Abraham, as representative of all of humanity, God takes on the burden of responsibility 
if the covenant is broken. 
God knows what is commg: Abraham will not keep the covenant. Israel, his 
descendants, will not. We will not. And God will truly keep the promise. "Let it be to me 
as it is to these animals if the covenant is broken." On the cross, God keeps the promise 
made centuries upon centuries before. God bears the responsibility that rightfully should 
have been Abraham's, Israel's, and ours. 
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9). a couple of very interesting Hebrew words 
tsedeqah-righteousness. 
What we typically think of when we think of righteousness: 
upright living, pure behavior. 
For example: not drinking or smoking, abstaining from pre- or extra-
marital sex, or reading the Bible every day. 
What the word means: 
shalom-peace 
being in right relationship. 
Behaviors like the ones listed above may be signs of righteousness, but 
righteousness, tsedeqah, is a relational term. 
Again, what we think ofwhen we think of peace: 
the absence of violence. 
What the word means: 
wholeness, things as they should be. It's an all-encompassing idea. 
The absence of violence is part of it, but the word means so much more. 
Jesus, Prince of Peace is really, Jesus, Prince of Shalom (Prince of wholeness, 
Prince of things as they should be). 
We are people lacking in both tsedeqah and shalom. We stand before God as unrighteous 
and we think of this as standing before a judge, having violated rules. What we 
mostly have done is violated "right relationship." We are people of "things that 
should not be." 
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1 0). Jonah: not the story you think you know 
One of the best-known and least understood stories in scripture is the story of 
Jonah. I teach a freshmen Bible Survey class every year at George Fox University and 
one of my favorite things to do is to introduce the discussion of Jonah by asking the class, 
"What's the point of this story? Who is this story about? What's the climax of the story?" 
Invariably, most of the class answers, "Well, clearly the story is about Jonah and how he 
learned to be obedient. The key moment is when Jonah is vomited up by the fish and now 
obeys God's instructions." The trap has been sprung! I'll smile mischievously and say, 
"Well, maybe you're right. Let's take a look at it." 
Jonah may well be the most ironic, satirical book of the Bible. It is loaded with 
surprises. Virtually no character in the story does what they are supposed to do. Let me 
summarize the plot. Ninevah, the Assyrian capital, is exceedingly wicked and God calls 
upon Jonah to go and prophesy to it that God's wrath is about to fall upon the city. Jonah 
has no interest in prophesying to them, whether from fear or hatred of the nation that will 
soon destroy Israel, so he runs away, getting on a ship going the opposite direction. God 
sends a huge storm to slow him down. The pagan sailors in the ship recognize that God or 
the gods are angry and ask Jonah what he thinks. Jonah knows his disobedience is the 
cause of the storm and encourages the sailors to save themselves by chucking him 
overboard. The pagan sailors will have none of that and desperately try to row the ship 
back to shore, but are unable and finally consent to chucking Jonah, whereupon the storm 
ceases. The sailors worship God and Jonah sinks toward his death. God sends a huge fish 
(the whale in most of our imaginations) to save Jonah by swallowing him. 
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Inside the fish, Jonah, strangely enough, worships God. The fish spits Jonah out 
and he finally sets off to Nineveh to do what God has asked of him. Nineveh is a huge 
city, taking three days to walk from one end to the other. Jonah walks into it for one day 
and makes a one-sentence pronouncement, "Thirty days and Nineveh will be no more." 
Job completed, he exits the city and takes a seat on a nearby hill to watch God's 
destruction rain down on Israel's enemy. 
Stunningly, all of Nineveh repents. They mourn over their sin. They fast. From 
the king to commoner, the whole city responds to Jonah's message. And God responds to 
them. He forgives them. He has mercy upon them and calls off their destruction. 
Jonah is incensed! He tells God, "This is why I didn't want to come here! I knew 
you are a God of mercy, slow to anger and quick to forgive! Take my life!" God doesn't 
take his life but sends a plant to grow up overnight and give Jonah shade as he sits in the 
desert sun. Jonah loves the shade and, therefore, loves the plant. The next day, however, a 
bug eats the root of the plant and it withers in the sun. Jonah mourns the death of his 
beloved plant that had given him a day's worth of shade. He again calls upon God to kill 
him. 
The story ends with God's response. "Jonah, you loved this plant, which grew up 
overnight and died the next day. Is it not reasonable that I would love this city that is 
filled with people who don't know what they're doing, not to mention all of their 
livestock?" 
Now, as a class, we begin to discuss the story. There are a lot of pagans, or 
gentiles, in this story; how do they act? What do they do? Well, they all, from the sailors 
to the people of Nineveh, seem receptive to God and either repent or worship God. 
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How does the one Jew, the representative of God's chosen people, respond? He 
first disobeys, then grudgingly obeys, and then is furious at God's mercy. 
How does God act? He gives mercy. God gives mercy to the sailors, to Jonah, to 
the people of Nineveh. Is Jonah the hero of the story? If so, it is only as some sort of anti-
hero in contrast to God. Jonah literally says, "I would rather die, God, than live in a world 
where you have mercy on my enemies!" 
Who is the hero of the story? God. What is the climax of the story? The climax is 
God's question at the end. "You are sad about the death of the plant, and yet you think 
it's wrong that I be moved with compassion toward this entire city?" 
What a wild story! It has Gentiles following God. It's got a Jewish prophet 
disobedient and with a hardened heart. It includes a fish that swallows Jonah, not as a 
punishment, but as an act of mercy on God's part. And, finally and most importantly, it 
showcases a God who has mercy from first to last. Jonah is the only book in the Bible 
that ends with a question, and what a question. It contrasts our mercy with God's. If any 
of us knew the brutality of Assyria as Jonah did, that they were already in the process of 
destroying Israel and would complete the destruction in the years to come, we'd 
understand why he was upset that Nineveh had been spared. He's not so much an evil 
man as he is a man just like all of us are. That's the core of God's closing question to 
him. "Don't you see that I am not like you? Don't you see how much more vast is my 
mercy and love than yours?" 
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part IL what went wrong and what does that feel like? 
As has already been mentioned, as beautiful as shalom is, we experience precious 
little of it. In the place of wholeness, we know brokenness and dis-ease. In the place of 
right relationships, we know hiding, lying, faking, manipulating, and using. In the place 
of communion, we know hostility and isolation. This next section explores that 
brokenness a bit. The pieces here may not be very enjoyable to read, but I suspect they 
may ring true to how life feels. 
As this part moves along, themes of God's loving intervention, God's loving 
interjection of God's self in the story will again appear. As vast and devastating as 
human depravity or brokenness is, it is never the whole story. Not even for a minute do I 
want to lose sight of the fact that this is a middle part of the st01y. There was great good 
that came before and even better good that comes after. And even in the midst of that 
which is terribly wrong, God is present. 
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11 ). life and death on the playground 
Danny Schwartz sat in front of me for two years in fourth and fifth grade. 
Schwartz, Sherwood: our names were in order on the seating chart. Danny Schwartz, in 
the small little world, and yet all-encompassing world of my elementary-school class, 
was easily the least popular kid. For one thing, he was way smarter than everyone else. 
While the rest of us were reading at a pretty basic level and mostly watching a lot of TV, 
Danny was reading J.R.R. Tolkein's The Lord of the Rings. Mostly, though, Danny was 
very nervous. And when he got nervous he scratched the back of his neck and rocked 
back and forth. He didn't scratch his neck in a subtle, no one would even notice sort of 
way: he scratched it like he was going to dig the skin right off. He rocked forward and 
back like he was in a rocking chair. Danny was nervous a lot of the time. Kids being kids, 
most everyone responded to that by making fun of Danny, pretty much all the time. 
In a way that I desperately tried to hide from everyone one in the class, I had 
become Danny's friend. Because we sat in the same row by each other for two years in a 
row, we often worked on projects together. I got better grades when I worked with 
Danny. I wasn't reading The Lord of the Rings, but my dad was a big fan and was reading 
them to my brother and me at night, which was sort of the same thing. We weren't sleep-
over-at-each-other's-houses-on Friday-night kinds of friends, but the truth was that doing 
projects with and talking to Danny could really be kind of interesting and fun. 
I don't remember what I'd been doing that day at recess: probably playing four-
square. That's what I did most every day at recess. What I do remember is walking 
around the corner and seeing Danny. Actually, I remember seeing Danny and almost all 
the boys in my class. As usual, everybody was taunting him. It varied from day to day in 
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terms of topic: his clothes, his glasses, his scratching his neck, his being a "brainiac," but 
what was relentlessly un-varied was that it was something. Today's topic was Danny's 
lack of friends. 
"You don't have any friend's, Danny! No one likes you." 
Danny responded as he did every day, by cowering, rocking and feverishly 
scratching his neck. Somehow trying to survive the daily hell that was 51h grade for him. 
And then he saw me come around the comer. 
Uncharacteristically, Danny stopped rocking, stopped scratching and straightened 
up. Confidently he said, "Yes I do! Steve is my friend." He pointed at me. Nobody had 
seen me walk up, I wasn't on the bottom of the pile like Danny, but I was hardly the Big 
Man on Campus, either. Now, everyone turned to me. 
It literally took me about two seconds to figure out what was going on and even 
less time for me to decide what I was going to do. Actually, to say I decided implies that I 
weighed various options. I don't remember doing that. I remember responding 
reflexively, as if the choice to make was so obvious that it didn't even require thought. 
With everyone turned to me and Danny looking at me with a semi-confident, 
semi-pleading smile, I knew exactly what to say. 
"No you don't, Danny. You don't have any friends. I'm not your friend." 
The crowd ofboys erupted with joy. "Told you!" "Hah! Not even Sherwood likes 
you." All eyes returned to Danny. 
I felt horrible for Danny. I watched hope drain from his face and despair settle in. 
Mostly though, I felt relief. The eyes, the eye was off of me. It had worked. I'd been 
spared. 
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In the two seconds it took to appraise the situation, I knew what claiming Danny 
as a friend would do for him. It would save his life. It would save him in that moment, 
and for as long as he was in that school. He would no longer be alone. No longer alone to 
face ridicule, adrift in the shark-infested ocean of Schuykill Elementary School. He'd 
have a friend. He'd have some small scrap of community. 
What I knew even more powerfully, however, was what it would mean for me. 
Giving Danny that gift would cost me. He'd no longer be alone because I would join him. 
It was him or me. No debate; it wasn't even close. 
I apologized to Danny later. He said it was OK. That he understood. More than 
anyone, he probably did. It didn't matter. I knew who I was. I knew what I had done. I'd 
always felt kind of proud that I'd not joined the harshest taunting of Danny. Sure, when 
he wasn't around, I might scratch my neck and rock to get a laugh, to show I belonged. 
But I didn't do it to his face like everyone else. I was different. I was better. 
As it turned out, I wasn't better at all. If anything, I might have been worse. 
Everyone else was being cruel to someone they didn't really know, someone they didn't 
really even see to be a person, another kid. I knew Danny: not in a way that included 
doing things outside of school, but in as real a way as close to friendship as Danny had. I 
was his friend. I knew that. It even made me feel kind of good about myself. It made me 
feel kind of morally superior. 
Until it looked like it would cost me something. 
What the Bible calls sin is a complicated and multi-faceted thing. At the same 
time, it is a stunningly simple thing. Sin is this moment on the 5111-grade playground. 
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Faced with a choice, I chose me. I always did. I always do. On a very basic level, this is 
what sin is. 
At the center of my universe, is me-first, last, and always. I have moments 
where it doesn't appear so. There are moments where I am kind to others, where I give to 
charities, where I offer a lending hand. Even in these moments, though, me is still front 
and center. I'm brilliant at quickly and subtly calculating the math. What is the advantage 
to me of this act of kindness? Will I be thought well of? Will this person love me back? 
Will the benefit of that outweigh the cost? If so, I'm in. Look at me. Great guy. If not, 
well, maybe some other time. 
Years and years ago, the London Times hosted an essay contest, "What's wrong 
with the world?" This contest was hosted during a time often called The Enlightenment 
or Modernity. It was a time when humanity, at least humanity in "civilized" places like 
Europe and the United States, was brimming with confidence that we had everything we 
needed to right all that was wrong in the world. The only question was to figure out 
which problem to conquer first. Hence the contest. 
All kinds of literary, philosophical, political, and religious heavyweights were 
invited to write essays for the paper, weighing in on their thoughts as to what humanity's 
most significant (but surely soon to be eradicated) problem was. One of those was the 
Catholic writer G.K. Chesterton. He wrote a strikingly short essay in response. His 
response was only two words, in fact. 
What's wrong with the world? "I am." 
No one who knew or read Chesterton would have taken this response as evidence 
of poor self-esteem. That was not the issue. What Chesterton meant was this. 
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Take my behavior on the Schuykill School playground. Play it out through my 
lifetime of self-serving, self-protecting choices. Multiply this by the few billion people 
alive at this moment. Multiply that again by all the people who have ever lived. Is it any 
surprise that the world seems like a pretty profoundly screwed up place? 
The endless optimism of Modernity turned out to be a lie. It didn't bring the end 
of all that ails humanity. It ended up in the gas chambers of Auschwitz. Something is 
terribly wrong. Something is terribly wrong with me. Something is terribly wrong with 
us. 
an addendum to my role in Danny's story 
About the same time the scene with Danny took place, my family was watching a 
series on PBS called The World at War, which was a documentary series on World War 
II. The nights that dealt with the Holocaust were devastating. As a grade-school kid, how 
do you make sense of that? How could people do that? How I made sense of it is how 
most of us, kids or otherwise, do. They did that. People like that are capable of those 
kinds of things. People like us could never do that. 
Also at the same time, my parents had bought a recently published book called 
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee. It told the history of what we would now call the first 
nations, or Native Americans and their interactions with first European and then 
American culture. It was not the story that I'd seen on TV movies growing up in the late 
60s and early 70s. It was not the story of brave settlers fighting off savages. It was the 
story of genocide and broken promises. It did great damage to my those kinds of people 
(Nazis) do those kinds of things, but we would never do that view of the world. My 
ancestors had in fact done almost exactly the same thing. 
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That's really the point of my story about Danny. I didn't devastate a continent's 
worth of civilizations or send six million Jews to the ovens, but in a real sense, I clearly 
chose Danny's "death" that day over my own. Most of the Germans weren't any different 
than I was. Neither were the Europeans and early generations of Americans who all but 
wiped out Native American civilization on this continent. I am just like them. The only 
difference was really just one of scale . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I suspect that most people don't need Satan to recruit them to evil. 
They are quite capable of recruiting themselves. 9 ~M Scott Peck 
Integration of Central High School, Little Rock, Arkansas 10 
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12). the year the pain wouldn't stop 
For me, 1992 was a pretty awful year. It began with the death of a high-school 
student involved with me in Young Life, AI Hart, from complications related to 
pneumonia. It ended with two of my cousins, both in high school, dying from a car crash 
driving home from school. In between, things, if anything, seemed almost worse. 
At Frontier Ranch, Young Life's camp in Buena Vista, CO, one of the guys in my 
cabin seemed exceedingly upset as the week drew to a close. After a couple hours sitting 
with him he shared that he was sure that he was a pedophile. A little stunned by this, I 
asked him what in the world made him think that. I reassured him that I, and everyone 
who knew him, found him to be loving and caring. It was at this point that he shared that 
he'd been sexually abused for an extended period of time by a family friend and church 
leader. 
This became the theme of that summer. A close friend, a peer in ministry, shared 
that she had been sexually victimized in college by a man also in Christian ministry. 
Efforts to have him removed from ministry were largely met with defensiveness and 
denials. My friend, at this point, had already been in a few years of counseling. 
At the end of the summer, I was called to a meeting of all of the Young Life staff 
in my geographical region. There we were informed that our boss had been forced to 
leave staff due to sexual inappropriate behavior with a high-school student. We were 
stunned. At the meeting, someone asked how it was discovered that this had been 
happening. We were told that he had been a part of a team of adults working at a YL 
summer camp and that this was where the sexual misconduct had occurred and that one 
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of the women on the staff there for the month had recognized the signs in his behavior 
because she had had the same experiences with him over a decade earlier. 
I sat at that meeting trying to figure out who in the world they could be talking 
about. I knew another close friend of mine, in fact, a woman I had dated for a period of 
time, had been on that team. Perhaps I should call her and find out. As I thought about it, 
I thought more about my friend's story. She had grown up in the community where this 
man did ministry. She had been intimately involved in the local ministry there, starting as 
a high-school student and extending well beyond high school. He spoke nationally about 
that ministry and often described her in almost saint-like tenns. 
As I sat in this room of 50 people and the conversation moved on to other 
implications of this man's leaving Young Life, it all became clear to me. I didn't need to 
call her to find out what was going on. I knew what was going on. She was the one who 
turned him in. She was the one who had recognized what he was doing because he had 
done it to her. The woman I had dated had been the victim of the man who over and over 
spoke of her glowingly to others. 
I apologize for this description. But for a long time, I described those months as 
the "year spent up to my neck in shit." Everywhere I turned, it seemed the reality I 
encountered was that of people I loved being horrifically wounded by those that they 
should have been able to trust. People who should have protected and nurtured them had 
instead brutalized them. 
In the last chapter, I talked about "sin" in terms of myself and in ways that 
suggested that all of us are culpable in contributing to the world's brokenness. I believe 
that to be true. We all are sinners. We all choose to think of self before God or others and 
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the results are disastrous and permanent. Apart from God providing a means of grace for 
us, we are hopelessly lost. 
That was last chapter, and if I wanted to continue on that theme, I could easily 
talk about the three men who victimized my loved ones. I'd rather, at this point, talk 
about the ones I loved. The Bible talks about sin in profound ways. One, as we've noted, 
is about our personal responsibility in sin. The other is in terms of sin from which we 
need to be rescued, sin from which we need deliverance. 
In Genesis, the offspring of Abraham end up as invited guests in Egypt. For a 
time, they prosper there and are welcomed. After a few generations, however, they prove 
to be so prosperous that they become a threat to Egyptian power. The beginning of the 
book of Exodus tells this part of the story. Threatened by the Israelites, the pharaoh of 
Egypt enslaves them. "The Egyptians became ruthless in imposing tasks upon the 
Israelites." To try to slow down the population growth of the Israelites, all Jewish male 
infants were to be drowned at birth. 
God sees what is going on and is moved. The writer of the story tells it like this: 
I (God speaking to Moses) have observed the misery of my people who are in 
Egypt; I have heard their cry on account of their taskmasters. Indeed, I know their 
sufferings and I have come down to deliver them from the Egyptians ... 
Prior to the Exodus, (God's use of Moses to deliver the Israelites from their 
slavery in Egypt), the Israelites had really been just a very large family clan. The Exodus 
and the following events (receiving the Ten Commandments and the rest of the Law on 
Mt. Sinai) constitute the founding story of the nation of Israel. Every nation has its 
"founding fathers (mothers)" story. In America, we cherish our story of brave men and 
women who, against all odds and in the name of liberty, threw off the oppressive British 
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and built a nation based upon freedom and justice. Our ancestors are heroes in our story, 
taking matters into their own hands. 
Israel's founders were slaves. They were hopeless until God heard their cry and 
acted on their behalf. What does this have to do with sin? Just this. As important as it is 
to recognize our personal responsibility and guilt in sin, there is also a narrative in 
scripture of humanity being the victims of sin. (The Exodus story is just one example in 
scripture. The Bible is constantly calling attention to the abuse and neglect of the poor 
and helpless.) The Israelites in Egypt, children from abusive homes, enslaved and 
oppressed peoples anywhere are victims of sin. In very real ways, we all are both guilty 
parties and wounded parties. 
Christians tend to see one reality and not the other. Some Christians talk about 
Jesus and the cross solely in terms of the cross dealing with our guilt before God. In fact, 
in these presentations, before getting to the great news of the cross a lot of time is given 
to hammering home individual guilt due to sin. 
Other Christians go in the other direction. These focus almost exclusively upon 
liberation-from economic injustice, racial inequity, sexism, or any power that oppresses. 
God here does not come to forgive; God comes to kick butt and take names! The Exodus 
story has been a great source of comfort and identification for slaves in the American 
South, for instance and to victims of injustice around the world. 
Which is right? Those who tout Jesus, the forgiver of the guilty, or those who 
champion Jesus, the liberator of the oppressed? How about both? Or neither. Jesus is both 
the one who washes the guilty clean and the one who sets the captives free. Evangelicals 
(usually the personal-guilt-orientated folks) could stand to bring in a good deal more of 
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Jesus the Liberator. (In theological circles this Jesus is sometimes described as Christus 
Victor and the idea as a whole as Liberation Theology.) Champions of the oppressed 
would be well served to recognize that even oppressed people are fallen and sinful in 
their own ways. 
The Bible contains stories that emphasize individual guilt and stories that stress 
the need for deliverance from the sin of others. To me, this indicates that, as we talk 
about the work of Jesus on the cross, it is appropriate to talk of both or to emphasize the 
story that our given audience most needs at that time. To my high-school friend, so 
devastated by the pain of his own abuse that he was sure he was doomed to abuse as well, 
I believe he did not need, at that point, to have me drive home his guilty standing before 
God. He needed to hear of hope that Jesus could bring deliverance. Once the truth of that 
message took hold, there would be a time for wrestling with individual guilt, but not right 
then. Likewise, I believe there are others for whom our own culpability in sin is a 
message that we need to hear and consider up front. 
Sin ravages. We hurt. We hurt at the hands of others and we inflict hurt upon 
others. God, through the incarnating and sacrificial acts of Jesus, addresses both of those 
realities. Jesus is a healing balm, a mighty deliverer and one who can wash us white as 
snow! He never performs just one of these functions. He performs all of them! 
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13). Evanesence 
That we often feel alone and ache not to be so is not a new idea. I can remember 
when the collective weight of it crashed down on me, however. I was working at a Young 
Life camp in the summer of 2003 when a particularly hardened group of kids from 
Colorado arrived in camp. Watching them get off the bus, it was obvious that this group 
of kids would be different than most. In the 90-degree weather, most of them wore full-
length trench coats. None of them had hair that was its original color and they all had 
some level of black makeup. The more sedate just had black lipstick, but others had black 
teardrops drawn on their cheeks or half of their faces covered in a painted-on mask. 
As the week got under way, it was clear that the clothes and makeup were not just 
a temporary display. During the first 24 hours of the week, the dozen or so young people 
in this group refused to participate in anything going on in the camp of 300+ kids. A 
good bit of the time they would sit in the back, facing away from whatever was going on 
up front. 
Bob and JJ, the two men in charge of the "program" of the week were desperate 
to figure out a way to connect on even a small level with these kids. At Young Life 
camps, the evening meetings begin with a half hour or so of singing. Though a Young 
Life camp is a place to share the Gospel, most of the singing is not explicitly "Christian" 
and much of it is music that young people would be familiar with from the radio. Bob and 
JJ decided perhaps music might provide a door to connect. They sat down with the adult 
leaders who'd brought the group and asked, "What do your kids like, musically? Is there 
anything they like that we'd be able to play?" 
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The group's leaders suggested a song that Bob and JJ had never heard of, but the 
two decided to learn it and spent all of that afternoon practicing the song. While they had 
hopes that this small group of Goth kids would somehow appreciate the effort, they were 
sure that for the other 300, the song would be a disaster. It was dark. It wasn't (at least 
not at this point) a top-40, or even top-100 hit and it involved several sections where two 
voices would yell lyrics back and forth to each other. Practicing that afternoon, they both 
thought it was going to be an awkward and unsuccessful 3-4 minutes trying to lead this 
song. 
After starting out with the more typical fare (a little Brown Eyed Girl or boy band 
stuff), they introduced the song they'd learned for the Goth kids. "Hey, we're guessing 
this is a new song to most of you, but if you know it, jump in with us." 
Within seconds, it was clear that they had underestimated the 300 kids sitting in 
the room and the power of the song. Sitting in the back of the room, I first had goose 
bumps run over my body and then tears well up in my eyes. I've been at more than 
twenty years of Young Life camps and I'd never heard a room full of kids sing a song 
with the level of intensity that they sang this song. Here is a sampling of the lyrics. 
how can you see into my eyes like open doors 
leading you down into my core 
where I've become so numb without a soul my spirit sleeping somewhere cold 
until you find it there and lead it back home 
(Wake me up) 
Wake me up inside 
(I can't wake up) 
Wake me up inside 
(Save me) 
call my name and save me from the dark 
(Wake me up) 
bid my blood to run 
(I can't wake up) 
before I come undone 
(Save me) 
save me from the nothing I've be com/ 1 
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The song was "Bring Me to Life" by Evanesence and it later became massively 
popular, eventually winning a Grammy Award. It swells to a line that literally screams, 
"I've been living a lie ... there's nothing inside!!" While a room of a few hundred kids 
might sing an old Beatles song or something by Justin Timberlake with a fair bit of 
enthusiasm, I'd never heard anything like this room, singing that line. 
It was as if, for a moment, this mass of over three hundred adolescents decided to 
say, "You want to know who we are? You want to get a peek at what our lives really look 
like, feel like? Well, here it is." It was overwhelming. Afterward, any adult in the room 
that I talked to echoed the same sentiments, "What was that?! I knew kids were hurting, 
but I had no idea!" 
Those four minutes set the stage for a remarkable week. Not just with that group 
of Goth kids from Colorado. Across the board, having had the curtain pulled back a bit, 
adults and the adolescents they had brought had conversations throughout the week at a 
depth few of us had ever encountered before. 
What was going on there? At the risk of taking a profound expenence and 
reducing it to the absurd, the best metaphor to describe it, in my mind, comes from a 
children's story. In "The Emperor's New Clothes," two crooks deceive the Emperor into 
thinking they have sold him an outfit of such dazzling beauty that only the wisest can 
even see it. In reality, they have sold him air. He puts on his new outfit and parades 
through the streets of the city and for quite awhile everyone (including the Emperor 
himself), through fear of being labeled "fools" who cannot see, pretend that he is, in fact, 
wearing a stunningly beautiful suit of clothes. Finally, a small child blurts out the 
obvious, "The emperor is wearing no clothes!" and the charade falls apart. 
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I think this is illustrative of how we move through our days. How many of us 
have been greeted on the street by a friend who asks, "Hey, how are you doing?" to 
which we reply, "Great," when the exact opposite has been the truth? The Enlightenment 
and Modernity told us that we were self-contained, self-sufficient. It led us to believe that 
we didn't need anyone. By and large, we live our lives acting like that's really true and 
that we're all "Great." Those 300 kids in a room in Minnesota were singing a truth that is 
really true for all of us. The Emperor really does have no clothes. "I've been living a 
lie ... there's nothing inside!!" 
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14). thoughts from others on human isolation 
The slow sure doom falls, pitiless and dark12.~ Bertrand Russell 
Most men live lives of quiet desperation. 13~ Henry David Thoreau 
Most men and women lead lives at the worst so pairiful, at the best so monotonous, the 
desire for escape, the longing to transcend themselves if only for a few moments, 
is and always has been, one of the principle appetites of the soul. 14~Aldous 
Huxley 
I walk alone. 15 ~Green Day 
Why does my heartfeel so bad? Why does my sou/feel so bad?16 ~Moby 
Jesus, Jesus can you help me? I'm all alone in this world, and a fucked-up world it is 
too. 17~ U2 
The most terrible poverty is loneliness, and the feeling of being unloved. 18~Mother 
Theresa 
Sometimes it hurts so badly I must cry out loud, "I am lonely. "19 ~Stephen Stills 
It is strange to be so known so universally and yet be so lonely. 20 ~Albert Einstein 
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15). two moments observed 
In the town where I live, the high school and middle schools start class at 7:20. I 
often go for runs between 6:00 and 7:00 in the morning and so I often see kids on their 
way to school. Here are two things I've seen. 
A couple years ago I ran through the parking lot and by the front of the middle 
school a mile from our home. It was 6:30 in the morning. There were one or two cars in 
the lot, but it was well before most teachers and students really arrived. As I ran by the 
cafeteria, with its wall of solid windows, I saw a 12-13 year-old boy sitting at a table. He 
wasn't reading, or doing homework, or texting on his cell phone. He was just sitting. 
Staring at the wall in front of him. 
Across the other side of the vast cafeteria, I saw another boy doing the same 
thing. Two boys. Obviously dropped off early because their folks had to get to work or 
something. Both of them were alone in the school, except for one another and sitting 
hundreds of feet apart. Not talking. Not doing anything. Only staring. 
A second moment happened just a few months ago. I was coming down a hill in 
our neighborhood and to my left was a beautiful sunrise. Orange sky, just enough clouds 
to provide stunning contrast to the deep blue of the sky. As I approached the bottom of 
the hill and continued to be awed at the sky off to my left, I came upon a bus stop at 
which three high-school-aged kids, two boys and a girl, were waiting for the bus. Their 
backs were turned to the sunrise. They each stood at least 8-10 feet from the other. They 
each were silent. They each just stared at the ground in front of them. 
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We often feel so alone. What comfort could we draw from the average people 
around us, if we'd only cross the room and start to talk? 
"Man, it sucks to be here so early every day." 
"It sure does." 
As surely as those three kids at the bus stop had turned their backs upon and 
completely missed the beautiful sumise, they were also turned from and closed to one 
another. What might God be trying to give us in the beauty of an orange sky and the 
company of others to share it with that we miss as our backs are turned, as we stare ahead 
in isolation? 
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16). love, with a price tag 
We learn early that, as a rule, love doesn't come cheap. It certainly does not come 
for free. One would hope that there'd be at least a few years of childhood where this 
wasn't the case, but I don't think there is. A family dinner at the Sherwood house a few 
years back illustrates this. 
At the time, our daughters, Bailey and Rachel, were four and two years old. 
Elizabeth and I love them profoundly. I cannot begin to tell you the joy they bring to my 
life. We eat meals together at least 5 nights a week. We read together, we wrestle on the 
floor, or we play in the backyard. If there are kids who would know that love should be 
free, it's my girls. Or so I'd hoped. 
Neither of the girls are what you'd call enthusiastic eaters. At least they were not 
in terms of that evening's prepared meal. Over the years, we've learned the five or six 
entrees they'll enthusiastically eat and we pretty much stick to those. Sometimes, not 
even that works. 
This was one of those evenings. Rachel, our two-year-old, was enthusiastically 
singing, getting up to go to the bathroom (for the third time), and moving food around the 
plate to form works of art. She was doing anything but putting food in her mouth and 
swallowing. This was nothing new. One or both of the girls were just as likely as not to 
act this way so it wasn't all that stressful for Elizabeth and me. We were doing what we 
usually do, regularly reminding, cajoling, nudging Rachel to eat, but not scolding or 
griping at her. 
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Bailey watched this all for a while and then chimed in with words I will never 
forget. 
"Dad. I'm going to eat every bite of my dinner." 
"Great, sweetie." 
"You know why?" 
"How come? Because you like it?" 
"No! I'm going to eat every bite because then you will love me." 
Where the heck did that come from? How had this 4-year-old, whose life to this 
point has been 90% comprised with interactions with Elizabeth and me come to the 
conclusion that love was not a sure thing, that she needed to do something to get it? How 
had she come to the belief that love came with a price tag? 
I still don't have an answer for those questions. But I suspect it was because, one 
way or another, we all come to that conclusion. My Dad will love me if I am really good 
at football. My mom will love me if I sit up straight and don't scream in the grocery 
store. My coach will love me if I stay in the game, never mind the pain. My boss will 
love me if I put in a few extra hours. My wife will love me if I clean out those gutters. 
The list of 'he/she will love me if. .. ' could go on forever. Two things are always 
true about the list, I think. First, it's always personalized. Your list is different than mine. 
Bailey's is different than Rachel's. You can be sure that it's tailored just for you. The 
second thing is that it never ends. You will meet the demands of "you'lllove me if' for 
100 days in a row, but there will be something new there tomorrow. 
About the first thing, why should our sense of unworthiness, our sense of needing 
to perfom1 to be loved be so personalized? I cannot speak to all of the complexities of 
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psychology and identity formation, but I have a couple of ideas. Earlier we discussed the 
idea that while we all share a great deal in common, we also uniquely reflect the image of 
God. There are ways, I believe, that I experience the world and God that are unique and 
wonderfully specific to me. So do you. That being the case, is it then not surprising that 
the shattering of that experience would take on similarly unique forms? I may delight 
uniquely in the joy of listening to a U2 song, but I also hunger in my own ways to be 
viewed as capable and competent. 
We also move through lives with stories that are uniquely ours. Even the child in 
a loving, supportive home, has the one specific day where they break a glass and have a 
parent chide, "How could you be so clumsy?!" Our wounds are our own. And they 
continue to fester and impact us, far beyond what their initial bleeding would seem to 
indicate would be the case. 
And why don't they stop hurting? Why can't one grand gesture, or act, or word 
finally make them go away? For years I coached high-school track. We had some very 
successful teams. At one point, I coached a young woman who desperately wanted to be 
the state 3000-meter champion and had the talent and drive to do it. Overcoming injuries 
that slowed her during her freshman year, she trained feverishly the winter and spring of 
her sophomore year and won the 3000 on the first day of the three-day state meet. On the 
morning of the second day of the meet, I got up early and went down to the hotel lobby. 
To my surprise, she was already up and just sitting alone in a chair in the lobby. I asked 
her what she was doing and she replied: 
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"Steve, I feel so awful! Since, junior high I have been sure that if I were a state 
champion at something I would finally feel good inside. I woke up this morning and I 
feel just the same. Still empty. Still not good enough." 
I have a friend who spent several years as the team chaplain for the Washington 
Redskins of the NFL. During that time, the team won the Super Bowl, the pinnacle of 
achievement for a football player. Several members of the team expressed to him that the 
most depressing period of their lives was in the days immediately following the Super 
Bowl triumph. They had literally spent years upon years of their lives sold out completely 
for the accomplishment of the goal of winning a Super Bowl. When they finally got 
there, they discovered that, as exciting and gratifying as it was, it also left them strangely 
empty. They had pursued a dream they thought would completely fulfill them, and when 
they got there, they struggled with the realization that it hadn't. 
Have you ever tried to build a sandcastle at the ocean? Not in from the water but 
right on the edge of where the waves play themselves out? No matter how much sand you 
add to your outer wall, the water washes it away. No amount of effort can change the 
reality that the rushing water easily undoes your efforts. Perhaps, if you wanted to truly 
stop the tide, you'd need something other than sand. Perhaps, the hole inside of us that 
makes us feel so unworthy and inadequate can't be filled with more and better 
performance. 
(Too often) I am what I have, what I do, what people say about me. 21-Henri Nouwen. 
You just want to be held and told you're worth it after all. 22- "Good Advice, " by JJ 
Alberhasky. 
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17). the nought 
Walker Percy was a Roman Catholic writer from the South who wrote 
about life in America in the last half of the 201h Century. He was a man who had 
experienced profound sadness. Several of his family members, including his father, 
grandfather, and perhaps his mother, committed suicide. He converted to Catholicism as 
an adult and here found the hope and meaning that he felt his family members, and 
Western society, in his opinion, lacked. 
In two non-fiction books, A Message in a Bottle, 23 he discusses what it is like to 
live in the materialistic, scientific West. One of his primary ideas is the "noughted-self." 
("Nought" being another way of expressing the concept of "zero"). He describes the 
"nounghted self like this: 
Picture the desire for a new set of clothes, a new ipod, a new car, a new "look" 
that most of us have at least from time to time if not a lot of the time. Or, picture the 
junior-high kid (or 45-year-old!) who most days wears clothes representing his favorite 
sports team or NASCAR driver. In all of these instances, there is a sense that this "thing" 
has "something" and that I'll get it if I have that thing. I'll somehow be an iphone kind of 
person or a Lexus driving kind of person or a Boston Red Sox kind of person. Percy's 
idea here is that I have a sense of my lacking something, something that this thing can 
fill. So I buy it. 
But, soon the magic wears off. The shoes, the iphone, the car, the girlfriend, the 
thing that I was so sure would really help me to "be somebody" (and for a brief time 
seemed to) becomes humdrum. It becomes just another old pair of shoes, or car, or 
girlfriend. To Percy, it is as if I am a black hole, sucking the "it-ness" out of things. That 
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Lexus was really something until I purchased it and then it got sucked into the emptiness 
that is myself and now it doesn't have any meaning, any transcendence, any "it" at all, 
just like me. 
So I need to go get something new. Fashion, from clothes to cars to relationships, 
exists because of this idea. 
This is the "nought." I am a zero, a nothing-ness that is always hungry and never 
filled. I am always somehow insubstantial and always looking to find substance. Percy 
makes his case with relentless thoroughness. Let's consider celebrity. We idolize rock 
stars, athletes, and movie stars. We copy their "look." They tell us in commercials that 
they drink this sports drink or that soda, so we do, too. Even though much of their public 
presentation is exactly that, a fabricated "presentation," we somehow feel like it is more 
"real" than we are. 
Or consider achievement. We strive to "make something of ourselves," with the 
clear implication that right now there is no real self there. "If I could make varsity ... " "If 
I could get in that sorority ... " "If I could land a job with that firm ... " "If I could live in 
that city, marry that guy, have those friends ... " 
All of this is predicated upon the idea that being a self, something real and 
substantial, requires acquiring something that I don't now have. And yet that something 
proves maddeningly elusive. We think we've got it and then it is gone. Earlier, I talked 
about the young woman I coached in track who won the long coveted state title, a goal 
she'd worked toward for years, and woke up the next morning to crushing depression. 
That is what Percy is describing. 
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I'd like to suggest, as Percy himself hints, that while there is great cause for 
despair in this situation, there is also hope. Coming to the end of the road, recognizing 
that it is a dead end and that one is lost, is the first step to getting going in the right 
direction. I think it is hopeful that the "nought" recognizes that it needs something 
beyond itself to be whole. The problem, really, is that the things that modem culture in 
the West teaches us to use to fill that emptiness only intensify the chasm in the long run. 
The hunger itself may actually prove to be a good thing. This is particularly true if it 
drives us to look in new places for that which can feed us. 
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1 8). Sometimes is neFer quite ellough 
llvou're flawless, then vou'/1 win m1·love 
. -' ' ~ . 
Don'tj(.ll'gel to winfirst place 
Don'tfiu;get to keep that smile on yourface 
Be a good boy 
Tn: a little harder 
You've got to measure up 
And make me prouder 
Hmv long before you screw ir up 
Hmv many times do I have to tel! you to lmnJ' up 
w·fth evetythfng J do _!(Jr VOl! 
The /eas·r you cwz do i.<.' keep quiet 
Be a good girl 
You've gorta tty a !if!!e harder 
Thur simply 1vasn 't good enough 
To mu/((! us proud 
!'!! !il•e through you 
!'II make you what I never H'as 
l(Fou're the best, then maybe so am I 
Compared to him compared to her 
!'m doing thi.<>.fiJt· your own damn good 
You'll make upfor 1vlwt I h!ew 
fVhat's the problem ... 1vhy are you c 
Be a good bov 
PnYh a !ittlefurtfzer now 
Thar wasn 'tfast enough 
To make us happy 
We'/1/m·e voujust the wa)· volt ore 
!(you're pofect 
"Poj(xt .. by Alanis Morrissette-
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19). on judgment, wrath, and God 
We've talked a good bit in the last few chapters about sin and brokenness. What 
does God have to say about that? Isn't a lot of the Bible filled with God's wrath toward 
people like us? Isn't God often talked about in the Bible as being angry and judging? 
Here's an example from Paul's letter to the church in Rome: "But because of your 
stubbornness and unrepentant heart, you are storing up wrath against yourself for the day 
of God's wrath, when his righteous judgment will be revealed ... " Storing up wrath, day 
of God's wrath, righteous judgment. Does this sound like the infinitely compassionate 
God I described in the first section? It certainly does not on the surface. To help make 
sense of this, I'd like to draw two contrasting views of justice-judgment and wrath. 
For years, I had quite a lead foot when driving. My wife and I lived in the 
Midwest. I did a lot of driving on long, straight highways and I was often in a hurry. One 
time in particular, I was in a meeting in Chicago that lasted deep into the afternoon and I 
had scheduled another meeting in the evening back in Iowa City, a three-and-a-half hour 
drive away. I had rented a car to drive to the Chicago meeting and, as I often did, had 
stayed too long at the Chicago meeting, talking to friends. I left Chicago three hours 
before the meeting in Iowa City was supposed to start. 
I had to make some time and I was. I was without a doubt driving quite a bit over 
the speed limit. In fact, every time I checked, I was hovering around 80 miles an hour. 
About two hours into the drive, just before crossing the Mississippi River into Iowa, I 
looked in my rearview mirror and saw the dreaded flashing lights of an Illinois State 
Trooper. As they usually do, the officer asked me if I knew how fast I'd been driving. I 
knew I'd been driving a little over 80 and I didn't think I'd gone faster than that. I 
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decided I was going to own up to my fault and say, "Yes sir, I was driving right at or just 
over 80." 
He was not impressed with my honesty. He said, "Some of the time. I clocked you 
10 miles back driving 1 02 miles per hour. I am writing you a ticket for driving 102. You 
have a court date for next month where you will either pay a $400 fine or have your 
license revoked." 
What?! I'd never driven that fast in my life and did not think I had this time. 
Trying my best to be as respectful as possible I said, "Sir, are you sure there's not some 
mistake. I am in a rental car and perhaps the speedometer is not accurate. While I knew I 
was speeding, I've been watching the speedometer and I never saw it over 80." 
His reply. "I am writing you a ticket for driving 102 miles per hour. You have a 
court date for next month where you will either pay a $400 fine or have your license 
revoked." 
A month later I was sitting in the Dixon, IL courthouse, waiting on my case to 
come up. With me that morning were men on trial for domestic battery, possession of pot, 
a fight in a bar, and me, the prodigal speeder. When my turn came, I approached the 
bench and when asked by the judge to speak, told my story of being late for a meeting 
(which I casually mentioned was a Christian youth ministry meeting where I would be 
bringing the message of Jesus to needy young people, hoping for a little sympathy there), 
how I'd been in a rental car which clearly had a faulty speedometer and how I was sure I 
hadn't been driving over 80 or so (which I knew was way too fast and which I promised 
never to do again). 
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The judge said, "Mr. Sherwood, I think it's super that you work to help young 
people, but the officer gave you a ticket for driving over 100 miles per hour and you need 
to pay the clerk $400 today before leaving or your license will be revoked. Driving at that 
speed is dangerous to yourself and others and is a menace to public safety." 
This was blind justice. The judge was doing his job. He was not supposed to 
decide if I seemed trustworthy or sympathetic. There is a legal code and he was 
commissioned to make sure it was followed and, when not followed, to mete out the 
appropriate punishment. He scolded me, not because he knew or cared anything about 
me, but because he cared about the code of justice and I had violated it. In a very real 
sense, he was blind to me as a person. He only saw the Law and my breaking of it. It's no 
accident that the symbol of justice is a blindfolded woman holding a scale. This kind of 
justice and the wrath and judgment that comes with it is not supposed to be personal in 
any way. It's not supposed to see the person at all. It just sees the rules and whether or 
not they are kept. 
When most of us read verses in the Bible about God's wrath toward injustice or 
our misdeeds, this is what we picture. We picture God impassively comparing our lives 
unfavorably to a cosmic code of law. But this isn't the only possibility. My two daughters 
have a few similarly aged girls that live in our neighborhood, and they often play together 
in our backyard. I'll often overhear them. Being kids, and being human, there are often 
problems. One or another of them will not share well, will take too many turns on the 
swing, will always take the best roles in whatever make-believe game is going on. I'll 
often be in the house and hear all of this. When it is the other girls, I barely notice. It is 
just kids being kids. 
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But when I hear Bailey or Rachel, my girls, acting that way, I immediately bristle. 
I have different expectations for them. We've talked at length with them about the fact 
that Elizabeth and I don't care so much if they are the smartest or fastest or prettiest girls 
in their classes, but we care very much that they be kind to others, that they share, that 
they not leave anyone out or pick on anyone. So, when I hear them doing just that, I feel 
(there's no other way to say it) wrath. 
Do you see a contrast here between my response and the judge's? His was solely 
due to the law; that was his concern. There was nothing personal in his judgment. In fact, 
that was the point. In my case, the opposite was true. It was precisely because of my 
relationship to Bailey and Rachel that their behavior caused me anger. Their mean or 
selfish play was not just hurtful to the other kids involved; it was an affront to the kind of 
family we want ours to be, the way we want to live as a family in the world as followers 
of Jesus. Their relationships in our family created a different level of expectations in all 
of their relationships and that was what was the problem. 
Which of these kinds of wrathful justice best describes God? We have already 
looked at the forming of God's specific relationship with Abraham in the cutting of a 
covenant with him. That story, in Genesis 15, makes it very clear that it is relationship 
God is after and that God is willing to bear the weight of maintaining that relationship 
because Abraham cannot. 430 years later, God again moves powerfully to sustain this 
relationship with Abraham's family, now grown to be the millions of Israelites enslaved 
in Egypt. He acts powerfully to rescue them. 
After this, God takes them to Mt. Sinai where Moses climbs the mountain and 
God gives him the Law (think Charlton Heston in the Ten Commandments if you are old 
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enough). Quite a large portion of four books of the Old Testament (Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers, and Deuteronomy) are devoted to the details of this Law and, due to the sheer 
volume of it, it is easy to get the sense that God cares more about us keeping rules than 
anything else. It is easy to believe that he's a whole lot like the judge in Dixon, Illinois. 
In fact, in addition to all of these rules, God gives the Israelites a series of things 
they can do when they break the rules. They are given sacrifices to offer. Sacrifices were 
commonplace in the religious worlds of the ancient world. One never knew what the gods 
might do: when it would rain and when it wouldn't, when the crops would thrive and 
when they'd wither. People viewed themselves as being at the whim of their gods and 
sacrifices were seen as a way to try to get them on your side. "If we feed them, perhaps 
they'll be happy with us." If the gods were fed something precious, perhaps they'd be 
happier still. In this kind of world, it's not hard to see where human sacrifice is not so 
much barbaric as just trying to offer the gods the most precious thing we have because 
they demand that they be fed. 
Is that what Israel's God is like? Is that what the Law and the sacrifices of the Old 
Testament are about, a distant God who will only be good to us if we can jump over the 
bar of this massive law and offer good enough sacrifices when we don't? The important 
things to keep in mind here are that Israel has already been in a relationship with God for 
430 years before they get the law and that God has just rescued them when they were 
utterly helpless slaves in Egypt! The whole point of God's passing through the animals 
with Abraham and God's deliverance of the Israelites in Egypt is that God knows we are 
utterly helpless and yet desires to relate with us anyway! 
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This is the choice we're faced with. Does God gtve Israel the law and the 
sacrifices to say, "If you keep these, I'll be willing to be in relationship with you," or "I 
have put you into a relationship with me; these laws are the shape of what that 
relationship looks like and these sacrifices will help you remain in it?" Are the sacrifices 
Israel's gift to make happy the angry God, or are they the gift of the loving God to the 
people God desires to be in restored relationship with? 
If the choice is the latter (that the law and the sacrifices were a gift from a loving, 
relating God to a people already in relationship with God), then justice and God's wrath 
take on a whole new tone. They begin to look a lot more like my being frustrated that my 
daughters are not always kind and inclusive in their play, not because they've 
transgressed an abstract legal code, but because I love them and their behavior does 
damage to who we are as a family. 
Often, when Christians are talking about God and justice, we tend to one of two 
extremes. Either God is concerned with justice in the traffic-court-judge's sense and has 
no choice but to throw the book at us because justice requires it, or God is loving and so 
can never be angry with us. I believe that placing God's wrath in the framework of 
relationships, the relationships between a loving parent and that parent's children, for 
example, allows both God's love and God's justice not to contradict one another. They 
aren't even two ideas that God somehow has to hold in balance or tension. God is angry 
with our sinful behavior because God first loves us. If I had no concern at all for how my 
daughters acted, one could question whether I really loved them at all. 
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20). two words, chesed and Emmanuel 
What's in a word? Sometimes, almost everything. There are two words from the 
Bible that go far in summing up the entire story of who God is and what in the world is 
going on in all of the Bible's story. In doing so, it really sums up our story as well. The 
words? Chesed and Emmanuel. One word gets translated into less precise words in all of 
our English Bibles and so therefore needs to be pointed out. The other doesn't get 
translated and only appears once, but still is of utmost importance. 
Chesed 
Chesed is a Hebrew word, an Old Testament word. As is often the case with 
language, translating a word from one language, moving it from its home (the context and 
story in which it was born) into another language, is difficult to do. Such is the case with 
chesed. In English Bibles it shows up as "steadfast love" or "loving kindness" or "mercy" 
or "love." In each case, the English version feels two-dimensional compared to the three-
dimensional richness of the Hebrew word. 
Chesed is a word best translated into stories and illustrations. God's sparing the 
life of Cain after he murders his brother Abel is chesed. God's passing through the 
animals on Abraham's behalf in their covenant ceremony is chesed. God's giving a child 
to 90-year-old Sarah, Abraham's wife, is chesed. God's actions of deliverance toward 
Israel enslaved in Egypt are chesed. God's relationship with David, the godly king who 
also commits murder and adultery, is chesed. In fact, the book of Psalms, poems, many of 
which are written by David, is the place where chesed appears most in the Old 
Testament. God's mercy upon sinful Nineveh that so infuriated Jonah is chesed. Hosea's 
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love for his adulterous wife Gomer is chesed. God's deliverance of the Jews from exile in 
Babylon is chesed. 
In short, the entire Old Testament could be summed up with this basic plotline: 
humans (first Adam and Eve, then Abraham, finally the people of Israel) are offered 
relationship with God; humanity rejects God; God extends chesed to them and restores 
them. When the Bible says, "God is love," what it really means is "God is chesed." God's 
love is not a love that is deserved, earned, or between equals. Philosophers sometimes 
talk about asymmetrical relationships, relationships where there is not a sense of "you 
scratch my back and I'll scratch yours; you love me and I'll love you," but relationships 
where I am called upon to love regardless of the other's qualifications or response. God's 
chesed toward us is something like that, only it is not required; it is just offered. 
It might be tempting at this point to cry out, "Wait a minute. That's only half the 
picture! What about the God who is Holy, the God who demands justice?" That is a very 
fair question. I don't believe saying that God is fundamentally, at the very core, chesed is 
to deny that God is also Holy. Mercy doesn't wash sin under the rug. It doesn't pretend 
sin is not there. A Bible dictionary from the 191h -century says that mercy is "compassion 
toward the helpless, the miserable." Mercy doesn't say, "Sin? What sin? I don't see any 
problem here." It says, "You are helpless; let me help you. You are without hope; let me 
give you hope. You are utterly unworthy of love; let me love you." 
Emmanuel 
When the angel tells utterly-freaked-out Joseph that his fiancee Mary is pregnant, 
not because she has been cheating on him but by a miracle of God, the Gospel of 
Matthew adds the tagline, "All this took place to fulfill what the Lord had said to the 
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prophet Isaiah; 'The virgin will conceive and give birth to a son and they will call him 
Emmanuel; which means God with us. ' I suspect that for a lot of us, reading those words 
conjures up some Christmas TV show or another with stirring music and glorious light. 
It's a beautiful phrase, Emmanuel: God with us. We recite it once a year and move on, 
not giving it another thought. 
It's very typical to say that God's great act of love toward humanity is Jesus' 
death on the cross. It certainly is a mind-boggling thing that God would do that. I'd 
propose, however, that at least as significant as the death of Jesus is the birth. The death 
on the cross is a great sacrifice, but think about the birth. The infinite, transcendent, 
limitless God pouring all of that into a helpless, very finite, profoundly limited human 
body, a helpless baby. Theologians talk about God's kenosis. Kenosis is God's 
"emptying." When they do, they are talking a little bit about the cross, but they are 
mostly talking about the birth. Earlier we talked about this, the incarnation. God choosing 
not to be everything and everywhere at once but to be right here, in flesh that could be 
touched. 
Why Emmanuel? Jesus is Emmanuel because of chesed. God's love is not a love 
that can stay at a distance. It is not a love that can sit and watch and hope, "I sure hope 
they get it right down there." God's love is a love that enters in. Always. From the 
creation, to the Exodus and the Tabernacle. From the birth of a baby to the death on a 
cross. God's love enters in, identifies with, is present with and for us! 
A very simplistic, but also profound summary of Christianity (and in a real way, 
Judaism) in relation to all the other religions of the world is this: All religions can be 
described as humanity climbing its way to God (meditating enough, being reincarnated 
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enough, denying self enough, etc.). Christianity is God coming down to us. There are 
certainly more nuances to it than that, but it's a pretty fair description. Other religions 
don't have chesed or Emmanuel. They have a love given when it is earned. They offer a 
God, gods, or Nirvana that waits for us to find our way there. Christianity has God who 
sees our helplessness, acts in merciful and relentless love, and enters in. 
Chesed and Emmanuel. 
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21 ). what parents do 
Now, many of us have less-than-ideal parents. Some of us have experienced 
abandonment from our parents, physically or emotionally. Some of us have been battered 
by our parents in many and various ways. I don't question that. I do think, however, that 
the reality that bad parenting is so painful hints at the fact that parenting could and should 
be so much more. Sometimes it is. I'd like to look at a couple of moments where human 
parents help illustrate some of who God is as our heavenly parent. 
At the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona Spain, Derick Redmond was entered 
in the 400-meter dash, representing Great Britain. In his semi-final heat, he needed to 
finish in the top four to advance to the final. With less than 200 meters to go, he was in 
great position to earn a spot in the Olympic final. And then his right hamstring popped. 
He dropped to the track in agony and sat there for a few tortured moments. And then he 
got up. 
To the amazement of the crowd in the stadium and millions watching around the 
world on TV, Derick Redmond was going to try to finish his race, on one leg. He began 
to hop around the tum, unable to put even the slightest weight on his right leg. 
Suddenly, into the TV screen came a middle-aged man in shorts and at-shirt. He 
had pushed past security guards and jumped the railing separating spectators from the 
track and was running toward Redmond. When he reached him, he came alongside him 
and took his right arm and supported Redmond as he hopped along. 
This was Derick's dad. He had come to the Olympics to watch his son's proudest 
athletic moment. He had a ticket to sit up in the stands. As this proud moment turned into 
one of anguish and pain, however, Derick's dad was not content to sit and watch; he had 
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to enter in on behalf of his son. He had to come alongside. His presence on the track 
didn't change the outcome of the race. Thomas still failed to make the final, finishing 
minutes after the other competitors. He still faced the pain and agony of a long recovery 
from a massive injury. But, in that moment on the track, he was not alone. In his greatest 
moment of anguish, his father refused to allow him to experience it alone and raced to his 
side. 
You may not know the name Dick Hoyt, but if you've ever poked around 
YouTube or been to a banquet that featured a motivational talk, there's a good bet you've 
heard his story. Dick Hoyt has a profoundly disabled son named Rick. Rick cannot walk 
or use most of his muscles; he can only speak through typing with the one tortured hand 
he has use of. 
Years ago, Rick heard of a 5k road race to benefit a young person in his 
community. He typed to his dad that he wanted to do the race. Obviously, Rick could not 
do it on his own, but his dad could push him. So he did. 
That began what has become TeamHoyt, the cottage industry in motivational talks 
and videos. Father and son have now completed dozens of 26.2-mile marathons and even 
several Ironman triathlons. Rick, the son, has never taken a step in his life, let alone 
entered and finished a race. Every inch of every race is covered by the efforts of his 
father. When the triathlon is in the water, Dick pulls his son on a raft while he swims. 
When they enter the bike phase, Rick rides on a seat affixed to Dick's bike. In the last 
running phase, a full 26.2-mile marathon in an Ironman, Dick pushes Rick every inch of 
the way. Dick does for his son what Rick cannot do for himself. 
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God is a God who enters in. God is a God who "tabernacles" with. God is 
Emmanuel, God with us. God is a God who does for us, bearing the weight of our sin and 
moving toward us in reconciliation, what we could not do ourselves. 
Steve and Rachel Sherwood 
at the Oregon Coast, fall of 2005. 
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22). are you hungry? 
The twentieth-century British Christian C.S. Lewis said that just because we are 
hungry, it doesn't mean we will find food. He went on to argue, however, that it does 
mean that we are creatures made to eat. 
We hunger for all kinds of things other than food. Two of the most significant are 
hungering for love and hungering for home. 
What does this say about who we are and what we were made for? 
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part Ill. and now for the good stuff, the REALLY good stuff. 
One of my favorite pieces of classical music (actually, one of the only pieces I'm 
really that familiar with) is Aaron Copeland's "Appalachian Spring. 11 My Dad had a 
cassette of it (I'm that old) and we listened to it often while making trips eros- country to 
visit relatives when I was a kid. One of the great things that Copeland does (and this 
appears in other compositions by other composers, too), is that early on he introduces a 
hint of a melody line. Sometimes there is just a phrase, sometimes more, usually played 
by a minor or quiet instrument. And then it's gone, but before long it comes back again. 
This time a it is a little different, but recognizable as the same melody, the same theme. 
Building. Circling. And then, finally, it bursts to the fore, the entire orchestra now 
robustly and joyously swelling with the famous Shaker melody, "A Gift to be Simple. 11 
That is how the narrative of God told in the Bible works. Shalom, chesed, 
covenant, tabernacle all appear throughout and then momentarily get swallowed up by 
the seemingly unrelenting story of human weakness and sin. But they are never gone for 
very long. Out again come hints of this God who loves, who is present with, who will not 
relent in mercy. 
Now, in this next part, the entire orchestra takes up the theme. Jesus has come. 
This is the point to which the entire story has built, around which it has circled. What 
follows are pieces dealing with this glorious reality. All that was hinted at and promised 
is now here. 
At the beginning of this book, I said it was a book about the cross of Jesus, about 
what the cross means. And yet, so far I haven't said much of anything spec!fically about 
the cross. What we've been doing is sort of like this. Imagine you are climbing a huge 
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mountain. Where I live, in the Pacific Northwest, there are a significant number of 
massive dormant volcanoes in the region. The nearest to my home is Mt. Hood, which 
rises from sea level just east of Portland, Oregon to almost 12, 000 feet at its summit. If 
you were to climb Mt. Hood, you would not be advised to head straight up its slopes. 
They're too steep. You would circle, switch back, gradually move higher, doing so in a 
way that at times seemed like you were not making direct progress, but all the while 
moving toward the summit. That's what I've been trying to do here. We have been 
moving around topics that are central to Jesus and the cross: relationality, the nature of 
God and how God has acted in history, human brokenness. All the while, we have been 
moving ever closer to the summit. And now we are here. But, before we get there, I'd like 
to ask your indulgence in one more mental exercise. I will make one quick detour into 
philosophy, and then on to the main event! 
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23). an exercise in perspective 
Returning to Mt. Hood, the mountain looms as a dominant feature on the horizon 
for large portions of Oregon and southern Washington. Some people see it virtually every 
day of the year. A colleague of mine lives in East Portland on a big hill and has an 
unobstructed view of the west face of Mt. Hood from his living room-window. Irv could 
easily sit on his porch and draw sketches of the mountain. Depending upon the time of 
day, the light on the mountain would change and the amount of snow would vary from 
winter to summer, but the physical mountain that he sees looks the same day after day. 
When one flies into the Portland airport from the east, Mt. Hood looms for several 
minutes just out of the left window, seemingly close enough to touch. An artistically 
inclined passenger could whip out a sketchpad and draw a picture of Hood's north face. If 
that passenger were a frequent flier, she could produce picture after picture, flight after 
flight. Someone living in the high desert town of Maupin, due east of Hood, could do the 
same, producing pictures of its east face. A climber atop one of the Twin Sisters to 
Hood's south could produce works of its south face. 
I invite all four over for coffee because I really want to know what Mt. Hood 
looks like. I tell them, "Ok, which of you has a drawing that tells me what the mountain 
really looks like?" Each presents their drawings, arguing that theirs is the true 
representation. "Hey, I've looked at this mountain 100 times and drawn it that many. I 
can say with certainty that this is the mountain. My drawing is true." Each is convincing. 
What am I to do? 
The problem, when it comes to drawing Mt. Hood, is clear. They are all right and 
they are all wrong. The reality is that Mt. Hood is so vast that no one vantage point can 
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capture all of it. Each has faithfully rendered the view from their location, but they are 
completely unable to see the other perspectives, the other angles, and so their drawing is 
both accurate and hopelessly incomplete. 
I would like to argue that all approaches to understanding the cross of Jesus, to 
explaining it in a theory or an illustration, are going to be guilty of the same thing. Any 
view may very well accurately describe one aspect of what the cross means, but the 
event, the reality is so vast that in capturing one facet, the theory is guaranteed to miss 
much of what is really going on. This is true of my perspective as well. 
So, what are we to do? There are a few options. One is to fight about it and the 
one who argues loudest and longest and is able to intellectually bully the rest wins. 
Perhaps my friend Irv is able to argue the other Hood artists into submission and 
convince me that he alone is right. 
A second option would be to give up. How can we have any idea of what we're 
talking about when each perspective is different? Let's just say, "Everyone thinks what 
they think, sees what they see, and we cannot have any idea of what is really true. It's all 
relative." 
A third option would be to reject each of the first two. It would be to say, "I 
recognize that my picture is only part of the view, but it's a good picture and it's 
important if we want to get at the whole thing. Why don't we take the insights of each of 
our perspectives and put them together. In that way, we'll all contribute to understanding 
the whole that is bigger than what we can see by ourselves." 
The advantage of multiple perspectives is at least two-fold. On the one hand, 
having a different perspective can verify what my view suspects but can't be sure of. 
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"Look, your drawing ends right where mme picks up and they really seem to fit 
together." On the other hand, other perspectives can be a helpful corrective if I'm getting 
something totally wrong. If Irv, my friend to the west of Mt. Hood, were to draw Hood 
with an even larger mountain looming just behind it, the other artists can quickly point 
out that this is a mistake. Hood, in fact, stands alone in terms of any mountains for many 
many miles around of comparable size. 
Mt. Hood from the Portland!V ancouver area. 
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A lot of people see only option one or option two as being available to us when 
talking about theology or the things of God. It's all or nothing. Either someone is right 
and everyone else is wrong or truth is totally up for grabs. I feel profoundly 
uncomfortable with both of those options. In moving now to talk specifically about the 
cross, I'm giving the perspective of the cross that I see from where I sit. I think there are 
some very good reasons to believe that there's a great deal of truth to it. I also recognize 
that it doesn't see every issue at hand and is, therefore, incomplete and in need of other 
perspectives. 
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24). the center point of human history 
One need not be a follower of Jesus to recognize that, at least in terms of sheer 
volume of pages, no life and death in human history has captivated the minds of men and 
women for the last two thousands years like that of Jesus. There is simply no one to 
compare him with. While the teachings of Mohammed or the Buddha certainly have 
drawn millions by their power and beauty, their lives are largely mysteries to us and 
remain relatively unexamined. 
This is not so with Jesus. His birth and death, in particular, have been rendered by 
thousands upon thousands of works of art. Poems and songs have been composed. Book 
after book have been written, trying to come to terms with, to make sense of this man, 
this life, this death. Even religious traditions other than Christianity claim him as a wise 
man or prophet in their view of the world. Tragically, churches have been split, wars 
fought, and individuals killed over disagreements about this or that point in who and what 
Jesus was. 
Given that, is there anything that can be said confidently about Jesus? What 
follows are a few things that even divergent traditions within Christianity have held to be 
true for over two thousand years. 
• Jesus's birth was miraculous and represented, in a real way, God's entering into 
the human condition in a particular human person. (Some are sure of Mary's 
perpetual virginity and others less so, but orthodox Christianity has consistently 
affirmed that Jesus' conception was miraculous). 
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• Jesus lived a life of exemplary purity and profound teaching. Even those outside 
of Christianity find his teaching to be of immense wisdom. Ghandi' s vision of 
non-violence as a means for social transformation arose from his understanding of 
the Sermon on the Mount. 
• Jesus attracted the devotion of many but also drew the opposition of large 
portions of those holding religious and political power in his day. 
• Jesus's teaching and ministry seems to have been particularly good news for those 
in need. The poor, the outcast, the sick, the socially marginalized (prostitutes, tax 
collectors, women in general, Samaritans, for example) seemed to be drawn to 
him. 
• His comments indicate that he, in some way, saw himself as being sent by God to 
particularly fulfill the story of Israel, to come to their aid or to remove that which 
oppressed them, and to forgive sins. 
• Though innocent, Jesus was arrested, put through a sham of a trial by both 
religious and political leaders (Jews and Romans), and sentenced to die. 
• Though expressing that he had the power to bring about his deliverance at any 
point, Jesus allowed himself to be crucified. 
• Three days later, Jesus rose from the dead. (Some who claim to be Christians 
deny an actual physical resurrection. For two millennia, however, Christians have 
held the actual resurrection as central to Christian faith). 
• Within a very short time, Jesus's followers began to believe and tell others that 
Jesus's coming to earth and his death and resurrection were the central events in 
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human history. They came to believe that everything was changed by these 
events. 
• Jesus died as our substitute. Some may read that and quickly disagree. 
"Substitution" often gets exclusively used in terms of a particular view of the 
cross-the idea that Jesus died as our substitute in terms of receiving our 
punishment in the court of God's righteous judgment. A wise professor once 
argued that this was too limiting: "Any view of the cross that says that Jesus does 
something on the cross for humanity that humanity could not do for itself is 
substitutionary." I agree with that. In that sense, while disagreeing at times of 
particulars, Christians throughout history have viewed the cross as Jesus doing 




Having said that, some claiming common ground with the Christian tradition deny 
part or most of that narrative summary. There are some who see no need for any kind of 
atonement at all. Looking at two thousand years of Church thinking as a whole, I am 
choosing to say that those who do so are outside of what it has traditionally meant by 
"being a Christian." That is not to say those who question any of that are unequivocally 
outside of Christianity in all respects, but just that at those points their beliefs are outside 
of the mainstream of Christian belief. 
While putting forward some things that Christians agree about, I've opened the 
door to all kinds of things about which there has been much less agreement. For example: 
How was Jesus conceived? 
Did Mary ever sin? 
How much do Jesus's teachings matter? Are they as important as his death and 
resurrection? Are they more important than his death or significantly less so? 
What did Jesus save us from? From God? From Satan? From ourselves? 
How? 
Is our problem that we are guilty? Enslaved? Sick? Misguided? Some 
combination? 
Who was this salvation for? Everyone? Only those God chooses? Only those who 
choose God? Only those who choose God in a certain, and very particular way? 
Once saved, what are we supposed to do next? Does it matter? 
I am not going to begin to try to answer every one of those questions. For one 
thing, I'm not nearly smart enough to have an intelligible answer for most of them. For 
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another, for every answer I could give, there are numerous other serious and thoughtful 
Christians throughout history who have answered them differently. 
I am going to do this: I think that the story of the Bible in general and a couple 
specific stories of the Bible in particular give us clear hints or clear, if still open-ended, 
frameworks to think about these questions. For example, we've already looked at the 
"tabernacling" nature of God in the Old Testament. This is the idea that God seems to 
over and over again be a God who enters into the human situation, into our joys and 
sufferings. It is the idea that God is a God who is not distant, but, rather, a God who gets 
involved. Also, attention has been drawn to the story of the Exodus. That God is a God 
who hears our cries and sets about to rescue us. We've seen that behind this entering in 
and rescuing nature of God, lies a God who relates and that to be human is to be 
relational. We've also seen how, over and over again, God acts graciously in situations 
where humans are helpless or barren. God does not help those who help themselves, but 
God particularly helps those who are helpless. These realities, shown in the stories of 
God in the Bible, certainly give us some frameworks to help us make sense of Jesus. 
Now, we tum to two particular stories, each told by God in uniquely specific ways that, 
to me, give us clues as to God's intention in the life and work of Jesus. 
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25). life as parable, Hosea and Gomer 
The Old Testament prophets spoke for God. Sometimes coming with a message 
of comfort, more often coming with pleading and warning, the prophets were sent to get 
God's message across to the people oflsrael. Usually, their words were the central part of 
their message. In fact, for many of them, we don't know much about who they were or 
what they did. For some, however, their actions were a central part of their message. No 
prophet characterizes this more than the prophet Hosea, who lived about seven hundred 
years before Jesus. 
Hosea lived m a time when Israel had largely turned away from God. Idol 
worship and abuse of the poor and weak were the rule of the day. God comes to Hosea 
with a stunningly odd request. "Go marry a promiscuous woman (some translations say, 
"Go marry a prostitute") and have children with her. .. " What?! Isn't this a God who 
values marital purity? Why in the world would God ask a holy man, a prophet, to do such 
a thing? 
The rest of the sentence gives the answer. "Go marry a promiscuous woman and 
have children with her for like an adulterous wife this land is guilty of unfaithfulness to 
the Lord" God is setting up a drama here and Hosea gets the starring role. Here's how 
the parts basically play out. "Hosea, you will be playing the part of me, God. How you 
relate to your wife will be how I relate to Israel. And your wife, Gomer, she will be 
playing the part of Israel (who, remember, plays the part of all of humanity in God's big 
drama). How she loves you, or most of the time doesn't, will be how Israel relates to 
me." 
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So, they get married and have a couple of kids. The Bible isn't clear as to whether 
Gomer was unfaithful from the very start or if she just became so after a time, but that 
really isn't the point. Before long, she is out sleeping around. Hosea is faced with a 
variety of options. He could divorce her. In his day and culture, he could have her stoned 
to death for committing adultery. Or, he could continue to love her and pursue her. As he 
is acting out God's love for Israel in this relationship, he keeps on loving her. In fact, he 
comes up with a variety of plans to woo her back. 
First, he sends his kids to talk with her. Maybe seeing them will remind Gomer of 
what she's tossed away in chasing after these other lovers. This has no effect. 
Next, he showers her with presents. He gives her silver and gold, new wines, and 
fine foods. He's not a rich man. Surely, she will see the extravagance of these gifts and 
recognize how much he loves her and come home. But she doesn't. In fact, she takes the 
gifts and turns around and gives them to her lovers. She uses the gifts meant to woo her 
back to Hosea instead to drive the wedge further between them. 
Finally, he hits on a new plan. Maybe he remembers back to the time when they 
first met and were courting-a time when things were better, before everything fell apart. 
"I'll take her out in the wilderness and speak tenderly to her. I will allure her," he thinks. 
Translation? "I know this great picnic spot out in the countryside. I'll take her there and 
read poetry to her, poetry I've written that will speak to her of my love." Nothing comes 
of it. 
The Bible again is not clear on the timing of this, but Gomer eventually ends up 
as a prostitute. Imagine the pain of this for Hosea. Their community is not large. How 
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easy it would have been to be out running errands in town with their kids when they look 
up and see her working a street comer. 
"Hey Dad, there's Mom! Let's go talk to her!" 
"No. She's busy. Maybe some other time. Let's go." 
In Hosea's culture, if one found oneself so far in debt that there was no realistic 
way that you could earn your way out, you had an option. You could sell yourself into 
slavery. This is where Gomer ends up. She has walked away from the one who loved her 
truly, Hosea. She has slept with who knows how many men, some just for fun, some for 
money. Now, she can't even get by doing that. She has decided to sell herself as a slave. 
The day of the sale arrives. Again, this is not a big community, so everyone 
knows Hosea and everyone knows Gomer. The sale likely takes place in the center of 
town. As Gomer climbs up on the slaver's block, so everyone can see her, evaluate her 
worth, judge her, Hosea walks up. 
The Bible is silent on what is going through the minds of the people in the crowd 
here, but I don't think it's hard to guess. Hosea's friends have to watch him walk up and 
have one of two thoughts. Either, "Go home, you old fool. Haven't you been through 
enough humiliation because of Gomer? Just walk away and be done with her once and 
for all." Or, "I didn't think he had it in him. For all these years he's kept loving her, but 
now he's come his senses. He's come to watch her get what she deserves. He's come to 
watch her humiliation. Good for him." 
The bidding starts. To everyone's surprise, Hosea raises his hand and makes a bid. 
"I can't believe it! He's got more backbone than I thought. Finally, Hosea's out 
for a little revenge! He's going to buy her back and make her pay. She didn't want to be 
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his wife, I wonder how she'll like being his slave. The humiliation and retribution will 
just go on and on! Way to go, Hosea!" 
Why do I think that's what they are thinking? Because that's what I would think. 
Wouldn't you? We believe in love and second chances. We believe it to a point. But there 
comes a time, after enough hurt and betrayal, that love hardens to hate and all we want is 
payback. That's how we would respond to Gomer. 
But, remember, the point of this whole story is that Hosea is playing the part of 
God. He loves Gomer like God loves Israel. Like God loves us. "Love her as the Lord 
loves the Israelites," is the instruction Hosea has from God. 
So he does. He buys her back. He pays for her in both money and grain, which 
signifies that he had to scrape together more than his bank account would hold to come 
up with enough. 
The whole town has to have crowded around to see what the first interaction 
between Hosea and his whoring wife will be. Will he spit on her? Swear at her? Strike 
her? Gomer has to be thinking the same things. You can almost feel the fear she must be 
feeling as she cringes before him, waiting for the blow. 
It never comes. 
"You will not call me master," Hosea says to Gomer, "You will call me husband." 
This is how God loves the Israelites. This is how God loves us. Being reconciled 
to his wife cost Hosea so much. It cost him most, if not all, of the wealth he had. That 
barely scratches the surface, though. It cost him his honor, his pride. He could have 
maintained all of that in the eyes of the community by rejecting his unfaithful wife, by 
walking away. To be reconciled with her, though, meant entering into her shame. From 
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his attempts to woo her back to his publicly purchasing her and declaring that she was not 
a slave but a wife, his actions took her shame and placed it upon himself. 
Seven hundred years later, God would act out another, very similar drama, only 
this time the cost would not be some money and some grain: it would be Jesus' life. The 
purchase wouldn't take place at a slaver's platform in the middle of town; it would 
happen on the cross. 
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26). just in case you missed the point 
In the latter days of his life, Jesus tells three remarkable stories that make much 
the same point as the story of Hosea and Gomer. They are collected together in Luke 15. 
Jesus tells these stories in response to religious leaders who were critical of Jesus because 
he seemed so interested in spending time with people "good religious folks" don't spend 
time with-tax collectors and sinners. These stories are Jesus explaining to them what he 
is about. In them, Jesus tells us what God is about. 
The third of the three stories is the most famous and we usually refer to it as the 
parable of the prodigal son. When we tell it, it is a story of a foolish, rebellious son who 
leaves his dad, squanders his wealth, ruins his life, finally comes to his senses, and comes 
home, repentant and sorry. That telling misses the entire point of the story. Let's back up. 
In Jewish culture, repeating something three times had special importance. To say 
something three times was to bind your self to it. Getting a divorce was a simple process; 
all you had to do was three times say, "I divorce you." Triple repetition bound you to it. 
Jesus tells three stories in Luke 15. Whatever the point of these stories is, Jesus is binding 
himself to their meaning. 
The first story is a story about a shepherd and his sheep. It seems the shepherd has 
one hundred sheep out in the field and, sheep being the stupid animals they are, one has 
wandered off and gotten itself lost. The shepherd faces a choice. He can either say, "I've 
still got ninety-nine sheep. That's pretty good," and head back home, or he can leave 
everything and search for the lost sheep. The shepherd searches for the lost sheep and 
when he finds it, is so excited that he throws a huge party for the whole neighborhood. 
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(The neighbors have to be thinking, "What's the big deal? A sheep is a sheep, but I'm not 
going to say no to a party!") 
The second story is exactly the same point, just with minor character changes. 
This time it is a woman, not a shepherd, who has lost something and it is a coin and not a 
sheep that has gotten lost. The woman turns her house upside down to find her lost coin 
and when she does she, too, throws a party with her equally incredulous neighbors. 
So far, we have two stories, both with the same point. Something seemingly 
insignificant, but strangely precious, has been lost and the one who has lost it will not rest 
until it is found. Now it is time for the third story. The story we mistakenly think is about 
the son. 
Given the nature of triple repetition for Jewish culture and given the fact that the 
clear point of the first two stories is that God desperately desires to find what has been 
lost, it is remarkable how easily we misread the point of the third story. This story is not 
about the son at all, or at least no more than the previous stories were primarily about a 
sheep and a coin. This story is about the father. 
The story begins with a statement that confirms this: "A certain man had two 
sons." The younger son has a plan. He is in line to receive a significant inheritance when 
his old man dies (evidently it's a pretty wealthy family). But who knows when that is 
going to be? He might be too old to really enjoy the wealth by then. 
So he asks for it now: "Father, give me my share of the estate." In doing this, he is 
doing a lot more than just ask for money. Kenneth Railey, a long-term missionary in rural 
Muslim communities, has written multiple helpful books in terms of understanding the 
cultural significance of this story.29 He stresses that Jesus' audience would have been 
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much like a rural Muslim community today. It would be a community based upon honor, 
protection of the honor of the community, the elders in the community, and the patriarchs 
(oldest men) in each family. Everything that happened in the community and within a 
family would be directed toward enhancing the honor of the patriarch, in this case, the 
father. To ask for the money now, years perhaps before the proper time, is a 
tremendously offensive thing for the son to do. 
He is, in effect, saying to his father, "I wish you were dead. All you are to me is 
an obstacle to wealth." A son causing such offense in an honor-based rural community 
would face intense rejection. Not only would he not be given the money, he would be 
cast out by his family and the entire town. He had brought shame upon his father and the 
town and he would pay. The son would literally be disowned by his father because of his 
behavior. 
If you've ever seen the movie Fiddler on the Roof, there is a scene that shows 
what this would be like. The movie, set in turn of the 20th -century Russia, features an 
orthodox Jewish family with a patriarch, Tevye. In this story, Tevye has no sons, but 
several daughters, the older of which all marry men Tevye would not have chosen for 
them. A large part of the story is Tevye wrestling with his love for his daughters and his 
recognition that the world around him is changing, on the one hand and, on the other, his 
love and respect for the traditional faith and culture of his upbringing. With the first two 
daughters, Tevye decides things change and he can love and accept his daughters' 
choices. 
The third daughter, who is the apple of his eye, falls in love with a Gentile, a non-
Jew, and desires to marry him. Tevye loves her deeply, but cannot go this far. He disowns 
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his beloved daughter. He will not allow her name to be spoken again by the family. He 
will not look upon her or acknowledge her presence. 
This is what the father in Jesus' story should do. Instead, he gives his son the 
money he requests. And off the son goes. He foolishly bums through the money on wild 
living. When the money is gone, so are his options. He ends up working as a hired hand 
on a pig farm, a job that would be particularly offensive for this boy and the crowd 
listening to the story, since Jews would not eat pork or have any contact with pigs. In 
fact, he is so desperate that he begins to envy the food the pigs eat. 
"Then he came to his senses," the story says. The son comes up with a plan. Pay 
close attention to his idea. 
How many of my father's hired servants have food to spare and I am starving to 
death! I will set out and go to my father and say to him, "Father, I have sinned 
against heaven and against you. I am no longer worthy to be called your son; 
make me like on of your hired servants." 
Did you catch it? He is not planning on going home to try to gain back his place 
in the family as a son. That is gone. He knows that. That son is dead. "I am no longer 
worthy to be called your son." All he's hoping for, and what he's banking on, is that his 
father is a kinder master than the man he's working for now. He is not looking to get his 
father back, just to trade an uncaring master for a kinder one. 
Bailey talks about what the scene would be like as the son returned to the town. 
He describes the Kezazah ritual as a public shaming where the children and adults of the 
town would greet the disgraced one at the edge of town with thrown rocks and stones and 
a barrage of verbal abuse. The son had not only shamed the father; he had brought shame 
upon the village and now he would pay for it. He would get what he deserved. He would 
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be met with physical and emotional pain. He would receive humiliation, shame, and 
rejection at the hands of the people of his village. 
The listeners to this story would know exactly what was coming. They would 
have seen scenes like this play out in their own lives. This is how the world works. 
If the son had the physical and emotional strength to endure this attack, he would 
come to the house. There he would be made to wait. The father would know that he was 
there, but still he would be made to wait outside. What is important here is protecting the 
honor of the father. If the father decided to allow the son into his presence (remember 
Tevye), the son would literally crawl into his presence, face to the ground, while the 
father would sit unmoved, honor intact. The crowd knew this part of the story, too. 
But that is not how this story ends. 
"But while he (the son) was still a long way off, his father saw him and was filled 
with compassion for him; he ran to his son, threw his arms around him and kissed him." 
Jesus' listeners would have no idea what to do with that sentence. Nothing in their 
social experience could make sense of what the father has just done. It was socially 
incomprehensible on so many levels! 
Adult men never ran. That was for children, for babies. It was undignified. 
This father ran. 
Adult men, particularly patriarchs, did not show emotion in public. They did not 
talk to women and children outside of the home. They did not show emotion, physically 
otherwise. 
This father throws his arms around his son, embraces him and kisses him. 
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Why the running out to meet him while he's still a long way off? Surely, part of it 
IS the father's unwillingness to wait. He clearly has not performed the expected 
disowning of his son. His son, though dead to the community, has remained alive to his 
heart, and he cannot wait to show that. But there's a more practical reason. He knows the 
Kezazah awaits his son. In reaching his son on the outskirts of the village, the father 
reaches him before the barrage of derision, shame, and hate is poured out upon him. He 
has run out to protect his son as well as to demonstrate his love for him. 
The father's extraordinary actions are not finished. 
The son launches into his prepared speech. "Father I have sinned against heaven 
and against you. I am no longer fit to be called your son." He never gets to the end. 
The father cuts him off and calls to his servants, "Bring the best robe. Bring my 
nng. Bring him shoes. Kill the best calf, the one we've been saving for a special 
occasion. My son was dead and is alive! My son was lost and is found!" The robe and 
ring are significant. The father is not just saying, "My son is covered in pig manure; get 
him some decent clothes." The robe and ring are signs of the honor and dignity that the 
father, as the righteous patriarch of the family, has in the community. He is removing 
them and placing them upon his filthy, shamed, dishonored son. 
The father is rejecting the honor and shame calculus of the community. For honor 
to be preserved, shame must be heaped upon the son. He is also rejecting the calculus of 
the son: "All my dishonor can hope for is a place among the servants." The father 
intercedes on behalf of the son in front of the community. He deflects the shame and 
punishment due the son by publicly humiliating himself. He rejects the calculated works-
righteousness of the son and offers grace. 
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"Come home! You are my son! Let us celebrate! All is well!" 
Three stories. Three times the hero of the story is not the one who gets lost and 
figures out how to get back home. The hero each time is the one who goes to great 
lengths to find what has been lost, to restore things to how they should be. In the case of 
the father, this comes with great cost. It requires setting aside the honor, vengeance, and 
retribution that justice offered and instead taking up the shame and humiliation that 
would make reconciliation possible. 
A short time later, Jesus would do the same thing on the cross. Sin carries a great 
cost for the sinner. We experience guilt and shame and, most importantly, we are cut off 
from relationship with God. Preserving justice and honor would not have cost Hosea, the 
father, or God much of anything. All that would be required is letting Gomer, the son, 
and us get what was deserved. Reconciliation costs everything for Hosea, for the father, 
and for God. 
for us." 
"You will not call me master, you will call me husband." 
"My son was dead and now is alive." 
"God demonstrates his love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died 
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27). come home 
A story is told of a wealthy father who had had a falling out with his son. In anger 
and humiliation the son had left horne, swearing never to return. Months and then years 
passed. The father ached to be reconciled with his son, but had no idea where he was, 
how to contact him. Since this was the era before blogs, internet data searches, or 
facebook, the father had limited options. 
He hit upon a plan. Money was no object, so he contacted the advertising 
department of the main newspaper in every major city in the country. He would take out 
the same ad in each one. The ad simply said: 
Paul, come horne. Son, all is forgiven. 
Included was a toll-free phone number, in case his son was out of money. The ad 
appeared across the country the following Sunday. Monday morning, the phone service 
set up to field the call to the toll-free number was overwhelmed with calls. All of the calls 




The pivotal moment in the story of the prodigal son and his father is the moment 
of embrace. "But while he (the son) was still far off, his father saw him and was filled 
with compassion; he ran and put his arms around him and kissed him." In 1996, Croatian 
theologian Miroslav Volf published the profound work, Exclusion and Embrace. 32 The 
book ranges across issues of dealing with Otherness (How do I interact with those 
different than me?), what it means to be human, and the obstacles and possibilities for 
genuine reconciliation. It is at times a dense book and it is often achingly beautiful. Volf 
says that the biblical story that inspired the work and served as its foundation is the story 
of the prodigal son. Further he chooses embrace as the representative event or symbol for 
"the whole realm of human relations in which the interplay between the self and the other 
takes place. "33 
He is not writing this book in some vacuum of academic detachment. Much of the 
book was physically written in, and all of it must be seen through, the lens of the war in 
the Balkans that encompassed his Croatian people in the 1990s. "Can I embrace a Serb?" 
is a question he asks in the first paragraph of the book. Embrace is a philosophical 
concept to Volf; it is a theological truth also, but it is also a gut-wrenching debate in the 
day-to-day of his life. 
In discussing embrace conceptually, he breaks the movement down into a number 
of component parts. I'm not going to mention them all here or give them the depth of 
consideration that he does. I would like to note a few of his points, however. 
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Opening. The first movement of embrace is the opening of my arms toward you, 
or the father's arms toward the son. In the opening of my arms I am saying a few things. I 
am reaching out toward, making room for within, and inviting. 
Arms reached out initiate the embrace. I am making a move toward you. The 
move is unambiguous. As a white, middle-aged male, I am all too familiar with the 
awkward moment of greeting where I debate, "Should I extend my hand for a handshake, 
my arms for an embrace? What are they going to do? What's appropriate here?'' The 
outreached arms are not asking those questions. It is decisive. I have moved toward you. I 
have committed to the possibility of embrace. 
When I open my arms to you, I am also making room in myself to include you. I 
am not walling myself off. Again drawing from my uptight white maleness, I am no 
stranger to the sort-of-embraces folks like me often give. The side hug, with both parties 
standing next to one another and touching sides and lightly putting arms around one 
another. The lean-in, with both parties standing at some distance from one another and 
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bending stiffly at the hips so that the shoulders barely touch. That is not the kind of 
embrace Volf is talking about. That is not the embrace of the father and the son. It is the 
embrace that opens up fully. 
It is an extending of the arms that is an invitation. "Corne in." There is no need to 
ask permission; the door is open. In fact, Volf describes the open arms as a "soft knock'' 
on the door of the other. 
Waiting. This is a key and easily overlooked idea. The embrace of love, the 
embrace of reconciliation, and healing waits. Once the arms have been extended, the 
invitation given, the door of the other gently knocked upon, I wait. If I were to push 
ahead, the embrace would become coercion, maybe even violence. In sexual politics, the 
difference between consensual sex and rape is the refusal to allow the other to say, "yes" 
or the failure to accept "no." When I embrace you truly, I wait to see if you are open to 
the embrace. I pause. You are a partner in the embrace. It is not forced upon you. 
Holding. Returning again to my oh-so-awkward pseudo-embraces, the true 
embrace will have nothing to do with them. Not only will it not be satisfied with the side 
hug or the lean-in, but also it is not the embrace of a millisecond. It lingers. I will confess 
that I have extended more of these kinds of embraces than I've allowed myself to receive. 
The holding nature of the true embrace is what happens when one of my daughters has 
hurt herself playing outside or is distraught at a failed art project. When I embrace in this 
way, I allow Bailey or Rachel to melt into my arms. Think about that phrase, "melt into 
my arms." In lingering in the embrace, I allow my daughters in a real way to lose 
themselves in the embrace. 
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I suspect that this is both the most powerful element of true embrace, what the son 
experienced in the arms of the father, and the reason that it is easier for me to extend it to 
you than to receive it from you. When we think about embrace as an idea that tells us 
something about God's movement toward and for us on the cross, this is the moment of 
conversion, or repentance. This is the moment where, to truly experience the healing of 
the embrace, I have to give myself over to it, to you, to God. 
This is tremendously hard for virtually all of us. I want to maintain all of myself. I 
want to be autonomous. I want to be able to figure it out, pull myself up by my 
bootstraps, get the job done on my own. Allowing myself to be held is precisely the 
moment when I acknowledge that none of that can work. It is an acknowledgement of 
need. It is my allowing you or God to be something for me that I cannot be for myself. 
Of course, that is also why it is both so hard and so good to be held. Humanity has 
resisted the embrace of God for all of its history. That is one way of thinking about the 
Fall. Collectively, and individually, we are the children standing rigidly, stubbornly 
refusing to melt into the loving arms of the parent's embrace. When we do so, we walk 
away unchanged and unhealed. Not for lack of invitation, for lack of arms held open, for 
room made by God, but because of us. 
When we receive the Grace of God extended by Jesus through the cross, we allow 
ourselves to be held. We open up ourselves to God, in response to God's opening to us. 
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This mutual embrace - God embracing our pain and ugliness, 
and humanity embracing God's mercy and beauty-
creates the possibility of a new beginning ... 35 
Brian D. McLaren 
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29). Coldplay 
On their album X&Y, Coldplay has a song entitled "A Message."36 The first two 
lines of the song are lifted from a Christian hymn composed in 1664. They are, "My song 
is love, love to the loveless shown." While interviews with band leader Chris Martin 
suggest some sort of spiritual orientation, it would be quite a stretch to say he's coming 
from a clearly Christian viewpoint or that is meant to be the point of the song. 
Nevertheless, I encourage you to consider these lyrics in light of the perspective of God's 
story as told in the Bible that we've been looking at here. 
My song is love 
love to the loveless shown 
and it goes on 
you don't have to be alone 
your heavy heart 
is made of stone 
and it's so hard to see you clearly 
you don't have to be on your own 
you don't have to be on your own 
and i'm not gonna take it back 
and i'm not gonna say i don't mean that 
you're the target that i'm aiming at 
and i get that message home 
my song is love 
my song is love unknown 
and i 'm on fire for you clearly 
you don't have to be alone 
you don't have to be on your own 
and i'm not gonna take it back 
and i'm not gonna say i don't mean that 
you're the target that i'm aiming at 
and i'm nothing on my own 
got to get that message home 
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and i'm not gonna stand and wait 
not gonna leave it until it's much too late 
on a platform i'm gonna stand and say 
that i'm nothing on my own 
and i love you, please come home 
my song is love, is love unknown 
and i 've got to get that message home 
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30). hope for the hollow man 
Many consider T.S. Eliot to be the most important British or American poet of the 
twentieth century. He won a Nobel Prize for his poetry and his poem The Wastelancfl is 
often referred to as the defining poem of Western Civilization in a century that brought 
two world wars and a nuclear arms race that threatened all human life. In Eliot's early 
poetry, The Wasteland and The Hollow Men38 for example, there is despair at the 
emptiness of human existence. Eliot wrote these poems in England after World War I, a 
war that traumatized all of the world, but Europe in particular, with its horrendous loss of 
life. He also was in a disintegrating marriage and on the brink of a nervous breakdown. 
A number of things led to a changed perspective on Eliot's part, but the chief 
among them was his conversion to Christianity. In Christianity, he found a hope for the 
future and the presence of Love in the present. He described it as a returning home and 
"know(ing) the place for the first time." The early T.S. Eliot poetry bears a striking 
resemblance to the "nought" that Walker Percy described. The latter poetry, also like 
Percy, reflects a hope found outside of ourselves, in the Love of God for us. Here are two 
excerpts of his poetry. The first is from the beginning of the long poem The Hollow Men 
and the second is from the end of the poem Little Gidding, which is the fourth of his Four 
Quartets. 39 The imagery of fire, a crowned knot of fire, and a fire and a rose are 
references to the Holy Spirit and the Trinity. 
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From the poem, The Hollow Men 
We are the hollow men 
We are the stuffed men 
Leaning together 
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas! 
Our dried voices, when 
We whisper together 
Are quiet and meaningless 
As wind in dry grass 
Or rats 'feet over broken glass 
In our dry cellar 
Shape without form, shade without colour, 
Paralysed force, gesture without motion; 
Those who have crossed 
With direct eyes, to death 's other Kingdom 
Remember us-if at all-not as lost 
Violent souls, but only 
As the hollow men 
The stt~ffed men ... 
(The following are the last lines of the poem) 
This is the way the world ends 
This is the way the world ends 
This is the way the world ends 
Not with a bang but a whimper. 
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From the poem Little Gidding, in The Four Quartets 
With the drawing of this Love and the voice of this 
Calling 
We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time. 
Through the unknown, unremembered gate 
When the last of earth left to discover 
Is that which was the beginning; 
At the source of the longest river 
The voice of the hidden waterfall 
And the children in the apple-tree 
Not known, because not looked for 
But heard, half-heard, in the stillness 
Between two waves of the sea. 
Quick now, here, now, always-
A condition of complete simplicity 
(Costing not less than everything) 
And all shall be well and 
All manner of thing shall be well 
When the tongues of flame are in-folded 
Into the crowned knot of fire 
And the fire and the rose are one. 
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31 ). Buechner tells the story of the prodigal 
One of my favorite authors, Frederick Buechner, describes in the first person the 
emotional state of the son in the story of the Prodigal Son in an essay, "The Truth of 
Stories" found in the book The Clown in the Belfry. In words far better than I could ever 
find, he describes the scene. I quote him here at length: 
Once upon a time, for instance, I got fed up and left home, got the hell out, no 
matter why. I bought a one-way ticket for as far as there was to go and got off at 
the last stop. I spent myself down to where I didn't have the price of a cup of 
coffee, and that was not the worst of it. The worst of it was that I didn't give a 
damn because there wasn't anything else I wanted even if I'd had the price. There 
wasn't anything to see I hadn't seen. There wasn't anything to do I hadn't done. 
There wasn't anything to lose I hadn't lost. The only worse thing than being fed 
up with the world is being fed up with yourself. I envied the pigs their slops 
because at least they knew what they were hungry for whereas I was starving to 
death and had no idea why. All I know was that the emptiness inside me was 
bigger than I was. So I went back. As I might have guessed the old man was 
waiting for me. I was ready to crawl to him, say anything he wanted. He looked 
smaller than I remembered him. He looked small and breakable against the tall 
sky. His coat didn't look warm enough. It lapped around his shins. We ran the last 
length between us if you could call the way he did it running. I couldn't get a 
word out. My mouth was pushed crooked against his chest, he held me so tight. I 
was blinded by whatever blinded me. I could still hear though. I could hear the 
thump of his old ticker through the skimpy coat. I could hear his voice break. 40 
For me, several lines jump out. 
"There wasn't anything to lose that I hadn't lost." 
"All I know was that the emptiness inside me was bigger than I was." 
"He held me so tight." 
"I could hear his voice break." 
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32). Thielicke in Hamburg, post WWII 
Germany in the 1950s had been hit with wave after wave. They had suffered 
devastating defeat in World War I, in terms of both lives and humiliation. Less than thirty 
years later, they endured an even more horrific war, in which Germany first suffered 
under the Nazi regime and then under the crushing defeat of the Nazis by the Allied 
Forces. Immediately on World War II's heels, Europe, and nowhere more than Germany, 
was plunged into the Cold War, the democratic West in a stand-off with the Soviet Union 
and its satellite states. Germany was literally split in two, East Germany and West 
Germany, with Berlin, deep in East Germany, being itself split with West Berlin 
dependent upon air-lifted supplies. In West Germany, post-war starvation had been 
replaced, as it was around Western Europe and in America, with rampant materialism. 
Germany, also like all of Western Europe, was rapidly becoming post-Christian. 
Germany was once a nation that produced so much of Christianity's thinking about God 
that to pursue a graduate degree in theology in the U.S. one was required to learn 
German. Martin Luther, the father of the Protestant Reforn1ation, was a German. Now, 
massive churches across Germany, once full and vibrant, sat almost empty. Sparse 
dozens worshipped in churches that once held thousands. 
In Hamburg, Germany, in the mid-1950s a theology professor preached a series of 
sermons based upon the parables of Jesus. What started in a small church had to be 
moved to the largest cathedral in town, holding 4,000 people. When the cathedral on 
Sunday could not accommodate the crowds, mid-week meetings were scheduled where 
the professor would repeat Sunday's sermon word for word. The professor was Helmut 
Thielicke and the sermons that drew thousands of people, young and old, churched and 
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un-churched, were centered around telling of the story of the prodigal son, or as he 
referred to it, the parable of the waiting father. What was a distinguished theology 
professor doing preaching sermons based upon "stories?" He believed that the secret to 
understanding God, in spite of his position as a professor of theology, was not to be found 
in theology, or in textbooks. He said, "We must remember that the pictures do not lead us 
to the textbook, but that the textbook interprets the pictures for us." The parables were the 
"pictures" and no picture was more central to Thielicke than the parable of the prodigal 
son. 
These sermons, entitled God's Picturebook, and The Waiting Father, 42 in its 
English translation, are often considered some of the best preaching of the 201h -century. 
In his sermon on the prodigal son, Thielicke drew clear comparisons between the son's 
situation in the "far off country" to the situation of the post-war, post-poverty, post-
Christian West of the 1950s. He talked to a Germany that he said was seeking to fill its 
"emptied and peace-less selves" with things (freezers and TVs-this was the 50s), 
philosophy, and the arts, but was really just a "blown-up nothingness." He compared this 
to the starving son, in a far-off land, having blown through his share of the family 
inheritance and now staring longingly at pig slop. 
He concludes his sermon with a series ofbeautiful and powerful statements, made 
all the more so by the place and time in which he said them. 
The ultimate theme of this story, therefore, is not the prodigal son, 
but the Father who finds us. The ultimate theme is not the 
faithlessness of men, but the faithfulness of God. 
Speaking about the moment when the son "comes to his senses" standing in a 
pigsty and decides to head home, he stresses: 
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The repentance of the lost son is therefore not something merely 
negative (focused upon his sin, failure and shame). In the last 
analysis it is not merely disgust; it is above all homelessness; not 
just turning away from something, but turning back home ... The 
ultimate secret of this story is this; there is a homecoming for us all 
because there is a home. 
43 
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33). Jesus and Peter, before and after the cross and resurrection 
Jesus' disciple Peter is a figure who hovers on the edge of the story before and 
after the death of Jesus. In many ways, Peter has been Jesus's go-to-guy. He seems to be 
a leader among Jesus's twelve closest followers, often being the one to speak up and 
voice an opinion for the rest. He is the first to declare that Jesus is Lord, Son of God. At 
the same time, he regularly puts his foot in his mouth, at times even being rebuked by 
Jesus for interfering with Jesus's intended mission. 
The night of Jesus's arrest, Jesus shares a meal with his twelve closest friends. At 
the meal, Jesus says that, in the coming hours, all of them will desert him. Peter protests 
that he would never do that. Jesus replies that Peter is wrong; that very night Peter will 
specifically deny knowing Jesus three separate times. Peter is indignant. He is too brave 
and too devoted for this to even be thinkable. 
Of course, Jesus was right. After the agomzmg prayer m the Garden of 
Gethsemane, during which Peter and James and John fall asleep after being asked to 
accompany Jesus, Jesus is arrested. Peter rashly resists the arrest, slashing the ear of a 
Roman soldier clean off, but Jesus tells him to put away his sword. Jesus is brought, in 
the middle of the night, before the Jewish Sanhedrin (kind of a religious supreme court); 
Peter lurks in the outer courtyard along with a fair number of others. Since he is from the 
Galilean countryside, just as Jesus was, the others with whom he's milling around 
recognize his accent and begin to say, "Hey, you've got the same accent as that Jesus 
guy; you must be one of his friends. What is the deal?'' (Their Galilean accents would 
stand out in Jerusalem like a native of the Bronx sitting at a Seattle Starbucks or a 
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Georgian having breakfast in a Chicago diner). Fearing for himself, Peter each time 
responds, "I don't know what you're talking about. I have no idea who he is." 
Scripture says that after the third time, Peter leaves and goes off by himself, 
weeping bitterly. We've already mentioned, in discussing the parables of the lost sheep, 
the lost coin, and the prodigal son, the significance in Jewish culture of saying something 
three times. In three times denying any relationship with Jesus, Peter has spoken with 
binding emphasis. When push came to shove, Jesus was right. Peter has broken and 
denied the most precious relationship in the world to him. He is beside himself with 
remorse, guilt and shame. 
Jesus dies alone on the cross, abandoned by his friends, with the exception of a 
handful of women who courageously remain by his side. Three days later, he rises from 
the dead. Again, these beautiful women are the first to learn the wonderful truth, having 
been the last to stay with Jesus at his death. In each Gospel account, the women are 
instructed to pass on the good news to the now eleven disciples (Judas, who betrayed 
Jesus to the Jewish authorities having hung himself). In Mark, they are told to "Go tell his 
disciples and Peter that Jesus is going on ahead of them to Galilee and will meet them 
there." Why and Peter? Why is he singled out? 
The Gospel of John, I believe, tells us why. Here the scene picks up with Peter 
and the disciples out fishing at dawn on the Sea of Galilee. This is the place where Peter 
had first met Jesus. This is where, after speaking to a large crowd, Jesus had taken a 
skeptical Peter fishing. Fishing on a hot morning after a night where Peter had caught 
nothing. Jesus had revealed himself to be a fishing novice by saying, "Maybe you didn't 
catch any fish last night because you were throwing your nets off the wrong side of the 
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boat. Try the other side." Peter humored foolish Jesus, but knew that had nothing to do 
with it. Except that suddenly his nets had almost burst and his boat almost sank with the 
largest catch of fish he'd ever seen! Thus started Peter's enthrallment with the man who 
would tum his life upside down. 
Now he was back in the same region, fishing again. 
Again, it had been a long and fruitless night. They'd not caught anything. (One 
begins to wonder that for a man whose profession is Professional Fisherman, Peter pretty 
regularly seems to be a failure at catching fish). In the pre-dawn light, Peter and the 
others see a man standing on the shore looking out toward them. The man calls out, 
"Have you caught any fish?" Sheepishly, they reply that they have not. 
"Why don't you try throwing your net over the other side of the boat? Maybe 
you'll have better luck." They try and they do. For the second time, Peter is faced with 
more fish than his nets and boat can handle. 
That phrase, "Why don't you try throwing your net over the other side?" It 
wouldn't have meant anything to the others, but Peter knew exactly what it meant. He 
knew exactly who he had heard say this before. It was Jesus. It was the man he loved. It 
was the man he believed to be the Son of God. The man he'd denied bitterly and 
decisively. Jesus was waiting for them, for him, on the shore. 
Peter is beside himself. In one of the funnier scenes in the Gospels, he puts all of 
his clothes back on (it's hot hard work, fishing in the Middle East) and then dives into the 
water to swim to shore. The rest just take the boat on in because they were only 1 00 yards 
from the shore. You can almost picture Peter thrashing and floundering in all of his 
clothes as the boat sails in next to him. 
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On the shore, they share a meal. Jesus cooks some of the fish for them. This is a 
very relational thing to do. And then he asks Peter three questions. Three. Curious. 
"Do you love me?" 
"Yes, you know I love you, Jesus." 
How odd, to ask the same thing three times. It is odd unless you are Jewish, of 
course. It is odd unless you know that stating three times binds the speaker to his words. 
Unless, a few days earlier, the speaker had three times denied his love for Jesus. In asking 
Peter three times, "Do you love me," Jesus is lovingly allowing Peter to unbind himself 
from his denial. Jesus is healing their relationship. 
Try convincing Peter that the heart of the cross and the resurrection wasn't 
relational reconciliation. He had experienced it firsthand. 
An interesting question about this story. 
In the hours before Jesus' death, two of Jesus' closest followers publicly betrayed 
or denied any relationship with him: Judas and Peter. Peter weeps with grief. So does 
Judas. Judas hangs himself. Peter does not. Judas becomes one of the most reviled figures 
in human history. Peter goes on to be one of the pivotal individuals in the spreading of 
the Good News of Jesus to the world. Why did they end up so differently when their sin 
in those hours was so similar? 
The Bible doesn't say, but I am left with one question, gtven what we see 
throughout all of the Bible about God and what we see in the Gospels about Jesus, "Is not 
the only real difference between the two that Peter kept alive just enough hope to stick 
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around until Jesus rose from the dead and offered him forgiveness?" Had Judas not hung 
himself, what would Jesus have said to him after the resurrection? 
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34). hi/asterion 
Some of the questions that arise for folks thinking about Jesus' death come from 
words like Paul's in Romans 3:25, where Jesus is said to be, in many translations, the 
atoning sacrifice for our sins. Is he a sacrifice to God? But isn't he God himself? Is God 
sacrificing himself to himself? What in God demands this sacrifice? 
Less often asked is the question, "Is atoning sacrifice the only or best term here?'' 
In the original Greek, the term that is often translated atoning sacrifice is hi/asterion. 
There is no question that atoning sacrifice is one of the acceptable translations of this 
word. But the word itself means mercy seat. The mercy seat was the cover of the Ark of 
the Covenant, kept in the Holy of Holies within the Temple. It was the place where the 
High Priest would sprinkle the blood of the sacrificed animal on the Day of Atonement. 
The mercy seat was the place where reconciliation between God and Israel happened. 
Here is the question: does the word hi/asterion mean the sacrifice that happens at 
the mercy seat or does it mean the place itself? Do you see the difference? If the first 
meaning is correct, Jesus is the animal that is slaughtered. If the second is correct, Jesus 
is the place where reconciliation happens. Jesus is the place where God and humanity are 
reconciled. 
Both definitions have merit. Using the first certainly points one toward an 
understanding of Jesus's death built around God's requiring blood in order to forgive and 
Jesus's providing that blood. Using the second points one more toward an understanding 
of Jesus's death that stresses Jesus as the vehicle through which God-Humanity 
reconciliation is made possible, but doesn't necessarily mean that was brought about by 
Jesus becoming a slaughtered sacrifice. 
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For those offended by the idea of God's demanding blood to be satisfied and 
welcoming Jesus's blood as acceptable, this second definition, which has substantial 
biblical support, offers a way to understand verses like Romans 3:25 in a new light. Also, 
for those troubled by how God can be both the one who demands sacrifice and the one 
who is sacrificed, this alternate definition may be of help. 
The mercy seat is where reconciliation occurred. The cross is the place where 
reconciliation occurs. It is the place where the father humiliates himself and takes upon 
himself the son's shame to bring about reconciliation. It is the place where Hosea pays 
the price for his wife's freedom and extends to her the open arms of reconciliation. A 
price is still being paid, the cross is still essential, but the emphasis has shifted. 
More often than not, a Bible you pick up is going to translate hi/asterion as 
atoning sacrifice. Many Bibles, if they provide footnotes, will also say, "or place of 
atonement" in the footnote. I'm not arguing for "place of atonement" to the exclusion of 
"atoning sacrifice," but, most of the time, we have only thought of things in terms of 
Jesus as the sacrifice itself. I am arguing that both definitions need to be part of the 
dialogue of the meaning of the cross. 
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35). a game with words. 
Rules: Sum up the Bible in as few words as possible. 
lsttry 
"I AM." 
"Naked and not ashamed." 
"I was afraid because I was naked, so I hid." 
"On that day, God made a covenant with Abraham." 
"I have heard you crying out in your misery and have set about to rescue you." 
"The people walking in darkness have seen a great light." 
"God became flesh and made his dwelling among us." 
"I lay down my life." 
"He is risen." 







part IV: already, but not yet 
So we are done, right? I mean, Jesus reconciles us to God, we can go to heaven 
and that's that. No. Remember, shalom is this great, broad, all-inclusive idea of 
wholeness. The apostle Paul, writing in II Corinthians, says, "God was, in Christ, 
reconciling all things to Himself and has given to us the ministry of reconciliation. " 
Elsewhere, he says that, because of Christ, "there is new creation." Not, I'm a new 
creation or you are a new creation. But that creation is made new and is in the process of 
being made new. 
A phrase that gets used in describing this is that the Kingdom of God is "already, 
but not yet." It is already here, but not yet fully come, or fully complete. From the 
moment of conception, new life is in the mother's womb, but it has not fully come until 
the moment of birth. 
One of the most common metaphors through which Christians talk about the cross 
of Christ is that we stand guilty before God, the judge, and that Jesus, the innocent one, 
has intervened with God, taking our punishment and allowing us to go free. There are 
certainly things about this metaphor that are useful, but one of the unspoken conclusions 
of the image is not. Think about a court proceeding. If the defendant goes free, he leaves 
the courtroom. The judge has freed him. He may be grateful. He may sing the judge's 
praises, but he leaves and likely never sees her again. He "gets on with his life" and the 
judge gets on with hers. (Now, I fully admit that fans of this metaphor would never make 
this point overtly. I'm just saying, this is where the logic of the metaphor naturally takes 
you.) 
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If, instead, we think of the cross in terms of metaphors like Hosea and Gomer or 
the father and his wayward son, the cross doesn't end things. It is not so much the closing 
of a chapter, but the beginning of the real story. "Let's get on about the business of being 
husband and wife together, " or "Son, it's so good to have you home again. Let me show 
you what we've done with the place while you 've been gone. " The cross, in these 
metaphors, opens the door to a relationship (Again, fans of the courtroom metaphor 
believe the same thing; they just have to switch metaphors mid-stream to make that 
happen). 
This last section is about what comes now. What does it look like to walk with 
God in this "new creation. " What is it like to be given "the ministry of reconciliation?" 
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36). pools or rivers 
Picture this. Imagine yourself flying into Dallas, TX and looking out of the 
window as you descend. As you look down, you see mile after mile of neighborhoods 
with beautiful homes and fenced in backyards, many of which have what? They have a 
swimming pool. 
While this is not a perfect metaphor, I believe that in many ways, many of us 
picture becoming a Christian like purchasing our very own "Jesus swimming pool." It's 
ours. That pool is going to really feel great after a tough day at work or school. It is a 
great way to find some tranquility. We can get in and out when we want. We can invite 
the neighbors over for a swim or we can just swim in it by ourselves. Maybe the 
neighbors will invite us over for a swim in their pool. They just got a new slide. We can 
regulate the temperature and have just the right number of pool toys. That first summer, 
we'll probably swim in it every day, but as the years go along, it will sit empty most of 
the time, unless it's a really hot day and we need to cool off or maybe the kids come to 
visit and want to take a dip. 
In a lot of ways that is pretty similar to how we think Christian faith works. What 
I'm saying here is a caricature, but I think there is a fair bit of truth in it. Why did Jesus 
come to earth? He came to die for me, so I could have a personal relationship with him. 
What does he want from me? That I pray (privately) to God. That I spend time reading 
the Bible. That I keep my life clean. No swearing, drinking, sleeping around, certainly no 
voting for that party. Once a week I should go to church with other people who have 
personal relationships with Jesus and we will listen to a talk about how to improve our 
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personal relationships with Jesus. Afterwards, we'll ask ourselves how we're doing and 
we'll all smile, no matter how we are doing, and say, "Really great. How about you?" 
What about my neighbors? Well, I'm more than happy to tell them how pleased I 
am with my personal relationship with Jesus and ask them to think about getting one too. 
I don't want to be pushy, though; it's really their personal choice after all. 
Faith is something interior to me, just like the pool in my back yard. Faith is 
private, like my fenced-in pool. I share about it from time to time, just like I invite folks 
over for a swim after work, but let's not get carried away. What Christianity is primarily 
about, in this metaphor, is improving me, my behavior and my experience of life. Having 
Jesus in my life has really helped me. I'm much more disciplined now. I'm getting along 
better with my wife. It's been a definite plus, just like the property value of my house 
went up when I put in the pool. They've both definitely added a sense of class and 
respectability to my life. It's hard to remember how I ever got along without them. 
Now I'd like you to picture flying in to where I live, Portland, OR. As you 
descend and look out the left side of the plane, as I mentioned earlier, you're initially 
terrified by Mt. Hood, which appears to be about ten feet away from the wing of the 
plane. Off to the right side of the plane, as you descend, your view is dominated again by 
water, only this water is very different. It's the Columbia River. The Columbia started in 
the mountains of Canada and pours down through Idaho, Washington, and Oregon and on 
to the Pacific Ocean. It is massive, powerful, going somewhere. 
If you were to grab a raft and jump in the Columbia, you'd be in for quite a ride. 
It would take you by constantly changing landscapes: sometimes cascading rapids, other 
times slow-moving, but always something new. You would float past mountain logging 
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camps, wheat fields, small communities, and major cities. You would be on the move, 
heading toward the ocean. 
This is what I believe becoming a Christian really is. Not building a safe, private 
Jesus pool in the backyard, but walking over to the river's edge, taking Jesus's hand, and 
jumping in. There's no telling where the current will take you, who you will meet out 
there, or if it will always be calm and easy. But, you can be sure it is going somewhere. It 
is joining into the vast story of "God reconciling the world" that started with the Fall and 
will continue to the end of time. God is inviting you to join in with His vast story. 
It is not safe. It is not sterile. It is not something you can control, getting in and 
out whenever the mood strikes you. It can't be contained in your heart, your color-coded 
journal, and certainly not your back yard. 
It is a story that was moving through human history and will continue on when 
you are gone, but it is also a story in which you are invited to take part. It has a direction, 
as surely as a river rolls to the sea. It is about God's re-creation of all that is. It is about 
God's restoration of shalom. Your personal salvation, and very likely the cleaning up of 
the mess in your life, are big parts of that. But, just like a small mountain stream joins 
another and then another and then the river as they cascade down, God's story with you 
just begins with your beginning a personal relationship with Jesus. That's the first couple 
pages of the first chapter, not the book itself. 
What follows are some examples of what that might look like in the world. 
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3 7). parties for prostitutes 
Christian sociologist, author, and social activist Tony Campolo tells a story that I 
first heard years ago. I am sure he has written it somewhere, but that is not how it came to 
me. I re-tell it here and apologize if I get any details wrong. It's such a good story, 
though, to leave out for fear of getting a detail or two wrong. 
As I heard it, Campolo was in Hawaii speaking at a conference. Tony's from 
Philadelphia, so his body was very confused about the time. He would go to bed on 
Hawaiian time each night, but wake up on Philadelphia time, which was two or three in 
the morning. There was a diner across the street from the hotel that was open all night 
and so it became his nightly haunt: a place to get a snack, read a little, and while away the 
time until everyone else woke up. 
The first night, Tony discovered that he was not the only person in town awake. 
Late in the night, several provocatively clad women arrived at the diner, filling up the 
booths nearby Tony's. The local prostitutes were done work for the night and were 
getting together. As the week progressed, the same routine repeated itself each night. 
Tony would wake up way too early, make his way to the diner to read and, after a time, 
would be surrounded by a group of prostitutes. 
Tony tried not to eavesdrop, but the women were pretty loud and paid no attention 
to him there so it was hard not to take in a fair bit of their conversations. They would talk 
about the jolms they'd been with. Some were jerks, others just lonely and pathetic. They 
would talk about their pimps. Some would talk about their homes, about trying to keep 
families afloat any way they could. Others were on their own, alone. All of the stories 
were sad and all of them were hard. 
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One in particular struck Tony. One of the women mournfully talked about the fact 
that the next day would be her birthday and that she'd spend it like the previous year and 
the years before that. She would spend it alone, uncelebrated by anyone. It would be just 
another day selling herself to get by, just like every day. 
When they all left, Tony couldn't stop thinking about that woman and her 
birthday. And then he had an idea. He asked the owner of the diner if he knew what her 
name was. He did. He asked him if he'd be up for helping him with a project. He was. 
Together, they began to plot a birthday party. Tony bought balloons, streamers, presents. 
The owner baked a cake with the woman's name on it. He cleaned the place up a bit. 
The next night, Tony was back at his booth. Right on schedule, the prostitutes 
rolled in. Only this time, the walked into a diner that had been transformed. It was festive. 
It was beautiful. There were squeals of delight. Laughter. Stories. Tears. 
Toward the end, the owner of the diner asked Tony, "Who are you? What have 
you been doing here all week and why did you do this?" 
Tony sheepishly replied, "I'm a pastor. I'm here for a conference across the street 
and I'm from the east coast so I've not been sleeping very well." 
"A pastor?! You're not like any pastor I've ever seen. What kind of church are 
you from?" 
Tony replied, "From the church of the God who throws birthday parties for 
prostitutes." 
The owner replied, "If there's really a church like that, than I'd like to be a part of 
it." 
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38). Corrie Ten Boom 
In the late spring of 1942, an elderly man in Haarlam, Netherlands and his two 
unmarried daughters, Betsie and Corrie, opened their home to a Jewish woman seeking to 
evade deportation to a concentration camp by the Nazis. For the next two years, the Ten 
Booms, devout Christians, sheltered and fed a constant stream of Jews seeking to escape 
the Nazi death camps. In 1944, they were caught and sent to the camps themselves. 
Corrie's father died in prison; her sister Betsie died near the end of the war in the 
concentration camp Ravensbrtick. Corrie was released by a clerical error shortly 
afterward. Days after her release, all women in the camp Corrie's age were executed. 
Their stories are told in Corrie's words in two small, simple, yet deeply moving 
books, The Hiding Place45 and A Prisoner and Yet. 46 During their time together in the 
camps, the Ten Boom sisters relentlessly spoke of the love and mercy of God in these 
fortresses of humanity's hatred and lack of compassion. 
For thirty-nine years after her release, Corrie Ten Boom traveled the world telling 
her story and the story of God's love for the world, made known in the life and death of 
Jesus. Thousands upon thousands heard her and were moved by her simple and yet 
radically profound message. We are loved by God. God sees our suffering and enters into 
it with us. Nowhere is this more true than at the cross. Again and again, those that heard 
her experienced forgiveness and reconciliation with God. Stories of these years are told in 
another book, Tramp for the Lord 47 
In this book, one man who came to listen to Corrie stands out. In 1947, Corrie 
spoke throughout post-war Germany. She described the response there to be unlike 
anywhere else she spoke through her life. Still overwhelmed by the violence, atrocity, 
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and stunning defeat of the war, audiences in Germany would listen her recount her story 
in total silence and would leave afterward in silence as well. Whereas in other countries, 
crowds would want to meet her, talk to her, or ask her to pray for them after she spoke, in 
the Germany of 1947, the crowds would silently leave. 
One night, one middle-aged man did not get up and leave with the rest. As he 
enthusiastically rushed forward at the end of her talk, Ten Boom describes her response 
this way: 
It came back with a rush: the huge room with its harsh overhead 
lights: the pathetic pile of shoes and dresses in the center of the 
floor; the shame of walking naked past this man ... I remembered 
him and the leather crop swinging from his belt. I was face to face 
with one of my captors and my blood froze. 
They began to talk, or rather the man began to talk while Corrie tried to avoid 
looking him in the eye. He said he too had been at Ravensbrtick as a guard, confirming 
what she already knew. He said he had become a Christian after the war and prayed that 
God would forgive him for all that he had done there. He extended his hand toward 
Corrie and asked her to forgive him too. 
For some time, she stood there, unable to speak or reach out to take his hand. Can 
any of us blame her? I have people who I have some grudge with, who I feel have 
slighted or offended me somehow, who I'd find difficult to forgive and embrace. This is a 
man who had taken part in the slow, brutal, and de-humanizing killing of her sister and 
countless others. 
But, she also had this thought. She already had experienced in her ministry in 
Holland that "those who were able to forgive their former enemies were able to return to 
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the outside world and rebuild their lives, no matter what the physical scars. Those who 
nursed their bitterness remained invalids." 
Completely lacking emotion, she forced herself to lift and extend her hand. As she 
took his hand: 
An incredible thing took place. The current started in my shoulder, 
raced down my arm, sprang into our joined hands. And then this 
warmth seemed to flood my whole being, bringing tears to my 
eyes. "I forgive you, brother!" I cried, "With all my heart." For a 
long moment we grasped each other's hands, the former guard and 
the former prisoner. I had never known God's love so intensely as 
I did then. 
Ravensbriick concentration camp. USHMM photo archives. 
No one would have held it against Corrie if she had concluded, "I just 
can't do it. I have hurt too much because of this man and those like him. I will not 
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dishonor my sister's memory by taking his hand." In fact, some of us might feel this 
would be a more appropriate tack to take. A good bit of the argument made by those who 
support the death penalty is that victims have a right to revenge, to retribution. But does 
it work? 
In recent years, behavioral scientists have conducted studies of victims of 
injustice from the former apartheid regime in South Africa. Following the dismantling of 
apartheid and the election of former prisoner Nelson Mandela as president of South 
Africa, Anglican archbishop Desmond Tutu chaired the "Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission." This is a venue for past perpetrators of injustice, murder, imprisonment, 
economic and physical violence, and oppression to come before their victims and admit 
their crimes and ask for forgiveness. The studies have sought to measure the long-term 
emotional and psychological health of the victims. What these studies have found 
confirms Corrie Ten Boom's insight. Those who have been able to find some way to 
forgive are far healthier than those who have not. We seem to be wired with a need for 
reconciliation. 
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This work "Reconciliation" is in front of the remains of Canterbury Cathedral in England. 
The Cathedral was bombed out during WWII and is now the site of a center for peace and 
reconciliation. 
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39). the power of downward mobility 
At the Young Life conference of a few hundred in 1988, the speaker in front of 
the room did not look comfortable. Short, conservatively dressed, visibly shy, and clearly 
not comfortable with the introduction that she'd just been given, Sheila looked like she'd 
rather not be there. She'd been introduced as someone who had "single handedly had 
more impact upon a high school for Jesus than anyone in all of Young Life (a ministry 
with thousands of high school ministries and decades of history)." 
The person who introduced her had provided this basic history before Sheila stood 
up. She had been a freshman at Greenhills High School in the Cincinnati suburbs when 
she'd gotten involved in Young Life. It was a pretty small group at the time, but Sheila 
had liked it and stayed involved, going to camp at the end of that school year. There, she 
had had a profound experience of Jesus' love and had come home passionately 
committed to living out this love in her life. 
Before their sophomore years, she and two friends that had also gone to camp sat 
down and talked about what it would look like to love Greenhills High School the way 
they were convinced Jesus loved them. They started making a list of things they could do. 
None of it included things like "standing up on the cafeteria lunch tables and reading 
from the Bible" or "confronting people in the halls about their spiritual beliefs." Instead, 
the list included things like, "sit at lunch with anyone sitting by themselves," or "always 
give freshmen rides home when they need them," or "always let younger kids have the 
best seats in the car and first pick of the music on the radio." They would work their way 
down the social ladder of their school. It was not fancy stuff. 
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But they lived it out. By the time they were seniors, in a high school of only about 
800 students, over 300 of them would regularly come to Young Life. Over 200 would go 
to camp in the summer. 
Ten years after Sheila started all of this as a high-school sophomore, I happened 
to be at a Greenhills Young Life meeting. Afterwards, everyone (all250!) was headed to 
a local fast-food place to hang out. I didn't have a car, so one of the college leaders was 
giving me a ride. I was already in the back seat when two high-school kids got in too. 
One was a senior, about 6'5" and a starter on the varsity basketball team; the other was a 
freshman about 5'6" and looking nervous. When they got to the car, the senior squeezed 
himself into the back. 
"What are you doing?" asked the freshman. "I ought to take the back." 
"No problem. I like it better back here. Why don't you take the front and, hey, 
why don't you pick your favorite radio station?" 
At the pizza place I asked the senior, "Hey, why'd you take the backseat?" My 
expectation was going to be that he'd say something like, "Well, our leaders tell us we 
are supposed to do that, so I did." 
Instead, he said, "I don't know. When I was a freshmen, the seniors always let me 
sit up front and pick the music and that just made me feel really cool so now I try to do 
the same thing." 
Again Jesus asked, "What shall! compare the kingdom of God to? It is like yeast 
that a woman took and mixed into a large amount of flour until it had worked its way 
through the dough." Luke 13:20, 21. 
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40). Gettysburg, 50 years later 
In his book, The Longing for Home, Frederick Buechner tells of a moment in Ken 
Bums's PBS series, "The Civil War." The Battle of Gettysburg, fought over three days in 
July of 1893, saw more casualties, almost 50,000, than any other single battle of the Civil 
War. It has achieved lasting fame from Abraham Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address" given 
at the site a few months after the battle. 
In Bums's series, a story is told of a re-enactment of the battle held on its 501h 
anniversary in 1913. Civil War enthusiasts re-enact battles all the time, but this re-
enactment featured the survivors of both the Confederate and Union armies who had 
actually fought in the battle five decades earlier. The most famous moment in this most 
famous battle was Pickett's charge. Pickett, a Confederate officer, led a charge of his 
troops up a hill only to see them cut down by the Union forces at the top of the hill. This 
charge was the turning part of the battle and, many say, of the entire war. Here is how 
Buechner describes the scene in 1913: 
As the old men among the rocks began to rush down at the old men 
coming across the field, a great cry went up, only instead of doing 
battle as they had half a century earlier, this time they threw their 
arms around each other. The embraced each other and openly 
wept.4s 
For Jesus himself is our peace, who has made the two one and destroyed the 
barrier, the dividing wall of hostility. Ephesians 2:14 
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41).jindingfaith in unexpected places 
In his wonderful book, Soul Survivor, 49 Philip Yancey profiles the renowned and 
Pulitzer Prize winning psychiatrist and oral historian Robert Coles. In the early 1960s, 
Coles was a Harvard, Columbia, and University of Chicago-trained pediatrician and 
psychiatrist who was also an agnostic, a heavy drinker, and mildly to significantly 
depressed. He was working for the Air Force in Mississippi. One day, driving through 
New Orleans, he was stopped in traffic by a barricade set up by Louisiana state troopers. 
There was a race riot going on. 
What was the cause of the riot? Six-year-old Ruby Bridges, a black girl, was 
going to school. He discovered that this was the scene every day as she went to school, to 
a school where all of the other students, white students, were being kept home by their 
parents to protest her presence at their school. 
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Already interested in studying the ways in which children cope with stress, Coles 
decided he'd found a perfect subject. What kid could be under more stress than Ruby? 
He spoke with the family and, over time, was granted permission to interview her. 
He asked Ruby how she got through the walks to the school with all of the adults 
yelling at her and calling her names. She said that she prayed. Well, what did she pray 
for? 
She prayed for herself and, she said, she prayed for the white adults she 
encountered every day. She prayed that God would forgive them. Because that is what 
Jesus had done. He had prayed for his enemies, asking God to forgive them. 
Ruby was the first of what became dozens of black children that Coles 
interviewed during the years of school integration in the South. Over and over again he 
encountered the same thing. He encountered tiny, frail, deeply vulnerable children who 
prayed for the adults who hated them and yelled at them. Children who said they had 
strength to keep showing up for the walk to school because that's what Jesus would have 
done. That was the kind of thing Jesus did. 
Coles, who had all the academic answers to coping with stress, dealing with 
anger, and developing healthy self-esteem, had no categories for what he encountered in 
these kids. He had never met anyone like them. 
He was an avid reader and began to read spiritual classics and Christian authors. 
He got involved with the Civil Rights movement and came to see the faith of many of the 
adults, like Martin Luther King, that fueled their passion for justice. But nothing touched 
him or drew him toward faith like these children. 
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Robert Coles, intellectual giant and academic celebrity, became a Christian. His 
tutors in faith, his mentors, were impoverished African-American grade-school children, 
who understood that they were loved by God and that, therefore, they could have the 
courage to love those who hated them and desired their harm. They changed his life. 
They and others liked them, set in motion events that changed and continue to change 
America. 
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42). a stunned crowd at the Sundance Film Festival 
Reconciliation and embrace do not always require agreement or the absence of 
difference. My most profound experience of this took place in Park City, Utah in January 
of 2006. My wife, Elizabeth and I were part of a group of theology students and faculty 
from Fuller Theological Seminary who attended a unique "classroom" experience at the 
Sundance Film Festival. Sundance is one of the most prestigious independent film 
festivals in the world. Every January, throngs of people descend upon the resort town of 
Park City and watch hundreds of independent films premier during the week long 
festival. The movies range from documentaries to dramas and from the relatively 
traditional to the extravagantly bizarre. 
In the middle of this week long carnival of film watching, several dozen 
Christians from Fuller attended several films each day and then talked about them in a 
local church or in pubs around town. It was a fascinating experience, hosted by Fuller 
professor, and veteran of the film industry in Hollywood, Craig Detweiler. 
Easily the most memorable experience of the week for my wife and I occurred at 
the morning screening of a film at a local elementary school. The film was a drama set in 
the southern USA, in a largely Christian, church-going community. The family at the 
center of the film experience an enlightening experience early in the film and leave their 
uptight, rigid, Christian personas and begin to embrace their sexuality in free and open 
ways. This shocks and offends their entire community. The Christians eventually kill 
most of the family. The film dealt with Christian hostilities to sexuality on several levels, 
including homosexuality. 
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At Sundance, after each screening, the director and perhaps some of the others 
involved in the movie come up for a Q&A time with the audience. The applause is 
always warm and the questions interesting. After this film, the director came up and the 
room erupted. It was like Bono or Michael Jordan had walked into the room. 
Once the standing ovation subsided the questions and statements began. A lot of 
them were along this line, "Thank you for making this film! It is about time someone told 
the truth about the Christians and stuck it to them!!" This was greeted with more 
thunderous applause. "It's a shame Christians will never watch this film, but somebody 
needs to force them to so they can see how horrible they are." 
Gay men stood up and, in tears, said, "I grew up in the Church and experienced so 
much pain there, thank you for telling my story." The director shared that this had been 
his experience. His dad had been a Sunday-School teacher who got booted from his role 
as a teacher of kids because the kids in his class laughed too much. He and his family 
never went back. One of the cast members shared that she was a Christian and that many 
of her family members and Christian friends had stopped talking to her because of her 
role in the film. 
And then Craig Detweiler, the teacher of the course, stood up. He began by 
complimenting the director on various elements of the film, but quickly moved into more 
personal ground. "I'm from North Carolina, just like the characters in this movie and just 
like you (the director). I am who you made this movie about. I am an evangelical 
Christian, in fact I'm here at Sundance with a bunch of seminary students from a school 
in Califomia." You could hear the air go out of the room as everyone waited for him to 
unload. That's what virtually everyone expected. 
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And then Craig started to cry. And then he said, "You made a movie that honestly 
speaks about how so many people, and particularly people in the gay community, feel 
about how they've been treated by the Church. I want to apologize. I want you to know 
that I am sorry for everything I or others have done to wound you." 
Nobody really had much more to say after that. The Q&A wrapped up and some 
folks began to leave. But a lot of folks wanted to talk to Craig. Folks from the cast and 
production team of the movie and people from the audience wanted to talk to him. Many 
of us from Fuller got swept into the conversations as well. 
At one point, my wife and I ended up talking to one of the actors from the film 
who happened to be gay. Midway through our conversation, he started crying. "I'm OK," 
he said. "I've just never believed there was a world where people like you wouldn't hate 
me." 
One of the fascinating aspects of the thirty minutes or so that followed Craig's 
comments was that no one seemed interested in making points. If anything, the folks 
from the movie went out of their way to say, "Hey, I know why you feel the Bible tells 
you that you can't affirm me. I'm just so thankful that you understand that that hurts. It 
means so much to me to know that you care about me." Conversely, many of the folks 
from Fuller were able to say, "I do think the Bible has things to say about sexuality that 
matter, but I also think it has a lot to say about being loving and gentle and the Church 
has done a pretty awful job of being either. I want to apologize for that." 
Many of the folks that talked to Craig or the students in attendance relayed similar 
stories. They had grown up in the Church. They had known they were gay for as long as 
they could remember. They struggled with it for years. They had come out in late high 
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school, college, or as adults. They had been summarily rejected by all of the Christians 
they knew as soon as they did. Most of them spoke of aching to experience God like they 
had growing up. Most of them spoke with more sadness than anger at the hostile and 
cruel things that had been said and done to them by Christians. One after another of them 
hugged Craig or others of us and we all wept. 
The large, very large issues of faith and sexuality were not resolved that day. But, 
for everyone there, for Christians and members of the gay community alike, it was the 
first time that the prospect of dialoguing about those issues with friends rather than 
enemies seemed possible. It seemed like, perhaps, a way could be found forward that was 
not characterized by vitriol, sarcasm and rejection. 
Perhaps, shalom might find a way after all. 
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43). a disappointing season 
I was running on a road around Saranac Lake in upstate New York (about 15 
miles from Lake Placid, the site of the 1980 Winter Olympics) with two high-school kids, 
a guy and a girl. We were all spending a month working at a Young Life camp there and 
they were high-school runners needing to stay in shape, and I coached cross-country back 
home, so I need to run as well. We were chatting as we ran. I'd just asked them how the 
year just past had been for them from a running standpoint. 
The girl, Karen, replied, "It was a hugely disappointing season. Very 
discouraging." 
I shifted into coach mode. "Did you not hit the times you wanted or place as high 
at State as you had the year before? You know, that could be all kinds of things. Over-
training. Low iron. A growth spurt." 
"No, actually, I ran way better than I had my freshman and sophomore years. I 
placed in the top 10 at State cross country and set a school record in track. That wasn't 
the problem at all. What was so disappointing was that after both my freshman and 
sophomore years, I'd gotten 8-10 girls on the team to come with me to camp. My 
sophomore year, we had a team Bible Study all year, even in the off-season. This year, I 
was so focused on my personal running goals, I never got the Bible Study started and 
only one girl from the team came to camp this year." 
My orientation had been just like everyone else's typically would be. What 
defined success? Success was winning. It was achieving personal glory. Karen had an 
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altogether different perspective. If anything, her personal success had become an obstacle 
to reaching out to her friends. 
Now, I suspect she was being a bit too hard on herself and probably loved her 
teammates well, even as she accomplished a great deal personally. What impressed me, 
though, was that at 17, she would even think that way. I was 30 and it wasn't the way I 
thought. 
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44). not either/or, but both/and 
In the early 80s, a few late adolescents in Ireland were coming alive to Jesus and 
the Christian faith. They were also interested in music and formed a band with one of 
their friends. In the early years of their band, they received a lot of advise from their 
Christian community that they should focus their music and their time on personal 
spiritual growth instead of achieving rock stardom. Their community was worried that 
they would get swallowed up by "the world" and lose their faith. The band's early music 
reflects the personal faith of the band's lead singer and song writer. 
For a few years after their initial success with overtly Christian music, it looked 
like the community's concerns were well founded. The band released a few albums and 
went on tours that certainly did not look particularly "Christian." In fact, the band's tour 
persona seemed to almost mock or parody its previous Christian image. Fans, many of 
whom had been drawn to the band because of their overtly Christian lyrics, were 
dismayed and confused. 
Then, in 2000, the band released a new album that again spoke stirringly about 
spiritual issues from a squarely Christian perspective. The closing song on the album was 
literally an explication of the Christian doctrine of grace. As they embarked upon the tour 
for this album, the band's leader often prayed or quoted scripture in front of the audience. 
The band, of course, was U2, the lead singer, Bono, and the album was All That You 
Can't Leave Behind. 52 
What was fascinating about U2 's resurgence into publicly displayed Christian 
faith was the additional message that now accompanied it. Bono, the band's front man, 
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wasn't interested in just talking about Jesus, the savior of souls; he wanted to talk, 
passionately and insistently, about a Jesus who was concerned with global poverty and 
justice. U2 concerts became one part rock concert, one part worship experience and a 
generous part global-issues tutorial and motivational lecture. 
In February of 2006, Bono was invited to speak at the President's National Prayer 
Breakfast in Washington, D.C. His talk was about the biblical Year of Jubilee and its 
implications for present-day issues of disease, hunger and economic justice. He has, 
along with others, formed the One Campaign, a multi-organizational attempt to eradicate 
global extreme poverty. 
U2 seems to have discovered a truth that has tended to get lost to most Christians 
in the West. Some Christians have tended to believe that Jesus came to feed the hungry, 
clothe the poor, and heal the sick. This group has tended to feel that talk of Jesus saving 
souls is a distraction from Jesus's real ministry, saving bodies right now from societal 
ills. This is often called the "social Gospel." On the other side are Christians who answer 
the question, "Why did Jesus come to earth?" very quickly and confidently. "He came to 
die on the cross for the forgiveness of my sins so I can go to heaven when I die." Both 
sides have tended to look suspiciously or negatively at the other. 
As Bono sings songs about the doctrine of grace and pleads with the wealthy 
West to mobilize to address global issues of poverty, disease, and justice, he is rejecting a 
vision that sees these two versions of Christianity as either/or. He is demanding that we 
see them as both/and. He is admonishing us to realize that while the Bible talks 
extensively about Jesus coming to save us from our sins, it also talks about the needs of 
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the poor more than any other topic, speaking about it over 3000 times. He is standing 
beside the Apostle Paul, who wrote: 
If anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come; the old has gone, the new is 
here! All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave 
us the ministry of reconciliation; that God was reconciling the world to himself in 
Christ ... 
I have emphasized a few phrases in this passage from II Corinthians to make my 
point. Is Jesus about saving souls, reconciling us to God? You bet. Absolutely. Is Jesus 
about saving all the world, all creation? Yes. Jesus is about that too. 
As Bono has become deeply engaged in speaking about personal faith and social 
engagement to transform the world, he is not inventing a new paradigm. Throughout 
history, there have been Christians who have seen the same both/and, personal salvation 
hand in hand with social justice. It was Christians, first in England and later in America 
who called their nations (ostensibly Christian) to wake up to the evils of slavery. It was 
the British missionary Paul Brand who labored to discover the causes of leprosy and 
brought relief to those ravaged by that disease. It was Mother Theresa who brought God's 
message of grace and love to the poorest of the poor in Calcutta. Earlier we talked about 
righteousness as tsedeqah, things being in right relation, things being "as they should be." 
The Gospel is always about taking "that which should not be," both personal sin and 
global injustice, and turning it into tsedeqah, that which should be. 
A Gospel that only does good deeds for the poor is incomplete. Likewise, a 
Gospel that only focuses upon personal salvation and personal forgiveness from sin is 
missing a huge part of the message of Jesus. Not either/or, but both/and. 
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Grace, she takes the blame 
She covers the shame 
Removes the stain 
It could be her name 
Grace ... 
It's a name for a girl 
It's also a thought that can change the world 
And when she walks on the street 
You can hear the strings 
Grace finds goodness in everything 
Grace, she's got the walk 
Not on a ramp or on chalk 
She's got the time to talk 
She travels outside of karma, karma 
She travels outside ... of karma 
When she goes to work, you can hear the strings 
Grace finds beauty in everything 
Grace ... 
She carries a world on her hips 
No champagne flute for her lips 
No twirls or skips between her fingertips 
She carries a pearl in perfect condition 
What once was hurt 
What once was friction 
What left a mark 
No longer stings ... 
Because Grace makes beauty 
Out of ugly things 
Gracefinds beauty in everything 
"Grace," from the album All That You Can't Leave Behind, 53 by U2. 
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45). how wide is God's embrace? 
OK. I'm going to just come out and say that this chapter makes me more anxious 
than anything else in the book. I've got friends for whom the most significant obstacle to 
participating in the Christian faith is their frustration with what feels to them to be its 
arrogant exclusivity. Basically, "I don't think I can believe in a religion or a God who is 
fine with the vast majority of humanity going to hell for all eternity." On the other hand, 
I've got friends for whom one of the most worrisome heretical charges one can make is to 
accuse someone of universalism, or being convinced that God will save everyone. 
My problem? I feel the concerns of both groups. I worry along with my 
questioning friends if the Gospel really can be called Good News if it is not good news 
for the vast, vast majority of all humanity. At the same time, I also believe that the story 
of God in the Bible is pretty clear that the only hope for humanity, individually or 
collectively, is through God's gracious actions toward us in Jesus. I don't think all roads 
lead to heaven. So, what am I to do? Where do others of us who might have one or both 
of the same concerns tum? 
The church that I grew up in took a very narrow view of this. Not only were all 
those outside of a specifically Christian response excluded, but most who thought they 
were Christians were excluded as well. Only those who were baptized in a very specific 
way, worshipped in very specific ways, and understood the Bible just as we did had any 
hope of being saved. Once in ih -grade Sunday School I asked the teacher, "But what 
about the thief on the cross? He wasn't baptized as an adult, nor do we know that he 
avoided instrumental music in church, but Jesus says he's going to heaven." I didn't get 
an answer and my parents got chided for having a disrespectful son. 
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As I pointed out in an earlier piece, while I soon left that narrow definition of how 
salvation was accessed behind, I didn't broaden my view by much. My interaction with 
John on the lawn at Young Life camp, trying to argue him out of his confidence in his 
Christian background and into the formulaic response of my construction, proves that. As 
time has gone by since, that instance and others have troubled me. 
Here is where I have landed over the last several years of doing ministry. Here is 
what I might say when sitting in a circle with a group of high-school kids on the trail in 
Colorado or sitting in the dining commons at George Fox University having coffee with a 
student. I believe hell is real. I believe it is possible to say "no" to the embrace of God. I 
also believe that is what we have to do--say "no." To me, that is different than believing 
heaven is available only to those who clearly say, "yes" right now in ways we can easily 
point to. (I feel your heresy meter revving up; please hang with me). 
I think this for a few biblical reasons, the first being what feels to me to be the 
overwhelming flow or thread running through scripture. God just seems again and again 
to find the lost, rescue the helpless, and bring life to the barren. Yes, there are times of 
judgment to be found in the Bible, but "these last only for a moment; God's mercies last a 
lifetime" as the Psalmist says. It seems possible to get lost, to cut oneself off from God, 
but the more I read the story of God, it seems pretty hard to do. 
In I Corinthians, Paul says, "Death where is your victory? Death, where is your 
sting?" It is gone. "Death has been swallowed up in victory." This is what the 
resurrection accomplishes. We are no longer prisoners to death. But we all still die, right? 
So what does this mean? Certainly, part of what it means is that we are no longer certain 
of spiritual death. We have the possibility and even the promise of salvation. But why 
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does Paul talk so much about physical death here, then, if what he really means is 
salvation? 
From a spiritual standpoint, what is the power that physical death has over us? It 
ends the possibility of repentance. A young woman might have attended church camp and 
been deeply moved by the message of God's grace spoken there. But she still had 
questions and did not respond. Sitting on the bus headed home, not interacting with the 
others because she's deep in thought about what she has heard, she doesn't see the 
approaching semi, driver asleep at the wheel, as it plows head-on into her bus. If she is 
killed instantly in the ensuing ball of flame, has death claimed victory over her? Is she a 
soul who, had she had a few more minutes, might have responded to grace, but because 
the semi got there first, did not? Is she now immediately ushered into hell? Is her eternal 
destiny changed by the timing of the out-of-control truck? 
I believe part of the resurrection destroying the sting and victory of death is that 
all is not lost for this young woman. Response to Christ is still her only hope for 
salvation, but I don't believe the semi truck ended it. I fully recognize that this is not a 
position held by anywhere close to most evangelical Christians. I fully recognize that I 
may be wrong in this, but a couple passages from scripture have been part of what has 
brought me to this belief. 
The first is a familiar parable, Jesus' parable of the sheep and the goats. In this 
parable, people come before Jesus after their deaths and are either welcomed into 
paradise or not. Those welcomed are the sheep and those rejected are goats. The irony of 
the parable, of course, is that those who come thinking they are sheep tum out to be 
goats. Jesus says to them, "I was thirsty and you didn't give me anything to drink. I was 
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hungry and you didn't feed me." They protest that this isn't fair. When did they have an 
opportunity to do this? Jesus replies, "Whenever you did not do this for the least of these, 
you did not do it for me." In essence, you thought you were followers of me, but your 
lack of care or concern for your fellow humans shows otherwise. 
In contrast, a group comes before him and they are welcomed. The mirror 
opposite of the previous dialogue follows. They claim, "We never fed you, gave you 
anything to drink, clothed you." Jesus replies that, though they did not know it, their care 
and compassion for others were really care for him, and they are welcomed into paradise. 
A few points in this parable seem worth noting. First, it is Jesus and how one 
cares for or responds to him that is of vital importance. This is not universalism. The 
arms of embrace are Jesus's and it is to him that we must respond. Next, the second 
group, the sheep, seemed to have not in a conscious way known of or responded to Jesus 
during their lives. They appear before Jesus after death and protest that there must be 
some mistake; they had not knowingly acted for Jesus during their lives. But somehow, 
Jesus knows that they would have, or considers their acts of mercy to be directed toward 
him. Finally, all of this happens after they have all died. There's no formula here or 
declaration that individuals can respond to Jesus after death, but it is a provocative story 
and Jesus tells it. 
I Peter has an even more cryptic and strange passage. It starts normally enough in 
fact, this part is quoted often, "For Christ suffered once for our sins, the righteous for the 
unrighteous, to bring you to God. He was put to death in the body but made alive in the 
Spirit." Absolutely. This is consistent with everything else in the story of scripture and is 
at the heart of traditional Christian belief. But then these are the very next verses that 
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follow: "In that state he went and made proclamation to the imprisoned spirits-to those 
who were disobedient long ago when God waited patiently in the days of Noah while the 
ark was being built." 
Well, that part doesn't get quoted very much. Where is this place that souls from 
the days of Noah, when the earth was so wicked that God destroyed everyone other than 
Noah and his family, get imprisoned? It would be safe to assume that they are imprisoned 
in hell. And Christ, in some way, comes to them, in hell and preaches to them. 
Theologians have argued a great deal about what this means and it is one verse and is one 
instance, but it seems to me that at least once, souls who had been wicked in life, judged 
by God in death and sent to hell are preached to and that, in this one instance, it seems 
like hell was not necessarily final. In saying that, I'm not saying that these souls didn't 
still need to respond in some way, to repent, to actively welcome this opportunity. It is 
conceivable that, even in hell, they may not have. I am also not saying that this passage 
proves in any way that this happens more than once. 
I am saying that when I read the story of the Bible, with God's relentless pursuit 
of reconciliation, and when I read these stories that seem to speak of, at least in these 
cases, our earthly life not being the limit of the opportunity of God's love to find us, I 
have hope that this extends beyond these isolated examples. I still believe that Christ 
alone can reconcile us to the Triune God. All roads do not lead to God. I also believe, in 
the end, that embrace can be resisted. I do believe, or at least strongly hope, that this 
embrace is made available to more of us than we have tended to think. 
I recognize that any number of you reading this will not find this position 
acceptable. Some will feel like it really is just "universalism in sheep's clothing," an 
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example of trying to have it both ways, be a universalist and still believe that Jesus 
exclusively saves. In my heart, that's not what I think I am doing, but I know I won't 
convince some of that. On the other hand, some will feel that to claim that "the arms of 
God's embrace that extend to us are Jesus's and his alone" is too exclusive. This group 
wants a God who unconditionally accepts all. To that group, I have a couple of responses. 
Both of my responses to the claim of exclusivism have their basis in the nature of 
relationships. The entire flow of the book, and I believe the entire flow of God's story in 
scripture, is that we are specifically desired by the relational God. Just as we are 
specifically desired, the one who desires us is specific. Is it really the same thing to say, 
"I value love, so I'll marry you. One object of love is as good as another, and anyone will 
do," as opposed to, "You. You are the one I love and desire to marry. Of all others, you 
are the one I love?" God loves us specifically like that and asks that in return. That's not 
God being arrogant or exclusive. Is the bride who says, "Love me. Love me uniquely and 
exclusively, for that is how I love you," being arrogant? 
Also, do we really want all to be accepted unconditionally? We want that for 
ourselves, certainly. We want it for the children we see starving on TV. We want that for 
those battered and scarred by life. But do we want that for their abusers? Do we want a 
God who could say to a pedophile, a rapist, a Hitler, "I don't care at all about all that; just 
give me a hug." We believe, at least in our better moments, in forgiveness. But there is a 
condition to God's embrace. Namely, the embrace of Hosea is the offer for Gomer to 
now be his wife, not to continue being a prostitute. The embrace of the father is for the 
son to come home, not to continue to rebel in the far-off land. If the state of one's heart is 
that it would not or will not enter into what a relationship with God entails- loving God 
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and joining God in the work of the Kingdom- the embrace cannot happen. I believe any 
who would welcome that embrace and the relationship offered in it will have it. I don't 
believe that is anywhere near all of us. But, I sure think there will be a lot more ofus than 
the branch of the church I grew up in did! 
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46). heart parties 
I have two delightful daughters, Bailey and Rachel. They laugh all the time, love 
to draw, ride bikes, have "family wrestle" (a post-dinner tradition of sorts in our house), 
and most other things that kids in 1st and 2nd grade like. Bailey, our oldest, is particularly 
creative and emotionally sensitive and has a borderline case of Asperger's Syndrome. 
While, for her, that causes pretty minimal problems these days, when she was younger, it 
made life pretty challenging. Until she was six, social interaction with peers was pretty 
difficult and she did not have friends her age other than her sister. 
When she was four, we lived in Iowa City where Elizabeth and I worked with 
Young Life, which meant that there were a lot of high-school and college-aged kids in the 
girls' lives. Soon after Christmas that year, Bailey somehow became aware that 
Valentine's Day was the next major holiday. She didn't know the name of it, but she was 
sure it involved hearts. 
She announced, "I want to have a heart party." We asked her who she wanted to 
invite to the heart party and she said the Otterbein children, two older kids from our 
church that she knew because we were friends with their parents. They were both more 
than four years older than Bailey, so we weren't quite sure how this heart party thing was 
going to go, but she was determined. 
In fact, she began making "cards for the heart party." This involved taking pink, 
red or white pieces of construction paper and drawing a heart on them, folding them and 
putting them in a pile with the other cards. Simple enough. Except that Bailey, over the 
next month or so, made a lot of cards. She would make from a few to more than a dozen a 
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day and they really started to pile up. With the pile, up piled her expectations for this 
party. "I can't wait for the heart party, Dad. It's going to be great!" 
Well, her mom and I weren't so sure. The Otterbein kids were nice enough, but 
they were quite a bit older than Bailey and, given all the things that complicated life for 
Bailey, she wasn't super adept at sustaining social interactions in the first place. We had 
real concerns that her massive expectations were going to come crashing into this 
awkward social reality and that it was going to be very painful for her. Plus, we were 
concerned that this would be the first taste of what, we assumed at the time, would be 
what quite a bit of her life would look like. 
Like I said, we had a lot of college-aged folks in our lives due to our Young Life 
involvement in this university town, and all of them knew our girls. They'd all seen the 
pile of "heart cards" growing on our living-room bookshelf A couple times, I'd talked 
with a few of the guys about my anxiety about the upcoming party. 
The day came, and sure enough, it was just as awkward as anticipated. The 
Otterbein kids definitely had the look of kids whose parents had forced them to come. 
Perhaps the bribe of cake and ice cream at the end had been enough to get them there. 
Bailey, as usual, had very specific ideas about what games ought to be played and how 
the party should proceed, but being both four and a kid with some challenges, she did not 
have much ability to communicate those things. We were counting the minutes until we 
could get to the cake and ice cream and bring the heart party to an end. Elizabeth and I 
were just hoping for minimal emotional damage. 
And then the doorbell rang. Before we could get to the door, in burst three of the 
college-aged guys who worked with us in Young Life, JJ, Jeff, and Brendon. 
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"Hey! We're looking for a heart party! Does anyone know where a heart party is 
going on?!" 
"Here. We're having a heart party," Bailey said. 
"That's awesome, because we love heart parties and this looks like a great one!" 
For the next hour, these three guys literally turned our living room upside down 
with their energy and enthusiasm. They gave piggy back rides. They chased kids. They 
wrestled with them. They made up balloon games. Everything happened with a level of 
energy and a volume beyond belie£1 They were literally dripping with sweat. 
The Otterbein kids, both whom had looked a little wary and hesitant when the 
guys burst into the room, were swept away into the enthusiasm. Within minutes they 
were laughing and playing with these guys like they were much younger kids. My two 
daughters were beside themselves with joy. They squealed, laughed, and screamed until 
they literally fell to the ground in exhaustion. 
It was the most beautiful thing I'd ever seen. Bailey would, and still will, even 
though her social skills are infinitely more up to speed now than they were then, have 
plenty of awkward social experiences. She will have times when life is not kind. 
But not this day! 
This day, her weeks and weeks of preparations and expectations were totally 
eclipsed by the reality. Her heart party was better than even she could have dreamed! 
For an hour, shalom invaded our house. 
The Kingdom of God took up residence at 309 Amhurst St., Iowa City, Iowa. 
Bailey was vulnerable and awkward. Three twenty-one-year old guys saw that and 
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intervened. They loved Bailey. They loved our whole family and, because of that, they 
gave us a great gift. 
At play at the Heart Party, 2004. 
Bailey, JJ Alberhasky and Rachel at the Heart Party. 
The Kingdom of God is a lot of things and it's a very few things. In a lot of ways, 
it is nothing more than this. Throwing heart parties. Seeing people in need and loving 
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them extravagantly, because that is what Jesus has done for us. Jesus talked about 
banquets. Israel anticipated the Year of Jubilee. Jesus told stories of great celebrations at 
the finding of lost sheep, lost coins and lost children. It's not hard to be an ambassador of 
the Kingdom. Just throw a heart party! 
Ultimately, any heart party we throw, any moment where we create a glimpse of 
shalom here on earth, is but that, a glimpse. The reality of what is to come is infinitely 
better. We were made for this. We were created to know and experience the wonderful 
relationality of God. We have, through our rebellion, lost that experience. The story of 
God is the restoration of that. Actually, restoration is hardly the right word. It seems to 
imply patching a leaky tire, or putting a patch on a tom pair of pants. What God's 
embrace of humanity is about, through the cross of Jesus, his resurrection and the 
ongoing work of those that know and follow him, is "making all things new." 
It is to be welcomed home. It is to find that, though we've been crouching in 
alleyways all our lives, there is a seat at the Banquet for us. It is to join in the adventure 
of bringing the world to this feast of shalom. It is to melt into the healing, forgiving, life-
giving arms of God. To feel God's heart race with joy as we hear whispered to us, 
"Welcome home! I have missed you so!" 
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